In the Spirit of Lyot @ Leiden 2022 Schedule
Monday 27th June
Time

Speaker

9:30 - 10:45

Registration, poster setup & morning coffee

Title

Nienke van der Marel & Matthew
10:45 - 11:00 Kenworthy

Welcome talk

11:00 - 11:40 Robert de Rosa

Direct Imaging of Exoplanets: From the past to the future

11:40 - 12:00 Maissa Salama
12:00 - 12:20 Markus Janson

Large Adaptive Optics Survey for Substellar Objects (LASSO) Around Young Nearby Low-Mass
Stars
Hear ye! Tidings of the BEAST

12:20 - 13:40 Lunch break
13:40 - 14:00 Thayne Currie (Julien Lozi)

The SCExAO Direct Imaging Search for Planets Around Accelerating Stars

14:00 - 14:20 Sylvestre Lacour

Spectrum, astrometry, and new detections: a trove of possibilities offered by optical
interferometry

14:20 - 14:40 Carl-Henrik Dahlqvist

The SHARDDS Survey: Limits on Planet Occurrence Rates Based on Point Sources Analysis via
the Auto-RSM Framework

14:40 - 15:00 Mathilde Mâlin

Atmospheric characterization of exoplanets with the medium resolution spectrometer on
MIRI/JWST

15:00 - 15:40 Afternoon coffee
15:40 - 16:20 Sarah Kendrew

Exoplanet science with the James Webb Space Telescope

16:20 - 16:40 Sasha Hinkley (Elisabeth Matthews)
16:40 - 17:00 Tim Pearce

High Contrast Imaging of Exoplanets and Exoplanetary Systems with JWST
The outer-planet population inferred from a large sample of debris discs

17:00 - 19:00 Opening reception @Scheltema
20:00

Astronomy on Tap @Grand Cafe de Burcht with talks from Kate Follette and Gael Chauvin

Tuesday 28th June
Time

Speaker

Title

9:00 - 9:40

Grant Kennedy

Circumstellar and Circumplanetary Disks

9:40 - 10:00 Evan Rich
10:00 - 10:20 Schuyler Wolff

Gemini-LIGHTS: a survey of Herbig Ae/Be and massive T-Tauri protoplanetary disks imaged
with Gemini Planet Imager
Digging Deep with HST+JWST on Archetypal debris disks; Epsilon Eridani, Fomalhaut and Vega

10:20 - 11:00 Morning coffee
11:00 - 11:20 Nick Oberg

Circumplanetary Disks in the Mid-Infrared with METIS

11:20 - 11:40 Hans Martin Schmid

Quantitative polarimetry of circumstellar dust with high contrast observations

11:40 - 12:00 Ryo Tazaki
12:00 - 12:20 Sarah Betti

Characterization of complex-shaped dust aggregates in planet-forming disks by optical and
near-infrared observations
Detection of Near-infrared Water Ice at the Surface of the (Pre)Transitional Disk of AB Aur

12:20 - 13:40 Lunch break & Early career event
13:40 - 14:00 Christian Ginski

SPHERE-DESTINYS: Imaging the cradles of planet formation

14:00 - 14:20 Katie Crotts

A Multi-Wavelength Study of the Extreme Debris Disk Around HD 111520

14:20 - 14:40 Gabriele Cugno
14:40 - 15:00 Nienke van der Marel

Revealing the population of forming giant planets
The impact of icy dust transport and dust traps on exoplanet atmospheres

15:00 - 15:40 Afternoon coffee
15:40 - 16:00 Dorian Demars

Emission line variability of young accreting planet and brown-dwarf companions

16:00 - 16:20 Gabriel-Dominique Marleau

Accreting protoplanets: Spectral signatures and extinction of gas and dust extinction at H α

16:20 - 16:40 Stefan Kraus
16:40 - 17:00 Carles Cantero

Exoplanet Spectroscopy and Planetary System Architectures with the VLTI/BIFROST
instrument
Using local noise statistics to improve the supervised learning of exoplanets detection

Wednesday 29th June
Time

Speaker

Title

9:00 - 9:40

Faustine Cantalloube

Algorithms for High Contrast Imaging

9:40 - 10:00

Kate Follette

Robust Detection and Interpretation of Accreting Protoplanet Signals

10:00 - 10:20 Markus Johannes Bonse

Comparing Apples with Apples: Statistically sound Detection Limits for Exoplanet High
Contrast Imaging

10:20 - 11:00 Morning coffee
11:00 - 11:20 Antoine Chomez

Improving detection limits on direct imaging: The PACO algorithm performances

11:20 - 11:40 Bin Ren

Total intensity circumstellar disk imaging from data imputation: towards optimal extraction of
disks for planet-disk dis

11:40 - 12:00 Sarah Steiger

The MKID Exoplanet Camera (MEC) for Subaru SCExAO: Using Stochastic Speckle
Discrimination for High-Contrast Imaging wit

12:00 - 12:20 Rico Landman

Trade-offs in high-contrast integral field spectroscopy for exoplanet detection and
characterisation

12:20 - 13:40 Lunch break
13:40 - 14:00 Nour Skaf

Structures in the Beta Pictoris disk at 12 um with NEAR-VISIR

14:00 - 14:20 Christian Marois

Deployment of focal plane WFS technologies on 8-m telescopes: from the Subaru SPIDERS
pathfinder, to the facility-class

14:20 - 14:40 Kevin Barjot
14:40 - 15:00 Olivier Guyon

First light of the upgraded FIRST visible fibered interferometer at the Subaru telescope
High Contrast Imaging at the Photon Noise Limit with WFS-based PSF Calibration

15:00 - 15:40 Afternoon coffee
15:40 - 16:00 Rob van Holstein

Expanding the polarimetric capabilities of SPHERE-IRDIS to uniquely characterize the
formation environments of planets

16:00 - 16:20 Sebastiaan Haffert

Observing giant planet accretion kinematics with MagAO-X and the Visible Integral Field
spectrograph eXtreme (VIS-X)

16:20 - 16:40 Steph Sallum (Deno Stelter)
16:40 - 17:00 Daniel Echeverri

Thermal Infrared Exoplanet Science with SCALES and PSI-Red
Vortex Fiber Nulling Demonstration with the Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer

18:00

Conference dinner @Scheltema

Thursday 30th June
Time

Speaker

Title

9:00 - 9:20

Mona El Morsy

Development of a prototype instrument for the direct characterization of young giant
exoplanets

9:20 - 9:40

Jules Dallant

A new PACO based method to push the exoplanets detection limits and to estimate their
orbital parameters simultaneously

9:40 - 10:00 Quinn Konopacky
10:00 - 10:20 Olivier Absil

The Development of HISPEC for Keck and MODHIS for TMT
Final design and expected performance of the METIS high-contrast imaging modes

10:20 - 11:00 Morning coffee
11:00 - 11:20 Elisabeth Matthews

Dynamical Masses and Spectroscopic Analysis of Brown Dwarfs: long-period companions with
RVs and high contrast imaging.

11:20 - 11:40 Kyle Franson

Searching for Planets and Brown Dwarfs around Young Accelerating Stars

11:40 - 12:00 Rachel Bowens-Rubin
12:00 - 12:20 Lucie Leboulleux

The tale of the Wolf 359b campaign: combining high-contrast imaging and RV data to study a
cold Neptunian exoplanet
Socio-demographic study of the high-contrast imaging community

12:20 - 13:40 Lunch break
13:40 - 14:00 Emily Rickman

Precise Dynamical Masses of New Directly Imaged Companions from Combining Relative
Astrometry, Radial Velocities, and Hi

14:00 - 14:20 Kevin Wagner

Imaging Habitable-Zone Exoplanets with Mid-Infrared Coronagraphy

14:20 - 14:40 Jared Males

The potential, and limits, of high contrast imaging with the ELTs

14:40 - 15:00 Nemanja Jovanovic

Phase II of the Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer: System-level Laboratory
Characterization and Preliminary On-Sky Co

15:00 - 15:40 Afternoon coffee
Raphael Galicher (Anthony
15:40 - 16:00 Boccaletti)

Upgrading the high contrast imaging facility SPHERE: science drivers and instrument choices

16:00 - 16:20 Saavidra Perera

Upgrading the Gemini Planet Imager to GPI 2.0

16:20 - 16:40 Michael Fitzgerald

The Planetary Systems Imager for TMT: Overview and Status

16:40 - 17:00 Dan Sirbu

Exoplanet Yield Sensitivity for the Hybrid Lyot Coronagraph from end-to-end modeling for
LUVOIR-A

Friday 1st July
Time

Speaker

Title

9:00 - 9:40

Marta Bryan

Characterizing Gas Giants Using High-Resolution Spectroscopy

9:40 - 10:00 Garima Singh
10:00 - 10:20 Jean-Baptiste Ruffio

End-to-end high-contrast imaging simulations with the LLOWFS and FAST sensors for TMT
High resolution spectroscopy of directly imaged exoplanets with KPIC

10:20 - 11:00 Morning coffee
11:00 - 11:20 Evert Nasedkin

Four of a Kind: A Systematic Characterization of the HR8799 planets.

11:20 - 11:40 Simon Petrus

X-SHYNE: a new sample of young, cold, low-mass planetary analogs

11:40 - 12:00 Beth Biller

Variability of Young, Giant Exoplanets : Opportunity or Obstacle?

Matthew Kenworthy & Nienke van
12:00 - 12:20 der Marel

Closing remarks

Special events
Monday

Opening reception
Scheltema - 17:00

Astronomy on tap
Grand Cafe de Burcht - 20:00
Around the world, Astronomy on Tap features games, https://aot.strw.leidenuniv.nl/
talks, and quizzes by professional astronomers and
educators in the informal setting of a local bar.
Astronomy on Tap Leiden is organized by professional astronomers connected to Leiden
Observatory. All events are in English and free of charge. The speakers are Kate Follette
and Gael Chauvin.

Tuesday

Early career event
Scheltema - Lunch (12:20 -13:40)
An event where senior participants of the conference can discuss the
scienti c direction of the eld, career paths, and the academic job hunt with
early career researchers. Packed lunches will be provided, which can be
taken along during the discussion. The format will be discussion in small
groups. Two "senior scientists" will discuss with a group of up to 10 early
career scientists (i.e. (PhD) students and/or postdocs).

Wednesday

Conference dinner
Scheltema - 18:00

Dinner at Scheltema. There are vegetarian and vegan options. The Bu et
has the options of Indonesian food, Burgers, Wraps, Salads/soups, and
Dessert.

Scientific Organizing Committee

Matthew Kenworthy (chair)
- Leiden Observatory

Christine Chen
- Space Telescope Science
Institute, Baltimore

Mamadou N’Diaye
- Observatoire de la Cote
d’Azur, Nice

Anthony Boccaletti
- LESIA, Observatoire de Paris

Paul Kalas
- UC Berkeley

Anne-Marie Lagrange
- LESIA, Observatoire de
Paris

Motohide Tamura
- Department of Astronomy,
University of Tokyo

Quinn Konopacky
- UC San Diego

Alice Zurlo
- Universidad Diego
Portales, Chile

Local Organizing Committee (all Leiden Observatory)

Nienke van der Marel (chair)

Rico Landman

Matthew Kenworthy

Christian Ginski

Tomas Stolker

Elina Kleisioti

David Doelman

Golden Tulip

Leiden
Observatory

Scheltema

Boat rental

Best Western

De Burcht
(Astronomy on Tap)

Old Observatory

https://tinyurl.com/lyotfood
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Participant list
Ramya Anche - ramyaanche@arizona.edu - Remote - Poster
Laird Close - lclose@email.arizona.edu - Remote - Participant
Thayne Currie - currie@naoj.org - Remote - Participant
Virginie Faramaz - vfaramaz@email.arizona.edu - Remote - Participant
Julien Girard - jgirard@stsci.edu - Remote - Poster
Jun Hashimoto - jun.hashimto@nao.ac.jp - Remote - Participant
Ko Hosokawa - kou.hosokawa@grad.nao.ac.jp - Remote - Participant
Adrien Hours - adrien.hours@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - Remote - Poster
Rebecca Jensen-Clem - rjensenc@ucsc.edu - Remote - Poster
Markus Kasper - mkasper@eso.org - Remote - Participant
Mihoko Konishi - mkonishi@oita-u.ac.jp - Remote - Participant
Briley Lewis - brileylewis@g.ucla.edu - Remote - Poster
Asano Mizuki - asano.mizuki.r1@elms.hokudai.ac.jp - Remote - Participant
Naoshi Murakami - nmurakami@eng.hokudai.ac.jp - Remote - Participant
Jun Nishikawa - jun.nishikawa@nao.ac.jp - Remote - Participant
Matthew Noyes - matthew.r.noyes@jpl.nasa.gov - Remote - Poster
Gilles Orban de Xivry - gorban@uliege.be - Remote - Participant
Gilles Otten - gilles.otten@gmail.com - Remote - Participant
Hossein Rahmati - h.rahmati@alumni.basu.ac.ir - Remote - Participant
Simon Ringqvist - simon.c.ringqvist@gmail.com - Remote - Poster
Steph Sallum - ssallum@uci.edu - Remote - Participant
Vito Squicciarini - vito.squicciarini@phd.unipd.it - Remote - Participant
Shotaro Tada - shotaro.tada@grad.nao.ac.jp - Remote - Participant
Motohide Tamura - motohide.tamura@nao.ac.jp - Remote - Participant
Taichi Uyama - tuyama@ipac.caltech.edu - Remote - Poster
Marion Villenave - marion.f.villenave@jpl.nasa.gov - Remote - Participant
Jason Wang - jwang4@caltech.edu - Remote - Participant
Kenta Yoneta - kenta.yoneta@nao.ac.jp - Remote - Participant
Yifan Zhou - yifan.zhou@utexas.edu - Remote - Participant
Olivier Absil - olivier.absil@uliege.be - In person - Speaker
Jea Adams - jea.adams@cfa.harvard.edu - In person - Poster
Jaren Ashcraft - jashcraft@email.arizona.edu - In person - Poster
Aneesh Baburaj - ababuraj@ucsd.edu - In person - Poster
William Balmer - wbalmer1@jhu.edu - In person - Poster
Saugata Barat - s.barat@uva.nl - In person - Poster
Kevin Barjot - kevin.barjot@obspm.fr - In person - Speaker
Pierre Baudoz - pierre.baudoz@obspm.fr - In person - Poster
Hanae Belaouchi - hanae.belaouchi@obspm.fr - In person - Participant
Ruslan Belikov - ruslan.belikov@nasa.gov - In person - Participant
Eduardo Bendek - eduardo.bendek@jpl.nasa.gov - In person - Poster
Arielle Bertrou-Cantou - abertrou@caltech.edu - In person - Poster
Sarah Betti - sbetti@umass.edu - In person - Speaker
Alexis Bidot - alexis.bidot@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - In person - Poster
Beth Biller - bb@roe.ac.uk - In person - Speaker
Jayne Birkby - jayne.birkby@physics.ox.ac.uk - In person - Poster
Dori Blakely - blakelyd@uvic.ca - In person - Poster
Nicolas Blind - nicolas.blind@unige.ch - In person - Poster
Anthony Boccaletti - anthony.boccaletti@obspm.fr - In person - Participant
Markus Johannes Bonse - mbonse@phys.ethz.ch - In person - Speaker
Mark Booth - mark.booth@uni-jena.de - In person - Poster
Rachel Bowens-Rubin - rbowru@ucsc.edu - In person - Speaker
Brendan Bowler - bpbowler@astro.as.utexas.edu - In person - Poster
Marta Bryan - martalbryan@berkeley.edu - In person - Invited Speaker
Per Calissendorff - percal@umich.edu - In person - Poster
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Faustine Cantalloube - faustine.cantalloube@cnrs.fr - In person - Invited Speaker
Carles Cantero - ccantero@uliege.be - In person - Speaker
Alexis Carlotti - alexis.carlotti@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - In person - Participant
Alexander Chaushev - a.chaushev@uci.edu - In person - Participant
Gael Chauvin - gael.chauvin@oca.eu - In person - Poster
Christine Chen - cchen@stsci.edu - In person - Participant
Jeffrey Chilcote - jchilcote@nd.edu - In person - Poster
Antoine Chomez - antoine.chomez@obspm.fr - In person - Speaker
Elodie Choquet - elodie.choquet@lam.fr - In person - Poster
Valentin Christiaens - valentin.christiaens@uliege.be - In person - Poster
Jean Costes - jean.costes@lam.fr - In person - Poster
Katie Crotts - ktcrotts@uvic.ca - In person - Speaker
Gabriele Cugno - gabo.cugno@gmail.com - In person - Speaker
Nick Cvetojevic - nick.cvetojevic@oca.eu - In person - Poster
Hazan Daglayan Sevim - hazan.daglayan@uclouvain.be - In person - Poster
Carl-Henrik Dahlqvist - carl-henrik.dahlqvist@uliege.be - In person - Speaker
Jules Dallant - jules.dallant@univ-lyon1.fr - In person - Speaker
Felix Aron Dannert - fdannert@phys.ethz.ch - In person - Poster
Ernst de Mooij - e.demooij@qub.ac.uk - In person - Participant
Robert De Rosa - rderosa@eso.org - In person - Invited Speaker
Philippe Delorme - philippe.delorme@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - In person - Participant
Dorian Demars - dorian.demars@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - In person - Speaker
Niyati Desai - ndesai2@caltech.edu - In person - Poster
Célia Desgrange - celia.desgrange@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - In person - Poster
Clarissa Do O - cdoo@ucsd.edu - In person - Poster
David Doelman - doelman@strw.leidenuniv.nl - In person - Poster
Carsten Dominik - c.dominik@uva.nl - In person - Participant
Daniel Echeverri - dechever@caltech.edu - In person - Speaker
Mona El Morsy - mona.elmorsy@lam.fr - In person - Speaker
Michael Fitzgerald - mpfitz@ucla.edu - In person - Speaker
Olivier Flasseur - olivier.flasseur@inria.fr - In person - Poster
Kevin Fogarty - kevin.w.fogarty@nasa.gov - In person - Poster
Kate Follette - kfollette@amherst.edu - In person - Speaker
Clemence Fontanive - clemence.fontanive@unibe.ch - In person - Poster
Jules Fowler - jumfowle@ucsc.edu - In person - Poster
Logan Francis - loganfrancis3@uvic.ca - In person - Participant
Kyle Franson - kfranson@utexas.edu - In person - Speaker
Raphaël Galicher - raphael.galicher@obspm.fr - In person - Poster
Emily Garvin - emily.omaya.garvin@gmail.com - In person - Poster
Carlos Gascón - gascon@ice.csic.es - In person - Participant
Benjamin Gerard - blgerard@ucsc.edu - In person - Poster
Christian Ginski - ginski@strw.leidenuniv.nl - In person - Speaker
Charles Goulas - charles.goulas@obspm.fr - In person - Participant
Camille Graf - camille.graf@univ-lyon1.fr - In person - Poster
Tyler Groff - tyler.d.groff@nasa.gov - In person - Poster
Olivier Guyon - guyon@naoj.org - In person - Speaker
Sebastiaan Haffert - shaffert@arizona.edu - In person - Speaker
Janis Hagelberg - janis.hagelberg@unige.ch - In person - Participant
Iain Hammond - Iain.Hammond@monash.edu - In person - Participant
Philip Hinz - phinz@ucsc.edu - In person - Participant
Kielan Hoch - kwilcomb@ucsd.edu - In person - Poster
Katelyn Horstman - khorstma@astro.caltech.edu - In person - Poster
Rebecca Houghton - rhoughton1@sheffield.ac.uk - In person - Poster
Renyu Hu - renyu.hu@jpl.nasa.gov - In person - Poster
Elsa Huby - elsa.huby@obspm.fr - In person - Poster
Markus Janson - markus.janson@astro.su.se - In person - Speaker
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Adam Johnson - adambjohnson@uvic.ca - In person - Poster
Nemanja Jovanovic - nem@caltech.edu - In person - Speaker
Roser Juanola-Parramon - roser.juanola@nasa.gov - In person - Participant
Sandrine Juillard - sjuillard@uliege.be - In person - Poster
Paul Kalas - kalas@berkeley.edu - In person - Poster
Jens Kammerer - jkammerer@stsci.edu - In person - Poster
Sarah Kendrew - sarah.kendrew@esa.int - In person - Invited Speaker
Grant Kennedy - G.Kennedy@warwick.ac.uk - In person - Invited Speaker
Matthew Kenworthy - kenworthy@strw.leidenuniv.nl - In person - Poster
Elina Kleisioti - kleisioti@mail.strw.leidenuniv.nl - In person - Participant
Lorenzo König - lorenzo.konig@uliege.be - In person - Poster
Quinn Konopacky - qkonopacky@ucsd.edu - In person - Speaker
Stefan Kraus - s.kraus@exeter.ac.uk - In person - Speaker
Tomoyuki Kudo - kudotm@naoj.org - In person - Poster
Jonas Kuhn - jonas.kuehn@unibe.ch - In person - Poster
Taylor Kutra - kutra@astro.utoronto.ca - In person - Poster
Sylvestre Lacour - sylvestre.lacour@obspm.fr - In person - Speaker
Iva Laginja - iva.laginja@obspm.fr - In person - Poster
Anne-Marie Lagrange - anne-marie.lagrange@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - In person - Poster
Manon Lallement - manon.lallement@obspm.fr - In person - Poster
Rico Landman - rlandman@strw.leidenuniv.nl - In person - Speaker
Maud Langlois - maud.langlois@univ-lyon1.fr - In person - Poster
Romain Laugier - romain.laugier@kuleuven.be - In person - Poster
Lucie Leboulleux - lucie.leboulleux@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - In person - Invited Speaker
Jonathan Lin - jon880@astro.ucla.edu - In person - Participant
Pengyu Liu - pengyu.liu@ed.ac.uk - In person - Poster
Joseph Long - josephlong@email.arizona.edu - In person - Poster
Ronald Lopez - rlopez@astro.ucla.edu - In person - Poster
Julien Lozi - lozi@naoj.org - In person - Poster
Jie Ma - jma@phys.ethz.ch - In person - Poster
Alexander Madurowicz - amaduro@stanford.edu - In person - Poster
Jared Males - jrmales@arizona.edu - In person - Speaker
Mathilde Mâlin - mathilde.malin@obspm.fr - In person - Speaker
Gabriel-Dominique Marleau - gabriel.marleau@uni-tuebingen.de - In person - Speaker
Christian Marois - christian.marois@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca - In person - Speaker
Frantz Martinache - frantz.martinache@oca.eu - In person - Poster
Marc-Antoine Martinod - mam.astro01@gmail.com - In person - Poster
David Marx - david.s.marx@jpl.nasa.gov - In person - Poster
Elisabeth Matthews - elisabeth.matthews@unige.ch - In person - Speaker
Johan Mazoyer - johan.mazoyer@obspm.fr - In person - Poster
Camilo Mejia Prada - camilo.mejia.prada@jpl.nasa.gov - In person - Poster
Kian Milani - kianmilani@email.arizona.edu - In person - Poster
Julien Milli - julien.milli@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - In person - Poster
Paul Mollière - molliere@mpia.de - In person - Poster
David Mouillet - david.mouillet@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr - In person - Participant
Mamadou N’Diaye - mamadou.ndiaye@oca.eu - In person - Participant
Evert Nasedkin - nasedkin@mpia.de - In person - Speaker
Jayke Nguyen - jsn001@ucsd.edu - In person - Poster
Eric Nielsen - nielsen@nmsu.edu - In person - Poster
Nick Oberg - n.o.oberg@tudelft.nl - In person - Speaker
Paulina Palma-Bifani - paulina.palma-bifani@oca.eu - In person - Poster
Jyotirmay Paul - jpaul@uliege.be - In person - Poster
Logan Pearce - loganpearce1@email.arizona.edu - In person - Poster
Tim Pearce - timothy.pearce@uni-jena.de - In person - Speaker
Anne Peck - annepeck@nmsu.edu - In person - Poster
Dillon Peng - dpeng@nd.edu - In person - Poster
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Saavidra Perera - sperera@ucsd.edu - In person - Speaker
Marshall Perrin - mperrin@stsci.edu - In person - Participant
Clément Perrot - clement.perrot@obspm.fr - In person - Poster
Simon Petrus - spetrus@npf.cl - In person - Speaker
Emiel Por - epor@stsci.edu - In person - Participant
Axel Potier - axel.q.potier@jpl.nasa.gov - In person - Poster
Raphaël Pourcelot - raphael.pourcelot@oca.eu - In person - Participant
laurent Pueyo - pueyo@stsci.edu - In person - Participant
Sascha P. Quanz - sascha.quanz@phys.ethz.ch - In person - Participant
Isabel Rebollido Vázquez - irebollido@stsci.edu - In person - Poster
Bin Ren - bin.ren@oca.eu - In person - Speaker
Evan Rich - earich@umich.edu - In person - Speaker
Emily Rickman - erickman@stsci.edu - In person - Speaker
A J Eldorado Riggs - aj.riggs@jpl.nasa.gov - In person - Poster
Garreth Ruane - garreth.ruane@jpl.nasa.gov - In person - Poster
Jean-Baptiste Ruffio - jruffio@caltech.edu - In person - Speaker
Mariam Sabalbal - mariam.sabalbal@uliege.be - In person - Poster
Maissa Salama - msalama@ucsc.edu - In person - Speaker
Matthias Samland - samland@mpia.de - In person - Participant
Ben Sappey - bsappey@ucsd.edu - In person - Poster
Lauren Schatz - lauren.schatz.1@spaceforce.mil - In person - Participant
Hans Martin Schmid - schmid@astro.phys.ethz.ch - In person - Speaker
Aditya Sengupta - aditya.sengupta@berkeley.edu - In person - Poster
Garima Singh - garima.singh@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca - In person - Speaker
Dan Sirbu - dan.sirbu@nasa.gov - In person - Speaker
Nour Skaf - nour.skaf@gmail.com - In person - Speaker
Eckhart Spalding - espaldin@nd.edu - In person - Poster
Sophia Stasevic - sophia.stasevic@obspm.fr - In person - Poster
Sarah Steiger - steiger@physics.ucsb.edu - In person - Speaker
Deno Stelter - deno@ucolick.org - In person - Poster
Tomas Stolker - stolker@strw.leidenuniv.nl - In person - Poster
Ben Sutlieff - b.j.sutlieff@uva.nl - In person - Poster
Ryo Tazaki - r.tazaki@uva.nl - In person - Speaker
Samuel Thé - samuel.the@univ-lyon1.fr - In person - Poster
William Thompson - wthompson@uvic.ca - In person - Poster
Taylor Tobin - ttobin2@nd.edu - In person - Poster
Christian Tschudi - chtschud@phys.ethz.ch - In person - Poster
Joost van den Born - born@astro.rug.nl - In person - Poster
Nienke van der Marel - nmarel@strw.leidenuniv.nl - In person - Speaker
Rob van Holstein - rob.vanholstein@eso.org - In person - Speaker
Maaike van Kooten - mvankoot@ucsc.edu - In person - Poster
Sophia Vaughan - sophia.vaughan@physics.ox.ac.uk - In person - Poster
Arthur Vigan - arthur.vigan@lam.fr - In person - Participant
Gayathri Viswanath - gayathri.viswanath@astro.su.se - In person - Participant
Kevin Wagner - kevinwagner@email.arizona.edu - In person - Speaker
Kimberly Ward-Duong - kwardduong@smith.edu - In person - Poster
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Poster list
P001] Jea Adams - Introducing pyKLIP-PE: A Flexible, Data-Driven Optimization Tool For High
Contrast Imaging
P002] Ramya Anche - Simulations of polarimetric observations of debris disk Epsilon-Eridani
through Roman Coronagraph Instrument
P003] Jaren Ashcraft - Integrated Modeling of Observatories with Astronomical Coronagraphs using Hybrid Propagation Physics
P004] Aneesh Baburaj - Determining C/O ratios for Directly Imaged Planet Host Stars
P005] William Balmer - Characterization of the L-type Brown Dwarf Companion to the Nearby
Solar-type Star HD 72946 with VLTI/GRAVITY, VLT/SPHERE
P006] Saugata Barat - Constraining planet formation with atmospheric observations from the V1298
Tau planet system.
P007] Pierre Baudoz - Study, development and laboratory performance of a Hybrid Lyot-like coronagraph on the THD2 bench
P008] Eduardo Bendek - Implementation of high-contrast imaging of binary stars with the Roman
Space Telescope Coronagraph Instrument
P009] Arielle Bertrou-Cantou - On going developments on the High Contrast Spectroscopy Testbed
(HCST)
P010] Alexis Bidot - High-Contrast Imaging with ELT-HARMONI: contrast limitation with molecular mapping
P011] Jayne Birkby - Challenges in the hunt for biosignatures with high resolution spectrographs
P012] Dori Blakely - Two Rings and a Marginally Resolved, 5 au Disk Around LkCa 15 Identified
Via Near Infrared Sparse Aperture Masking Interferometry
P013] Nicolas Blind - RISTRETTO: high-contrast, high resolution spectroscopy at 2 lambda/D on
the VLT
P014] Mark Booth - ALMA’s View of epsilon Eridani’s Resonant Clumps
P015] Brendan Bowler - Dynamical Beacons: Discovering and Characterizing Long-period Giant
Planets and Brown Dwarfs with Astrometric Accelerations
P016] Per Calissendorff - Mid-Infrared AO-Assisted Imaging with MIRAC-5/Geosnap: Exploring
Planetary System Architectures
P017] Faustine Cantalloube - Exoplanet Imaging Data Challenge
P018] Gael Chauvin - Dissecting the young, Solar System-analog HD 95086
P019] Jeffrey Chilcote - GPI 2.0: Upgrades to the Gemini Planet Imager Integral Field Spectrograph
P020] Elodie Choquet - JWST ERS HCI Program: MIRI observations of the HD 141569 debris
disk system
P021] Valentin Christiaens - What is causing the spiral arms of MWC 758? A re-analysis of
archival data.
P022] Valentin Christiaens - VIP and SPECIAL - two open-source toolkits for the detection and
spectral characterization of companions in high-contrast imaging data
P023] Jean Costes - A new light on Beta Pictoris b using CRIRES+
P024] Nick Cvetojevic - First experimental demonstration of a Kernel-nulling photonic interferometer
P025] Hazan Daglayan Sevim - Matrix Completion for Direct Imaging of Exoplanets
P026] Felix Aron Dannert - The Large Interferometer For Exoplanets: Simulations Towards the
Direct Detection of Dozens of Terrestrial Exoplanets
P027] Niyati Desai - Scalar Vortex Coronagraph Progress Toward Achromatic Performance
P028] Célia Desgrange - Testing formation scenarios of super-Earth planetary systems: what hides
in the outer regions?
P029] Clarissa Do O - An Analysis of the orbital eccentricities of directly imaged extrasolar planets
P030] David Doelman - First laboratory tests of a triple-grating vector vortex coronagraph
P031] Olivier Flasseur - New post-processing algorithms for exoplanet detection and circumstellar
disk reconstruction by direct imaging
P032] Kevin Fogarty - The PIAA-Vortex Coronagraph: A New Coronagraph Technology to Maximize Exo-Earth Yields in the Astro2
P033] Clemence Fontanive - The COPAINS Pilot Survey: new brown dwarfs and a high companion
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detection rate
P034] Jules Fowler - Clear Skies with a Chance of Wind-Driven Halo: Data and Model-Driven
Predictive Wavefront
P035] Raphaël Galicher - On-sky Dark Hole in SPHERE/VLT Coronagraphic Images Using PairWise Probing and Electric Field Conjugation
P036] Emily Garvin - Machine learning applied to molecular mapping: a novel approach to improve
detection of exoplanets
P037] Benjamin Gerard - Towards On-Sky Focal Plane Wavefront Control of Residual Atmospheric
Speckles
P038] Christian Ginski - SPHERE-DESTINYS: Imaging the cradles of planet formation
P039] Julien Girard - Tracking planets in reflected light with the Roman Coronagraph
P040] Camille Graf - Calibration and performances of a self-referenced Mach-Zehnder wavefront
sensor for extreme adaptive optics
P041] Tyler Groff - Prism and Polarizer Flight Unit Performance for RST CGI
P042] Kielan Hoch - Moderate Resolution Spectroscopy of Directly Imaged Exoplanets
P043] Katelyn Horstman - Exomoon Sensitivity of the Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer
(KPIC)
P044] Rebecca Houghton - FOBOS: The Few Observation Binary Orbit Solver
P045] Adrien Hours - HARMONI at ELT: A Zernike wavefront sensor for the high-contrast module
- Testbed results
P046] Renyu Hu - A Starshade Vision of the Imaging Search of Habitable Exoplanets
P047] Elsa Huby - MICADO Coronagraph: performance simulations and operation
P048] Rebecca Jensen-Clem - An Updated Preliminary Optical Design and Performance analysis
of the Planetary Systems Imager
P049] Adam Johnson - Blinking the fringes, initial development and results of the Ultra-Low Speed
Optical Chopper
P050] Sandrine Juillard - A Spiral arm in the outer disc of PDS-70 ?
P051] Paul Kalas - Mapping the extended morphologies of young debris disks with HST/STIS
P052] Jens Kammerer - Combining GRAVITY and JWST to characterize exoplanets at high angular resolution
P053] Matthew Kenworthy - The Young Suns Exoplanet Survey: Lonely planets far from home
P054] Lorenzo König - Optimal Design of Annular Groove Phase Mask Center
P055] Tomoyuki Kudo - Fast NIR Polarimetric Differential Imaging modes on Subaru/SCExAO
P056] Jonas Kuhn - The Programmable Liquid-crystal Active Coronagraphic Imager for the DAG
telescope (PLACID) instrument: Overview
P057] Taylor Kutra - A Model of Self-Consistent Heating for a Protoplanetary Disk
P058] Iva Laginja - Contrast-based WFE tolerance analyses for coronagraphy with segmented telescopes
P059] Anne-Marie Lagrange - Robust random forests for the fast inversion of exoplanet spectra
P060] Manon Lallement - Instrumental developments for protoplanet detection with the visible
interferometer FIRST at the Subaru telescope
P061] Maud Langlois - Applying new data analysis methods to SPHERE data to recover circumstellar disks intensity and polarimetry
P062] Romain Laugier - The expected performance of nulling at the VLTI down to 5 mas
P063] Jensen Lawrence - A Robust Bayesian Framework for Combining Imaging, Astrometry, and
Radial Velocity
P064] Lucie Leboulleux - Design of coronagraphs robust to segmentation-due errors and island
effects
P065] Briley Lewis - Speckle Space-Time Covariance in High-Contrast Imaging
P066] Pengyu Liu - Post-processing algorithms for vAPP coronagraphic data
P067] Joseph Long - Searching for irradiated planets at small separations with vector-apodizing
phase plate coronagraphy in the thermal infrared
P068] Ronald Lopez - The Peculiar Warp of HD 110058s Debris Disk
P069] Julien Lozi - AO3000 at Subaru: Combining for the first time a NIR WFS using First Lights
C-RED ONE and ALPAOs 64x64 DM
P070] Jie Ma - Quantitative disk polarimetry of RX J1604.3-213010
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P071] Alexander Madurowicz - Integral Field Spectroscopy with the Solar Gravitational Lens
P072] Frantz Martinache - Multiplexed kernel-nulling interferometry for robust and efficient highcontrast imaging at the focus of a single aperture
P073] Marc-Antoine Martinod - Towards broadband nulling and fringe tracking with 3D-photonic
tricouplers on GLINT
P074] David Marx - Results from the Laboratory Demonstration of a PIAACMC Coronagraph with
a Segmented Aperture
P075] Johan Mazoyer - DiskFM, A Forward Modeling Tool for Disk Analysis with Coronagraphic
Instruments
P076] Camilo Mejia Prada - Deformable Mirror Driver ASIC Environmental Testing for SpaceBased Applications
P077] Kian Milani - Parallelized GPU Physical Optics Simulations for the Roman Coronagraph
P078] Julien Milli - The polarimetric properties of the HD181327 debris disc: analogy to solar system comets
P079] Paul Mollière - Retrieving the atmospheric properties of cloudy directly imaged planets
P080] Jayke Nguyen - Improved M-Band Imaging of the HR 8799 System
P081] Eric Nielsen - The Gemini Planet Imager Exoplanet Survey: Giant Planet and Brown Dwarf
Demographics from 10-100 AU
P082] Matthew Noyes - JPLs Astrometry Testbed and its Status
P083] Paulina Palma-Bifani - Unveiling the origins of AB Pic b through its orbit and atmosphere
P084] Jyotirmay Paul - Lab demonstration of deep learning methods for focal-plane wavefront sensing
P085] Logan Pearce - Companion Mass Limits of 17 Binary Star Systems from the Binary Differential Imaging Survey
P086] Anne Peck - Spectral follow-up of astrometrically selected planet host candidates using Apache
Point Observatory.
P087] Dillon Peng - GPI 2.0: Performance of upgrades to the Gemini Planet Imager CAL and IFS
P088] Clément Perrot - First detection and characterization of a bright gaseous debris disk in polarimetric scattered light with VLT/SPHERE
P089] Axel Potier - ExoEarth yield provided by an 8m off-axis segmented telescope equipped with
an adaptive optics system
P090] Camilo Prada - Deformable Mirror Driver ASIC Environmental Testing for Space-Based Applications
P091] Isabel Rebollido Vázquez - A revisit of Beta Pic’s disk: from HST to JWST
P092] A J Eldorado Riggs - Flight masks of the Roman Space Telescope Coronagraph Instrument
P093] Simon Ringqvist - Strong H-alpha emission and signs of accretion in a circumbinary planetary mass companion from MUSE
P094] Garreth Ruane - Coronagraph Technology Development for Imaging Earth-like Exoplanets
with Future Space Telescopes at NASAs High Contrast
P095] Mariam Sabalbal - Exploring the impact of RSM parameters on the detection limits of SHINE
data
P096] Ben Sappey - High-Resolution Spectra of HD 206893 b with Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC)
P097] Aditya Sengupta - Laboratory Demonstrations of Optimal Identification and Control of TipTilt Systems
P098] Eckhart Spalding - GPI 2.0: Baseline testing of the Gemini Planet Imager Instrument
P099] Sophia Stasevic - A deeper look into the morphology of the HD 110058 debris disk using
SPHERE multiband data
P100] Deno Stelter - Lifting the SCALES from our Eyes: Instrument Status and Update
P101] Tomas Stolker - The dusty environment of GQ Lupi B: a formation site of moons?
P102] Ben Sutlieff - Mapping Exoplanet Atmospheres with Direct Ground-based Observations
P103] Samuel Thé - Long-slit spectroscopy characterization of substellar objects with the EXOSPEC
algorithm
P104] William Thompson - Limits on additional planets in the HR8799 system: orbital detection
through 12 years of L-band imaging at Keck
P105] Taylor Tobin - Status of the Automated Data Extraction, Processing, and Tracking System
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(ADEPTS) for CHARIS/SCExAO
P106] Christian Tschudi - Search for reflected light from Eps Eri b with SPHERE/ZIMPOL
P107] Taichi Uyama - Current status of H high-contrast imaging with Subaru/SCExAO
P108] Joost van den Born - Simulations of the speckle method as a performance verification and
calibration technique for the MICADO Atmospheric Dispersion
P109] Maaike van Kooten - On-sky results of predictive control on Keck II
P110] Sophia Vaughan - Detecting Biosignatures of Nearby Rocky Exoplanets: Simulations of High
Spectral Resolution Observations with the ELTs
P111] Kimberly Ward-Duong - Simulating MIRI Coronagraphy of Companions and Disks using
MIRISim
P112] Kadin Worthen - Developing and testing PSF subtraction for the JWST MIRI MRS
P113] Chen Xie - Performance of reference-star differential imaging on SPHERE/IRDIS
P114] Yinzi Xin - Enabling exoplanet characterization at the diffraction limit using a Photonic
Lantern Vortex Fiber Nuller
P115] Jerry Xuan - A Clear View of a Cloudy Brown Dwarf Companion from High-Resolution
Spectroscopy
P116] Manxuan Zhang - Characterizing the Instrumental Polarization of SCExAO VAMPIRES
P117] Iain Hammond - External or internal companion exciting the spiral arms in CQ Tau?
P118] Jonathan Lin - Theory and simulation of a photonic lantern focal-plane wave sensor
P119] Ruslan Belikov - Overview of Multi-Star Wavefront Control: A method for Imaging Exoplanets and Disks in Multi-Star Systems.
P120] Ruslan Belikov - Fundamental Properties of Coronagraphs on Arbitrary Telescope Apertures
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Speakers
I01] Robert de Rosa - Direct Imaging of Exoplanets: From the past to the future
The direct detection of extrasolar planets offers the exciting prospect of a second ”pale blue dot”:
images of an Earth-like planet around another Sun-like star. While this may seem like a distant
prospect, the work ongoing today, in terms of both the development of instrumentation and the interpretation of observations taken with them, can be viewed with this objective in mind. In this talk
I intend to review some of the key developments and discoveries that we have made as a field so far
along this journey, in particular highlighting recent results enabled by the latest generation of instrumentation. I will conclude with what we have in store in the near and medium-term, from synergies
with other detection techniques, to imaging terrestrial planets with future generations of ground and
space-based instrumentation.
rderosa@eso.org

I02] Sarah Kendrew - Exoplanet science with the James Webb Space Telescope
The newly launched James Webb Space Telescope looks set to revolutionize our view of the Universe in the infrared. Its 4 instruments offer unprecedented sensitivity and image quality in a variety
of imaging, and spectroscopic modes from 0.6 to 28 microns. A significant fraction of JWST’s time in
cycle 1 is focused on the detection and characterization of exoplanets and disks. I will give an overview
of the prime observing modes for exoplanet science with JWST, their expected performance and some
of the first science we expect to see in this exciting area of research.
sarah.kendrew@esa.int

I03] Grant Kennedy - Circumstellar and Circumplanetary Disks
The gas-rich protoplanetary disks around other stars are where planets form, and the gas-poor debris
disks provide part of the environment in which these planets live out their lives. It is probable that
many planets themselves host disks of one kind or another at some point, whether this be a building
site for satellites at early times or a collection of small bodies and associated dust later on. In this
talk I will aim to cover some of the history and background of disk science, with an emphasis on how
high-contrast imaging fits within the broader observational context.
G.Kennedy@warwick.ac.uk

I04] Faustine Cantalloube - Algorithms for High Contrast Imaging
High contrast imaging is one of the most sensitive imaging technique to date. It requires dedicated
instruments that equip the biggest optical telescopes on Earth, and includes the most performant
adaptive optics systems coupled with advanced coronagraphic techniques, all in a stable environment.
Since we are looking for circumstellar signals that are a thousand to a million times fainter than the
host star, even slight optical aberration or atmospheric residual diffracts starlight in the image plane,
unblocked by the coronagraph, and significantly affect the high contrast capabilities of the instrument.
To further carve out the bright starlight residuals, tailored post-processing techniques are an essential
tool that allows us to gain about one order of magnitude in contrast. During this talk, there will be
an overview of existing post-processing techniques: what concept they are based on and what are the
intrinsic limitations we are facing today.
faustine.cantalloube@cnrs.fr

I05] Lucie Leboulleux - Socio-demographic study of the high-contrast imaging community
In astronomy, specific groups remain under-represented despite multiple studies that investigate this issue and propose solutions. In particular, gender-based discriminations have been identified at different
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scales (general astronomy, conferences, labs...) and different subjects (access to permanent positions,
PI-ship on projects, conference talks...). At the last Spirit of Lyot conference, held in 2019 in Tokyo
(Japan), we conducted a survey to probe the demographics and social behavior of the high-contrast
imaging community. We collected data on visibility, self-censorship, inappropriate behaviors, etc. and
analyzed it under the prisms of gender and seniority representation (PhD candidate, post-doctoral
researcher, permanent researcher). The proportion of women and of non-binary people reveals a more
diverse community in comparison to other scientific groups (e.g. the IAU members), but still far from
a balanced representation of all genders. Early-career researchers have a lower visibility than permanent researchers, with PhD candidates being under-represented at international conferences, and
postdocs being excluded from Science Organizing Committees. Regarding social relations, the results
are alarming, in particular when it comes to self-censoring of women or to unprofessional behavior,
which was experienced by 54% of this community, mainly by women. The 2019 survey led to a new
poll related to the 2022 conference, with the objective of monitoring the evolution of demographics
and of social behaviors over time. This 2022 survey has been updated to avoid biases and included
in the registration process to encourage participation. In this presentation, we propose to present our
study and results to the Spirit of Lyot attendees
lucie.leboulleux@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

I06] Marta Bryan - Characterizing Gas Giants Using High-Resolution Spectroscopy
Over the past few decades thousands of planets with an extraordinary diversity of properties have
been discovered.Understanding what physical mechanisms produce these systems has been one of the
driving questions in the field.One of the most effective strategies to learn about the formation and
evolutionary histories of planets is to characterize them with high-resolution spectroscopy.In this talk
I will describe how targeting planet populations at the extremes and leveraging high spectral resolution enables planetary light to be disentangled from its host star.Focusing on hot Jupiters, I will
discuss how detection of molecules and metals, atmospheric retrievals and abundance measurements,
characterization of winds, and constraints on chemical gradients point to the chemical and physical
mechanisms operating in their atmospheres.Moving on to directly imaged planets, I will talk about
how retrieved abundances of molecules and isotopologue ratios, rotation rates, planetary obliquities,
and doppler imaged maps shed new light on their origins.
martalbryan@berkeley.edu

T01] Maissa Salama - Large Adaptive Optics Survey for Substellar Objects (LASSO)
Around Young Nearby Low-Mass Stars
The occurrence rates and population trends of massive substellar companions (giant planets and brown
dwarfs, 2-70 MJup) at wide separations (>50 AU) from their host star are critical to furthering our
understanding of their origins and evolution. However, these objects are very rare and building up
a large sample for population-level studies has been challenging. We present results from the continuation of the Large Adaptive optics Survey for Substellar Objects (LASSO) at wide separations
around young (<300 Myrs), nearby (<100 pc), low-mass ( 0.1-0.8 MSun) stars. We directly imaged
nearly 900 stars. In addition to the previously published 427 stars observed with the robotic laser
guide star instrument Robo-AO successively mounted on the Kitt Peak 2.1-m and the Maunakea UH
2.2-m telescopes, we report here on the results from K-band observations with IRCS on Subaru and
NIRC2 on Keck of 470 low-mass stars. We selected these stars on the basis of confidence in their
youth as likely members of young moving groups, including a set in the young Sco-Cen association,
or with measured proper motion accelerations, indicating the likely presence of a companion. We
detected 129 companion candidates. The majority of confirmed and pending candidates are stellar
companions, with 5 potentially new substellar companions that will require follow-up observations to
confirm. These large survey results allow us to better understand the different formation pathways by
studying the full range of substellar to stellar companions on a population level.
msalama@ucsc.edu
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T02] Markus Janson - Hear ye! Tidings of the BEAST
A fundamental path toward understanding planet formation is to study its outcomes in extreme environments. The B-star Exoplanet Abundance Study (BEAST) is a high-contrast imaging survey with
SPHERE at the VLT, which aims to provide the first comprehensive view of planet frequency and demographics around the most massive stars in the Solar neighbourhood. The survey targets 85 B-type
stars in Scorpius-Centaurus, and is currently early in the 2nd epoch phase, where candidates are being
followed up to check for common proper motion. Here, we will present the BEAST survey and its
results so far, which include the discovery of an 11 Mjup planet around the most massive stellar host
(6-10 Msun) known. The mass ratio of the system is similar to the Sun-Jupiter system, but with a 100
times wider orbit. These results put considerable tension on conventional planet formation models,
and show that planets can form in systems with much higher masses than implied from radial velocity
surveys of planets in smaller orbits.
markus.janson@astro.su.se

T03] Thayne Currie (Julien Lozi) - The SCExAO Direct Imaging Search for Planets
Around Accelerating Stars
We present results from a new exoplanet search combining 1) direct imaging with SCExAO/CHARIS
and 2) astrometry from the Gaia and Hipparcos satellites. Our survey targets young stars showing evidence for an astrometric acceleration plausibly due to a planet or brown dwarf companion.
CHARIS spectra constrain companion atmospheric properties. Relative astrometry of companions
from SCExAO/CHARIS and absolute astrometry of the star from Hipparcos and Gaia together yield
direct dynamical mass constraints, circumventing usual challenges in inferring the masses of imaged
planets from luminosity evolution models.
Our survey has now produced the first-ever joint discovery of an exoplanet with direct imaging &
astrometry and the first utilizing Gaia data. We describe this and other discoveries and how companions we find are crucial benchmarks for understanding planet/brown dwarf atmosphere evolution.
Our nascent survey yields a higher detection rate than large blind surveys from GPI and SPHERE
and prefigures future campaigns to identify, confirm, and characterize exo-Earths from a combination
of direct imaging and indirect methods.
currie@naoj.org

T04] Sylvestre Lacour - Spectrum, astrometry, and new detections: a trove of possibilities offered by optical interferometry
Optical interferometry is now entering a golden age for observing and characterising exoplanets. Its
unrivalled angular resolution gives a smaller internal working angle and a better abilities to eliminate
speckle noise. This explains why it can directly observe exoplanets very close to their star, undetected
by other techniques. During this presentation, I will give an overview of the many results obtained so
far within the framework of the ExoGRAVITY project : new direct detection of exoplanets (including
beta pictoris c), the use of the CO bandhead at 2.3 micron to constrain formation scenarios, the first
attempt to resolve the close environment of the protoplanets PDS70b and c, the various clues offered
by ultra-precise astrometry to estimate dynamical masses, and maybe more if I have time!
sylvestre.lacour@obspm.fr

T05] Carl-Henrik Dahlqvist - The SHARDDS Survey: Limits on Planet Occurrence Rates
Based on Point Sources Analysis via the Auto-RSM Framework
In the past decade, HCI surveys provided new insights about the frequency and properties of substellar companions at separation larger than 5 au. In this context, our study aims to detect and
characterise potential exoplanets and brown dwarfs within debris disks, by considering the SHARDDS
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survey, which gathers 55 Main Sequence stars with known bright debris disk. We rely on the AutoRSM framework to perform an in-depth analysis of the targets, via the computation of detection maps
and contrast curves. A clustering approach is used to divide the set of targets in multiple subsets, in
order to reduce the computation time by estimating a single optimal parametrisation for each considered subset. The use of Auto-RSM allows to reach high contrast at short separations, with a median
contrast of 10-5 at 300 mas, for a completeness level of 95%. Detection maps generated with different
approaches are used along with contrast curves, to identify potential planetary companions. A new
planetary characterisation algorithm, based on the RSM framework, is developed and tested successfully, showing a higher astrometric and photometric precision for faint sources compared to standard
approaches. A correlation study between achievable contrasts and parameters characterising HCI sequences highlights the importance of the strehl, wind speed and wind driven halo to define the quality
of high contrast images. Finally, planet detection and occurrence frequency maps are generated and
show, for the SHARDDS survey, a high detection rate between 10 and 100 au for substellar companions
with mass >10MJ .
carl-henrik.dahlqvist@uliege.be

T06] Mathilde Mâlin - Atmospheric characterization of exoplanets with the medium resolution spectrometer on MIRI/JWST
Direct observations are required to constrain the physical properties of exoplanet atmospheres. Direct
imaging is still challenging as it requires to achieve very high contrasts at small separations. The
current generation of ground based instruments are reaching contrast performance that allows us to
observe young and warm giant planets that are separated by a few AU from their host star, a favorable
configuration to mitigate the diffracted starlight contamination. The Mid-IR Instrument (MIRI) of
the recently launched James Webb Space Telescope is equipped with a Medium Resolution Spectrograph (MRS) covering a large spectral range from 5 to 28 microns. At such wavelengths, the star to
planet flux ratio is more favorable than in the near IR and provides access to molecular signatures
that are relevant to characterize exoplanet atmospheres at a spectral resolution as large as 3700. We
are investigating the feasibility to retrieve those molecules with the method called the molecular mapping which allows to disentangle spectrally and spatially the light from the star and the planet. We
will present results of performance estimation based on simulations of MIRI observations. Simulating
many known direct imaged systems, we detect and retrieve molecules such as CO, CH4, NH3, H2O,
PH3, HCN and using a large grid of Exo-REM atmospheric models, we are exploring the sensitivity
of the method to determine atmospheric parameters. Finally, we will present a parametric analysis of
MIRI/MRS detection capacity, studying the impact of the spectral type and the angular separation
on the methods performance. Once combined with near IR data or coronographic data, MIRI-MRS
will have the capacity to improve the characterization of exoplanetary atmospheres and to derive constraints on planetary formation.
mathilde.malin@obspm.fr

T07] Sasha Hinkley (Elisabeth Matthews) - High Contrast Imaging of Exoplanets and
Exoplanetary Systems with JWST
The JWST Early Release Science (ERS) Program will be our first opportunity to directly characterize exoplanets over their full luminous range. Our accepted 54-hour JWST ERS program will
directly characterize two recently-discovered, directly imaged planetary mass companions over their
full spectral range from 2- 28 microns using photometry and spectroscopy. Ours will be among the
first-ever observations of bona fide exoplanets at these wavelengths, and will be crucial test cases for
atmospheric models that have mostly focussed in the visible and near-infrared. Further, our program
will demonstrate the degree to which atmospheric abundance analysis can be obtained from JWST
spectroscopy, possibly providing clues to the planet formation process. Within the first few months
of JWST operation, our program will rapidly produce publicly- available datasets in modes to be
commonly used by the exoplanet direct imaging communities. In addition, I will describe how our
international team of investigators will deliver science enabling products to empower a broad user base
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to develop successful future JWST investigations dedicated to direct-imaging surveys for low-mass
exoplanets (e.g. Saturn mass) in Cycle 2 and beyond.
elisabeth.matthews@unige.ch

T08] Tim Pearce - The outer-planet population inferred from a large sample of debris
discs
We know little about the outermost exoplanets in planetary systems, because current detection methods are insensitive to moderate-mass planets on wide orbits. However, insight can be gained by using
debris discs as indirect planetary probes. I present the results of a large study inferring the outerplanet population from 178 debris-disc systems, using several dynamical arguments including that
unseen planets sculpt and/or stir debris. We reach a range of conclusions, including that the population of planets perturbing debris discs at late times is remarkably similar to the population inferred
to be forming in protoplanetary discs at early times; these could be the same population if newly
formed planets do not migrate as far as currently thought. We demonstrate that ‘typical’ cold debris
discs likely require Neptune- to Saturn-mass planets at 10-100 au, with some needing Jupiter-mass
perturbers; these planets are currently undetectable, but modest detection-limit improvements (e.g.
from JWST) should reveal many of them. Therefore, having long predicted unseen planets from debris
disc features, we may finally be approaching the era where such models can be directly tested via
planet detections. Finally, we use a new analysis to show that some debris discs cannot be self-stirred
unless their size distribution is very different to that conventionally assumed, further hinting at the
need for stirring planets in some systems. Our study provides planet predictions for all 178 systems,
some of which form the basis of several JWST Cycle 1 programmes.
timothy.pearce@uni-jena.de

T09] Evan Rich - Gemini-LIGHTS: a survey of Herbig Ae/Be and massive T-Tauri protoplanetary disks imaged with Gemini Planet Imager
We present a sample of 44 protoplanetary disks from the Gemini- Large Imaging with Gpi Herbig/Ttauri Survey (Gemini-LIGHTS), which observed bright Herbig Ae/Be stars and T-Tauri stars to search
for signatures of disk evolution and evidence of ongoing planet formation. We utilized high-contrast
polarized imagery in J- and H-bands with the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) at the Gemini South Observatory. Targets in the sample were selected based on their near- and mid-infrared colors selecting a
less-biased number of transitional, pre-transitional, and full disks. We detect scattered light signatures
around 75% of our 44 targets. We also detected point-like companions for 47% of the targets within the
2”” field of view, including 1 super-Jupiter mass candidate and 4 brown dwarf candidates. We searched
for correlations between the polarized flux with system parameters, finding a few clear trends: far-IR
excess in the SED correlates with polarized flux, presence of a companion star drastically reduces the
scattered light levels, and systems hosting disks with ring structures have star masses less than 3 solar
masses. Our sample also included four hot, dusty ””FS CMa”” systems and we detected large-scale
(>100 au) scattered light around each, signs of extreme youth for these enigmatic systems. Data from
this survey is publicly available using a new FITS file standard jointly developed with members of the
VLT/SPHERE team.
earich@umich.edu

T10] Schuyler Wolff - Digging Deep with HST+JWST on Archetypal debris disks; Epsilon Eridani, Fomalhaut and Vega
We present a joint HST+JWST coronagraphic study of the three nearest and preeminent debris disk
systems: Epsilon Eridani, Fomalhaut, and Vega. These archetypal systems have robust fractional
infrared luminosities with asteroid belt analogues (inferred from spectral energy distributions) and
host complex circumstellar environments. Epsilon Eridani boasts at least one Jupiter-like exoplanet
and three debris belts, Fomalhaut hosts a Kuiper belt analogue and a contentious planet, and Vega
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contains two debris belts and a tentative radial-velocity planet. Through three legacy HST programs,
we have achieved the deepest HST/STIS contrasts of the intermediate and outer disk regions to search
for the influence of unseen planets and constraint dust properties. We illustrate our approach with
Epsilon Eridani where we have generated a theoretical dynamical model to predict the architecture
of the debris system consistent with the inner planet and a putative outer one, and used this prediction to match both the thermal infrared and new HST ultra-deep coronagraphic data. These sources
are also the target of a MIRI GTO program to resolve the inner, asteroid belt analogues for these
systems. The superb angular resolution provided by the MIRI 4QPM is uniquely capable of imaging
these debris disks at the locations of important ice lines. We aim to determine if these asteroid belts
are formed from evaporation of comets at the current ice-lines or if these are the remnants of fossil
planetesimal belts. We will also detail JWST coronographic data analysis tools advantageous to future
GO programs.
sgwolff@arizona.edu

T11] Nick Oberg - Circumplanetary Disks in the Mid-Infrared with METIS
Transitional disks around young stars with large inner dust cavities are promising targets to search
for newly formed giant planets. Massive embedded planets are expected to accrete gas and dust from
the surrounding circumstellar disk into a circumplanetary disk (CPD) in which regular satellites can
form. While continuum observations have had spectacular success in detecting circumplanetary dust
(in e.g. the PDS 70 system), complementary spectral line observations are needed to fully characterize
a CPD. High spectral resolution observations in the Mid-IR allows us to probe the molecular emission
lines (H2O, CO, CO2, OH, HCN, C2H2) from the gas in CPDs. Optically thin lines of molecular isotopologues enable measurement of the total gas mass. Line morphology allows us to directly estimate
the planet mass and degree of gas orbital deviation from Keplerian motion; key to understanding dust
dynamics of fundamental importance of the moon formation process. Such observations can thus reveal
the properties of the planet as well as details of the latter stages of gas giant accretion and the moon
formation process. The small angular separation of these objects from their host stars and relatively
weak flux compared to the hot inner rims of disk cavities has made direct detection challenging. We
perform simulations to demonstrate the METIS instrument on the ELT will allow us to resolve the
planet/CPD from the host star, and that high spectral resolution IF spectroscopy in the L and M
band will enable an unprecedented view into these diminutive accretion disks.
n.o.oberg@tudelft.nl

T12] Hans Martin Schmid - Quantitative polarimetry of circumstellar dust with high
contrast observations
Differential polarimetric imaging is a powerful high contrast technique for the detection of the scattering dust in circumstellar disks and stellar winds. However, the detailed characterization of the
circumstellar dust requires quantitative measurements of the intensity, and the polarized intensity of
the scattered light for different wavelength bands. This is very challenging for high contrast observations using AO instruments because of the variable PSF and the instrumental polarization effects. I
describe and discuss in this contribution the required calibration steps for quantitative polarimetric
measurements of faint circumstellar dust emission and present recent results on derived dust scattering
parameters.
schmid@astro.phys.ethz.ch

T13] Ryo Tazaki - Characterization of complex-shaped dust aggregates in planet-forming
disks by optical and near-infrared observations
Collisional growth of dust aggregates is the first step of planet formation. In particular, the size
of the constituent particles (monomer) and structure of dust aggregates have been suggested to play
an essential role in collisional growth. However, these detailed dust properties have not yet been
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well constrained from disk observations. To better characterize the aggregate properties from disk
observations, we have performed a comprehensive parameter survey on light scattering properties of
complex-shaped dust aggregates, using an exact numerical method called the T-matrix method. The
results were then compared with the optical and near-infrared (IR) observations of planet-forming
disks. In this talk, I will highlight three major results. First of all, we show that the monomer size
of dust aggregates is likely sub-micron-sized, which is favorable for efficient collisional dust growth in
disks. Second, we show that the polarization scattering phase functions of the IM Lup disk can be
naturally explained by the presence of micron-sized fractal aggregates. Finally, we develop a simple,
physically motivated, analytical model for describing a scattering phase function of fractal aggregates.
The simple model would be useful in the context of not only planet-forming disks but also exoplanetary hazy/cloudy atmospheres. Combining the above findings, we conclude that optical and near-IR
polarimetric observations of disks are crucial for characterizing early planet formation.
r.tazaki@uva.nl

T14] Sarah Betti - Detection of Near-infrared Water Ice at the Surface of the (Pre)Transitional
Disk of AB Aur
One important key to interpreting observational signatures of planet formation is understanding
the role icy grains play in the formation process, as icy grains aid grain coagulation and planetesimal growth, making them an important component of giant planet formation. Transition disks,
likely sites of ongoing planet formation, are ideal laboratories to search for these icy grains. We use
LBT/LMIRCam data to map the transitional disk around the young ( 4Myr) Herbig Ae/Be star AB
Aur at the 3.09m ice feature. This, together with observations at bracketing wavelengths (Ks and L),
allows us to probe the location(s) of volatile reservoirs needed to build giant planet cores, as well as
compositional gradients in the disk. We find strong morphological differences between the bands, including asymmetries consistent with previously observed spiral arm structures. An apparent scattered
light deficit at 3.08m relative to the bracketing wavelengths is evocative of disk surface ice absorption,
but the (KsH2O) color is consistent with grains with little ice (0%5% by mass). We find that the
extremely red (KsL) disk color cannot be reproduced under conventional scattered light modeling with
any combination of grain parameters or reasonable local extinction values. We hypothesize that the
scattering surfaces at the three wavelengths are not colocated, and the optical depth effects result
in probing grain populations at different disk surface depths. These results suggest that while the
disk surface is highly ice-poor, further investigation is necessary to understand the optical depth effect
between NIR wavelengths.
sbetti@umass.edu

T15] Christian Ginski - SPHERE-DESTINYS: Imaging the cradles of planet formation
In the past decades several thousand extrasolar planets have been discovered around stars in the
Galaxy. These planets span a diverse range of masses and orbital periods. Strikingly they are all
different from the planets in our own solar system. To understand the different formation pathways we
have to go back to the beginning and study the initial conditions of planet formation. I will discuss the
DESTINYS (Disk Evolution Study Through Imaging of Nearby Young Stars) survey, undertaken with
the SPHERE extreme adaptive optics imager at the ESO VLT. Within DESTINYS we systematically
observe the circumstellar environment of members of nearby young star forming regions in polarized
scattered light on resolved scales of 10 au. In this way we can trace the disk evolution as well as
sub-structures, thought to be introduced by planet-disk interaction, within the first 10 Myr, i.e. the
key formation phase of planets. I will present recent observational results of this ongoing survey program and in particular discuss how they complement observations by other facilities and at different
wavelengths.
ginski@strw.leidenuniv.nl

T16] Katie Crotts - A Multi-Wavelength Study of the Extreme Debris Disk Around HD
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111520
We observed the nearly edge-on debris disk system HD 111520 at J, H, & K1 near-IR bands using both the spectral and polarization modes of the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI). With these new
observations, we have performed an empirical analysis in order to better understand the disk morphology and its highly asymmetrical nature. We find that the disk’s large brightness asymmetry between
the two disk extensions is greatest in the J band, in both polarized and total intensity observations
(1.8:1 compared to 1.5:1). We also find that the radial location of the peak polarized intensity differs
on either side of the star by 11 AU, suggesting that the disk may be eccentric. However, such an
eccentricity would not be able to fully explain the large brightness asymmetry observed. Measuring
the disk color shows that the brighter extension is relatively bluer in J-H and J-K1 compared to the
dimmer extension, suggesting that the two sides may have different dust grain properties. In all, these
findings are consistent with the hypothesis that a recent collision occurred between two large bodies
in the northern extension of the disk, although confirming this based on near-IR observations alone is
not feasible. Follow-up imaging with ALMA to resolve the asymmetry in the dust mass distribution
is essential in order to better constrain the dust properties on either side of the disk.
ktcrotts@uvic.ca

T17] Gabriele Cugno - Revealing the population of forming giant planets
Two main families of models (cold-start and hot-start models) describe the formation process of gas
giants, differing primarily in the amount of entropy retained by the planet at the end of its formation.
This is a key quantity impacting other parameters like temperature and radius. After 100 Myr these
parameters converge and it is no longer possible to reconstruct the formation history of planets. Hence,
it is crucial to identify and characterize young companions in the first phase of their life. Since 2016,
the NaCo-ISPY large program collected deep high-contrast imaging data of 50 young protoplanetary
disks in the L band, making it the largest existing survey uniquely focused on this type of objects.
The main goal of the survey is to search for (forming) gas giant planets around disk-hosting stars,
with the main intent of statistically characterise their population. In this contribution, I will present
newest results from the ISPY protoplanetary disks survey. I will reveal the detection of known and
new planetary and binary systems, and I will present reliable detection limits obtained using a novel
approach that ensures a rigorous statistical treatment of the noise at small separations. After considering absorbing effects of the disk, those limits were translated into detection probability maps,
providing strong constraints on which planet architectures could exist and on the overall giant planet
population around young stars. Overall, the NaCo-ISPY results provide a unique opportunity to test
and evaluate the existing planet formation theories.
gabo.cugno@gmail.com

T18] Nienke van der Marel - The impact of icy dust transport and dust traps on exoplanet atmospheres
The chemical content of a planet-forming disk sets the atmospheric composition of the planets that
have formed within it. The inheritance of ices from the dark cloud phase and the transport of these
ices through the disk as the result of radial drift and trapping of large dust grains may be much more
important for the distribution of molecules throughout the disk than previously thought, especially at
the gap edges where material is directly accreted onto the forming planets. Recent observational work
has shown that complex organic molecules (products of ice chemistry) are in some disks cospatial with
dust traps, while in others they appear not to be. Furthermore, the elemental C/O ratio varies from
disk to disk. Both of these diversities can be understood by considering the effects of icy dust transport. In this talk I will present the most recent developments in the analysis of chemical complexity
as the result of transport of icy pebbles, through a number of new ALMA observations. I will discuss
the implications for the disk chemistry, the impact on exoplanet atmospheres, and the interpretation
of atmospheric measurements that are expected to arrive with JWST and ARIEL in the near future.
nmarel@strw.leidenuniv.nl
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T19] Dorian Demars - Emission line variability of young accreting planet and browndwarf companions
Emission lines at optical and NIR wavelengths indicative of active accretion have been evidenced
on 11 protoplanets and low-mass brown-dwarf companions (M<30MJup). Line variability is common
in pre-main sequence stars. It has been fortuitously evidenced on a handful of low-mass companions but has never been characterized in detail. Variability can help clarify the accretion mechanisms
at play and revise current protoplanet detection strategies. We present the result of a monitoring
campaign of the Paschen Beta emission lines (1.28m) of accreting 10-30MJup companions with the
VLT/SINFONI integral field spectrograph. We probe and evidence significant variability on minutes
to years timescales with radically different behaviors from one object to another. We also report the
detection of emission lines on a new low-mass brown-dwarf companion. The timescale and amplitude
of the variability are compared to predictions from accretion models to discuss the underlying mechanisms at play. We also discuss the implications of our findings for the detection of protoplanets based
on their line emissions (e.g., PDS70b and c, etc) with operating (MUSE, MagAO-X, SPHERE) and
upcoming instruments (ERIS, MAVIS, HARMONI).
dorian.demars@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

T20] Gabriel-Dominique Marleau - Accreting protoplanets: Spectral signatures and extinction of gas and dust extinction at H α
Accreting planetary-mass objects have been detected at H alpha, but targeted searches have mainly
resulted in non-detections. Emission lines should originate from the accretion shock, making them
susceptible to extinction by the accreting material. In the near future, high-resolution (R>50,000)
spectrographs operating at H alpha should enable the study of how the incoming material shapes the
line profile. In this contribution, we report the results from radiative transfer calculations of the H
alpha line for three simplified accretion geometries: spherical symmetry, polar inflow, and magnetospheric accretion. We focus on (i) how much the gas and dust accreting onto a planet reduce the line
flux from the shock and (ii) how they affect the line shape. We found that at low accretion rates (Mdot
< 3 × 10−6 MJ/yr), gas extinction is essentially negligible and at most a few magnitudes at higher
Mdot. For most parameter combinations, extinction by the accreting matter should be negligible, simplifying the interpretation of observations. However, extinction flattens the LHa –Mdot relationship,
which gets a maximum luminosity LHa 1 × 10−4 LSun towards Mdot 1 × 10−4 MJ/yr for a planet
mass 10 MJ. At high Mdot, strong absorption reduces the H alpha flux, and some measurements can
be interpreted as two Mdot values. Finally, we show how highly resolved line profiles (R 1 × 105 ) can
provide (complex) constraints on the thermal and dynamical structure of the accretion flow, helping
to reveal by what mechanisms protoplanets accrete.
gabriel.marleau@uni-tuebingen.de

T21] Stefan Kraus - Exoplanet Spectroscopy and Planetary System Architectures with
the VLTI/BIFROST instrument
We present the exoplanet science case for the VLTI/BIFROST instrument. This instrument recently
received funding from the European Research Council and aims for first light on Paranal in late 2024
as part of the Asgard Suite of VLTI visitor instruments. BIFROST will be the first VLTI instrument
optimised for short wavelengths (1-1.6 micrometer) and high spectral resolution (up to R=25,000).
This will allow us to measure the alignment between the stellar spin axis and the planetary orbital
axis even for wide-separation systems where this information is inaccessible with other techniques, such
as the Rossiter McLaughin effect. We will use these unique constraints to study the dynamical processes that shape system architectures, over the whole mass range from stellar-mass companions down
to planets. Furthermore, BIFROST will enable the atmospheric characterisation of cold giant planets
that are due to be discovered with direct imaging or GAIA astrometry. GRAVITY has demonstrated
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that the star-light suppression from adaptive optics can be combined with star-light suppression from
interferometry by placing the instrument fiber off-axis and adjusting the optical path delay to record
at the predicted delay position of the planet. BIFROST will employ this method in J and H-band,
providing access to additional molecular tracers, such as the O2 absorption bands. These tracers are
highly complementary to the K-band probed by GRAVITY and provide further constraints for atmospheric retrieval. Due to the small inner working angle of about 0.025”, BIFROST also offers the
best chance in near future for performing spectroscopy on rocky planets in the terrestrial zone, such
Proxima Centauri b.
s.kraus@exeter.ac.uk

T22] Carles Cantero - Using local noise statistics to improve the supervised learning of
exoplanets detection
Most of the state-of-the-art HCI algorithms rely on PSF subtraction techniques to produce the so-called
processed frame, where the exoplanet detection is performed. The bulk of these algorithms assume
that, thanks to PSF subtraction and to the derotation and averaging of multiple frames, residual noise
in the processed frame can be modeled as Gaussian. However, it has been shown that the Gaussian
assumption leads to high false positive detection rates especially for small angular separations, where
speckles are not perfectly removed and still dominate over other kinds of noise. The understanding
and modeling of residual noise plays a crucial role in detection tasks. Therefore, motivated by this, we
first perform a statistical study that allows to represent the residual noise on processed frames with
the aim of improving detection rates. Afterwards, we build Annular-SODINN, a new supervised ML
detection algorithm that is able to disentangle companion signatures from speckles. In comparison
with its predecessor, aSODINN takes advantage of two additional information sources that improve
the training: (i) Our study of the residual noise allows to split the FoV in noise regimes in such a way
a different model can be trained on them and capture better noise dependencies. (ii) Additionally, we
feed the training with SNR curves and number of principal components in the PCA-ADI processing,
after injecting fake companions. Finally, we test aSODINN on the recent Exoplanet Imaging Data
Challenge and show that it performs better detection rates than its predecessor and most of the stateof-the-art detection algorithms.
ccantero@uliege.be

T23] Kate Follette - Robust Detection and Interpretation of Accreting Protoplanet Signals
Accreting protoplanets offer an unprecedented window into substellar formation pathways and planetary accretion physics. However, the determination of accurate protoplanet accretion rates suffers from
several complicating factors. First, protoplanets are embedded in complex circumstellar disks, and disentangling planetary and disk emission is a difficult and controversial process. Robust, data-driven,
and well-validated techniques are a pressing need in the direct imaging community. I will discuss the
work of my group to develop high-fidelity extraction methods for planetary accretion signals in H-alpha
differential images. These new approaches have led to quantitative improvements in the recovery of
known accreting companions and the detections of two new accreting protoplanet candidates. I will
also discuss our work to inform a second known issue in the interpretation of exoplanet accretion
signatures: that current planetary accretion rate estimates assume a likely incorrect equivalence between stellar and planetary accretion physics. Our group has assembled a comprehensive database
of substellar accretion rates for all known brown dwarfs and exoplanets in the literature, and we use
a combination of this empirical sample and new simulation tools to understand the origins (physical
and observational) of the large observed scatter in the object mass to mass accretion rate relation.
I will also describe preliminary results from several observational campaigns to probe the validity of
empirical scaling relations between objects accretion line luminosities and their mass accretion rates
in the substellar regime. Together, these datasets and computational tools are helping us to better
understand how to robustly isolate and accurately interpret protoplanetary accretion signatures.
kfollette@amherst.edu
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T24] Markus Johannes Bonse - Comparing Apples with Apples: Statistically sound Detection Limits for Exoplanet High Contrast Imaging
Over the past decade, hundreds of nights have been spent on the worlds largest telescopes to search for
and directly detect new exoplanets using high-contrast imaging (HCI). Thereby, two scientific goals
are of central interest: First, to study the characteristics of the underlying planet population and
distinguish between different planet formation and evolution theories. Second, to find and characterize planets in our immediate Solar neighborhood. Both questions heavily rely on the metric used to
calculate the achieved contrast. Currently used standards often rely on several explicit or implicit
assumptions about the noise. While being an inseparable part of the metric, these assumptions are
rarely verified. This is problematic as any violation of these assumptions can lead to systematic biases. The severity of the bias depends on the extent to which the assumptions are violated. This
makes it hard, if not impossible, to compare results across datasets or instruments with different noise
characteristics. In this contribution, we revisit the fundamental question of how to quantify detection
limits in HCI. We focus our analysis on the error budget resulting from violated assumptions. For
this purpose, we propose a new metric based on bootstrapping which generalizes current standards to
non-gaussian noise. We apply our method to archival HCI data from the VLT and derive detection
limits for different types of noise. Our analysis shows that current standards tend to overestimate the
achieved detection limits by more than one magnitude. That is, we may have excluded planets that
can still exist.
mbonse@phys.ethz.ch

T25] Antoine Chomez - Improving detection limits on direct imaging: the PACO algorithm performances
Direct imaging is nowadays unique to explore the outer part of exoplanetary systems (beyond 10
au), and complement their global exploration in synergy with other techniques like transit, radial velocity, astrometry, and micro-lensing. With the advent of ELTs in the coming decade, imaging and
characterizing the bulk of the giant planet population primarily formed through core accretion, and
lying beyond the snow line between typically 1 to 10 au will be possible. The development of new
advanced signal processing techniques is fundamental in this context to optimally exploit the temporal, spatial and spectral diversity of future instruments. Current planet imagers like SPHERE or GPI
already provide exciting results to enter the planet-forming region for very nearby, young stars. I will
present the perspectives and results offered by the performance of the PACO algorithm applied to a
small sample of 30 close and young solar-type stars which serves as a test-bed for a massive reduction
of the SPHERE archive for the search of close-in exoplanets. I will highlight the gain brought by the
optimization of the detection capabilities of PACO with the use of spectral priors, as well as improvements on the whole reduction pipeline built on all the experience gained on SPHERE during its 7
years of service. Finally I will present the detection performances (detection limits, companions,...)
from this test-survey. This work will pave the way to the massive reduction of the SPHERE archive,
led by the SHINE survey.
antoine.chomez@obspm.fr

T26] Bin Ren - Total intensity circumstellar disk imaging from data imputation: towards
optimal extraction of disks
After successful disk extraction with polarization differential imaging (PDI), total intensity disk imaging has been the bottleneck of disk studies, which is preventing a good understanding of dust composition and an optimal detection of the thermal emission of protoplanets. This stems from the fact
that overfitting has been plaguing data reduction for existing point spread function (PSF) modeling methods. Here we demonstrate the data imputation capability of sequential non-negative matrix
factorization (DI-sNMF) using reference differential imaging (RDI) observations. By ignoring the
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disk-hosting regions in PSF modeling, we apply DI-sNMF to (1) new star hopping observations from
VLT/SPHERE on 20 transition disks, (2) complementary archival SPHERE and Keck/NIRC2 data
on a subset of these disks, (3) JWST simulations of debris disk observations. We could reach RDI
data quality that is on par with PDI for disk images, with RDI further offering the capability of
imaging planets embedded in disks. Behind the scenes, the fraction of ignored data in DI-sNMF only
contributes to a 4th order term in ideal scenarios, thus minimizing overfitting to an unprecedented
level. We will further discuss the science topics that are enabled by RDI data imputation (morphology,
polarization fraction, dust color, etc.), as well as moving towards obtaining reflectance spectroscopy
for dust composition with SPHERE and GPI, and background removal for extragalactic studies with
Keck/KCWI.
bin.ren@oca.eu

T27] Sarah Steiger - The MKID Exoplanet Camera (MEC) for Subaru SCExAO: Using
Stochastic Speckle Discrimination for High-Contrast Imaging
The Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector (MKID) Exoplanet Camera (MEC) is a y-J band integral
field unit located behind the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics system (SCExAO) at
the Subaru Telescope on Maunakea. The detector inside of MEC is a 20 kilo-pixel photon-counting
MKID array that yields not only the energy of each photon (R 5), but also its arrival time (to within a
microsecond) with no read noise or dark current. This temporal resolution allows us to perform postprocessing techniques that leverage differences in the photon arrival time statistics between stars and
their faint companions such as Stochastic Speckle Discrimination (SSD). With SSD, we have demonstrated the ability to uncover low mass stellar companions and now present the first results of this
technique on a diffuse source using MEC observations of the disk around AB Aurigae. Here we can
resolve structures in the disk within 0.3 without the use of any PSF subtraction or polarization. This
analysis is made possible through the use of The MKID Pipeline, a new open-source data reduction
and analysis pipeline developed for MKID instruments that takes raw MKID data as its input and can
return not only unique MKID data products for specialized analysis, but also science quality images
that can easily interface with existing post-processing techniques (e.g. ADI) for more general science.
steiger@physics.ucsb.edu

T28] Rico Landman - Trade-offs in high-contrast integral field spectroscopy for exoplanet
detection and characterisation
Combining high contrast imaging with medium/high resolution integral field spectroscopy has the
potential to boost the detection rate of exoplanets and allow for the characterisation of their atmospheres. The achievable spectral resolution, bandwidth and field of view of such an instrument are all
limited by the number of available detector pixels. In this talk, I will show the results of a trade-off
study between these parameters for the detection and characterisation of exoplanets. We find that
T-type companions are most easily detected in J/H band through methane and water features, while
L-type companions are best observed in K/H band through water and CO features. We show that
molecular absorption spectra generally have decreasing power towards higher spectral resolution and
that molecule mapping is already powerful at moderate resolutions (R≳300). Such an instrument does
not need to have a large field of view, as most of the gain in contrast is obtained in the speckle limited
regime close to the star. Finally, we show that the same trade-offs are also valid for the obtainable
constraints on atmospheric parameters such as the C/O ratio, metallicity, surface gravity and temperature.
rlandman@strw.leidenuniv.nl

T29] Nour Skaf - Structures in the Beta Pictoris disk at 12 um with NEAR-VISIR
Beta Pictoris is a young nearby system hosting a well-resolved edge-on disk, as well as at least two
exoplanets. It offers key opportunities to better understand planet formation and evolution. In De-
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cember 2019, we collected 12 um coronagraphic observations of this system with the VISIR-NEAR
experiment taking advantage of the adaptive secondary mirror at the VLT, making those data the first
high contrast images in the infrared of the system. The main objectives were to attempt to detect
the planet and to study disk structure. Although planet b was not detected, the contrast achieved
at the planet position was not deep enough to put constraints on atmospheric scenarios. However,
we used the upper limit on the 12 um flux to derive constraints on the existence of circumplanetary
material. Assuming temperatures and sizes of the dust grains which could reside around the planet
between the planet Roche radius and the Hill sphere we infer the corresponding maximum mass of
material. We were able to rule out the presence of a Saturn-like ring around the planet. In addition,
the disk, uniquely well resolved, presents several noticeable structures, among others the known southwest clump, for which, using three previous epochs of observations at the same wavelength from 2003,
2010, 2015, with the 2019 data, we found its orbit to be Keplerian with a radius of 55.1 to 57.4 AU.
This is ruling out this dust clump to be in resonance with an inner or outer planet, as well as the
massive collision scenario. Furthermore, we identified another fainter clump at the northeast side of
the disk, located at 33.6 AU from the star, and a width of approximately 15 AU. These dust clumps
are apparently correlated with the location of the CO clumps detected with ALMA.
nour.skaf@gmail.com

T30] Christian Marois - Deployment of focal plane WFS technologies on 8-m telescopes:
from the Subaru SPIDERS pathfinder, to the facility-class
Facility-class high-contrast exoplanet imaging systems are currently limited by non-common path
quasi-static speckles. Due to these aberrations, the raw contrast saturates after a few seconds. Several
active wavefront correction techniques have been developed to remove this noise, with limited successes. The NRC Canada is funding two projects, the SPIDERS pathfinder at the Subaru telescope
(ETA 2023), and the CAL2 upgrade of the Gemini Planet Imager-2 (ETA 2024), to deploy a modified
self-coherent camera (SCC, based on the FAST coronagraph) to measure the focal plane electric field,
and to apply wavefront corrections in closed loop down to 10s of ms in a narrow band. The CAL2
project will focus at developing a facility-class focal plane & Lyot-based low-order sensors using a
CRED2 and a SAPHIRA-based camera, reaching up to a gain of 100x in contrast for bright stars.
The SPIDERS pathfinder will have a similar configuration with the addition of an imaging Fourier
Transform spectrograph, allowing the acquisition of a 3.5 diagonal FOV to up to R-20,000 in the NIR
to perform advanced spectral differential imaging at high-spectral resolution to search and characterize exoplanets. These projects will serve as the foundation to develop similar systems for future
ground-/space-based telescopes, and be an important step toward the development of instruments to
search for life signatures in the atmosphere of exoplanets. In this presentation, I will showcase both
projects, their scope, their timeline, and simulations of expected performances. I will also showcase
NEW EARTH Laboratory results to demonstrate working prototypes.
christian.marois@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca

T31] Kevin Barjot - First light of the upgraded FIRST visible fibered interferometer at
the Subaru telescope
FIRSTv2 (Fibered Imager foR a Single Telescope version 2) is the upgrade of a post-AO spectrointerferometer that enables high contrast imaging and spectroscopy at spatial scales below the diffraction limit of a single telescope. FIRST is currently installed, and routinely used on the Subaru telescope
as a module of the Subaru Extreme AO (SCExAO) platform. It achieves sensitivity and accuracy by
a unique combination of sparse aperture masking, spatial filtering by single-mode fibers and crossdispersion in the visible (600-800nm). The ongoing upgrade aims at using a photonic chip beam
combiner consisting of waveguides engraved in a block of glass such that each pair of sub-apertures
is combined independently. With one output per baseline, the complex visibility for every baseline is
estimated by temporally modulating the phase. Using this integrated optics technology will increase
the stability and sensitivity, and thus improve the dynamic range. In this presentation, we will report
on the first light of FIRSTv2 equipped with a 5-input chip prototype, at the Subaru Telescope. We
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will thus show the on-sky results obtained with this photonic device, for the first time in the visible,
on unresolved stars (Vega, Spica and RhoPer) and on a binary star (Capella). This is the first step
towards the full upgrade of FIRSTv2, that will ultimately provide unique capabilities to detect and
characterize close companions such as exoplanets, by combining high angular resolution and spectral
resolution in the visible.
kevin.barjot@obspm.fr

T32] Olivier Guyon - High Contrast Imaging at the Photon Noise Limit with WFS-based
PSF Calibration
High contrast imaging observations are currently limited by speckle noise due to residual wavefront
aberrations. We demonstrate that real-time telemetry from pupil and focal plane WFSs can be used to
reliably recover unwanted focal plane speckles, so they can be numerically removed in post-processing.
We show that WFS telemetry contains information to compute the distribution of speckles in focal
plane images, allowing for reconstruction of speckle noise within each science exposure at the photon
noise limit. We describe the conditions under which speckles can be reconstructed from WFS telemetry with high accuracy and precision, and present corresponding algorithmic approaches. We present
laboratory and on-sky validation performed with the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme AO (SCExAO)
instrument, establishing an unambiguous relationship between WFS data and speckle noise realization.
The mapping from WFS telemetry to speckle noise is first empirically inferred from the dataset, and
then used to compute and remove speckle noise from individual short exposure science images. Our
results, obtained with both an imaging coronagraph and a nearIR photonic nuller, reveal that speckles
are reconstructed to high precision, with speckle-subtracted images dominated by photon noise and
essentially free of speckle noise, and a 10x gain in contrast detection limit. We discuss practical implementation, and implications for the design of future high-contrast imaging. We show that the photonic
nuller approach which combines nulling and wavefront sensing in the same device is particularly wellsuited in this context, and discuss scientific applications for imaging potentially habitable exoplanets
around nearby stars with ground and space telescopes.
guyon@naoj.org

T33] Rob van Holstein - Expanding the polarimetric capabilities of SPHERE-IRDIS to
uniquely characterize the formation environments of planets
The near-infrared linear-polarimetric imaging mode of SPHERE-IRDIS has proven to be very successful for the detection and characterization of planet-forming disks. In this talk, I will present our
efforts to extend the polarimetric capabilities of SPHERE-IRDIS using the existing hardware. By
taking advantage of the high polarimetric accuracy of the IRDAP pipeline, we detected for the first
time near-infrared linear polarization of several known, directly imaged planetary mass companions.
Because these companions have previously measured hydrogen emission lines and red colors, the polarization most likely originates from accretion disks surrounding the companions. We also devised
and tested an observing scheme to measure circular polarization with IRDIS. We use the strong polarization crosstalk produced by the image derotator to convert incident circular polarization into
measurable linear polarization. With this mode, we aim to measure for the first time circular polarization in planet-forming disks to characterize disk structures, scattering asymmetries, dust properties,
and magnetic-field geometries, and to perhaps even shed light on the emergence of homochirality in
biomolecules. Finally, we are currently developing a spectropolarimetric mode by combining the IRDIS
long-slit spectroscopy (LSS) mode with polarimetry. We aim to use this mode to study the formation
of planets and the origin of water on Earth by detecting for the first time water ice at solar-system
scales in planet-forming disks, potentially revealing the water-ice sublimation line. Our efforts enable
uniquely ways to characterize the formation environments of planets and explore new science cases
and techniques for future high-contrast imaging polarimeters such as ELT/PCS.
rob.vanholstein@eso.org
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T34] Sebastiaan Haffert - Observing giant planet accretion kinematics with MagAO-X
and the Visible Integral Field spectrograph eXtreme (VIS-X)
Planet formation consists of several steps and processes which are not well understood. It is also
not possible to confirm or exclude various proposed mechanism as there are very limited observations
of planets during the early stages of planet formation. Hydrogen emission lines provide an exciting
window into the accretion of giant planet atmospheres. However, the strongest emission line (on
ground-based telescopes) is the Hydrogen-alpha line, which is very blue for current generation of adaptive optics systems and most systems suffer from low Strehl at such wavelengths. MagAO-X system is
a new adaptive optics for the Magellan Clay 6.5m telescope. MagAO-X has been designed to provide
extreme adaptive optics (ExAO) performance in the visible with Strehl ratios up to 70% at H-alpha.
The H-alpha emission line is so narrow that observations in narrowband filters still contain significant
photon noise from the stellar continuum. Observing at high-spectral resolution (R>1000) has shown
to be very powerful and should be preferred if we aim to measure emission lines. VIS-X is an integralfield spectrograph specifically designed for MagAO-X to do this. VIS-X will cover the optical spectral
range (450 to 900 nm) at high-spectral (R=15.000) and high-spatial resolution (7 mas spaxels). The
combination of MagAO-X with VIS-X is 100 times more sensitive to accreting protoplanets than any
other instrument to date according to end-to-end simulations. VIS-X can also resolve the planetary
accretion lines due to its high spectral resolution, and therefore it can start to constrain the kinematics
of the accretion process. The instrument is scheduled to have its first light in Spring 2022. We will
show and discuss the end-to-end performance and show the first light results.
shaffert@arizona.edu

T35] Steph Sallum (Deno Stelter) - Thermal Infrared Exoplanet Science with SCALES
and PSI-Red
The Santa Cruz Array of Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (SCALES) passed its Preliminary Design Review in mid-November 2021. SCALES is a 2 - 5 micron coronagraphic high-contrast integral
field spectrograph that will be deployed behind the adaptive optics (AO) system of the 10-meter Keck
II telescope. It is designed to carry out detailed characterization of exoplanet atmospheres using both
low-resolution (R 10-300) and mid-resolution (R 3-7000) integral field spectroscopy over a field of view
of 2 x 2 arcseconds. The mid-resolution mode uses a novel image slicer to dissect and rearrange the
micro-pupils produced by a subset of the lenslet array and is a unique capability. Both modes use coronagraphic and apodizing masks to attain contrast ratios of 104−5 . SCALES will make ground-breaking
measurements of exoplanetary systems. The instrument has a complementary diffraction-limited imaging arm with a field of view of 12 x 12 arcseconds that operates from 1 - 5 microns. The performance
over the entire field of view is exquisite both in terms of wavefront error control and spot size, and the
design will continue to meet high performance goals after future upgrades to the AO system (which
may include an adaptive secondary mirror, a higher actuator count DM, and multi-conjugate wavefront
sensors). We give an overview of the work completed and design status.
deno@ucolick.org

T36] Daniel Echeverri - Vortex Fiber Nulling Demonstration with the Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer
Vortex fiber nulling (VFN) is an interferometric method for suppressing starlight in order to observe
exoplanets at small angular separations from their star, 1/D. This technique may enable the discovery
and characterization of young giant planets at separations smaller than conventional coronagraphs can
achieve. VFN has been experimentally demonstrated in a laboratory setting with starlight rejection
ratios of <5x10-5 in 15% bandwidth broadband light. VFN has now also been deployed to the Keck
II Telescope as part of Phase II of the Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC) instrument
for an on-sky demonstration. Here we present system-level performance measurements of the KPIC
VFN mode off-sky as deployed at the telescope. We also present early on-sky results obtained during
commissioning nights in the first half of 2022.
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dechever@caltech.edu

T37] Mona El Morsy - Development of a prototype instrument for the direct characterization of young giant exoplanets
On large ground-based telescopes, the combination of extreme adaptive optics (ExAO) and coronagraphy with high-dispersion spectroscopy (HDS), sometimes referred to as high-dispersion coronagraphy
(HDC), is emerging as a powerful technique for the direct characterisation of giant exoplanets. The high
spectral resolution brings a significant gain in terms of accessible spectral features and enables better
separating the stellar and planetary signals. On-going projects such as KPIC/Keck, REACH/Subaru
and HiRISE/VLT base their observing strategy on using science fibres, one of which is dedicated to
sample the planets signal while the others sample the stellar residuals starlight in the speckle field.
The main challenge is to centre the planet’s PSF on the science fibre with an accuracy of less than
0.1 lambda/D. Possible centring strategies are foreseen in the context of the HiRISE project, based on
retro-injecting calibration fibres to localise the science fibre’s position or based on a dedicated centring
fibre. We implement three approaches and compare their centring accuracy performances using the
MITHiC testbed, upgraded to emulate a setup close to the one adopted in HiRISE. The results demonstrate that reaching a specification accuracy of 0.1 lambda/D is extremely challenging regardless of the
chosen centring strategy. It requires a high level of accuracy at every step of the centring procedure,
which can be reached with very stable instruments. We have studied the contributors to the centring
error in MITHiC and propose a quantification for some of the most impacting terms.
mona.elmorsy@lam.fr

T38] Jules Dallant - A new PACO based method to push the exoplanets detection limits
and to estimate their orbital parameters simultaneously
Exoplanets detection by direct imaging remains one of the most challenging field of astronomy. The
very high contrast between the host star and its orbiting companions can prevent the exoplanets detection in a single dataset. However, combining the information of several observations of the same
targeted star can boost the detection limits to unprecedented levels. We propose a new algorithm
named PACOME that optimally combines multi-epoch datasets to improve the detection sensitivity
of presumed exoplanets by accounting for their orbital motions. Our method is based on the PACO
algorithm that learns the stellar contamination from the data spatial correlations to estimate signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of the brightness of potential orbiting companions. From these unique PACO
outputs, PACOME generates a large number of Keplerian orbits and evaluates their likelihood with
an optimal multi-epochs detection criterion. The presence of a potential exoplanet can be assessed
by the orbital parameters maximising the combined signal. PACOME benefits from PACO’s high
sensitivity and is faster than standard multi-epoch algorithms. We demonstrate its efficiency using
SPHERE-IRDIS observations recorded in Angular and Spectral Differential Imaging (ADI & ASDI)
from the two exoplanetary systems HR 8799 and HD 95086. We demonstrate unprecedented boost in
the combined SNR of the known exoplanets and an accurate estimation of their orbital parameters
compatible with the literature. New companions to HR 8799 and HD 95086 were not detected in these
datasets. In the future, we will adapt PACOME to process SPHERE-IFS data in order to improve the
detection limits further and possibly detect new fainter exoplanets.
jules.dallant@univ-lyon1.fr

T39] Quinn Konopacky - The Development of HISPEC for Keck and MODHIS for TMT
HISPEC is a new, high-resolution near-infrared spectrograph being designed for the W.M. Keck II
telescope. By offering single-shot, R 100,000 spectroscopy between 1 - 2.5 um, HISPEC will enable
spectroscopy of transiting and non-transiting exoplanets in close orbits, direct high-contrast detection
and spectroscopy of spatially separated substellar companions, and exoplanet dynamical mass and
orbit measurements using precision radial velocity monitoring calibrated with an ultra-stable laser fre-
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quency comb. HISPEC is designed to be used with the Keck facility adaptive optics system, coupling
light efficiently into single-mode fibers, thereby suppressing fiber modal noise affecting multi-mode
fiber-fed spectrographs and reducing sky background and OH emission lines by two orders of magnitude (vs. seeing-limited architectures). Moreover, by using single-mode fiber inputs, we derive a
compact, ultra-stable and cost-effective spectrograph design. I will review the current design of HISPEC, which is currently in the final stages of preliminary design and is slated to be on-sky at Keck
in 2025. I will describe the innovative technical components of HISPEC that will allow for detailed
characterization of directly imaged exoplanets, including plans to enable detection near the diffraction
limit. HISPEC is a pathfinder for MODHIS, one of the first light instruments being designed for the
Thirty Meter Telescope, and the two instruments are being developed in parallel. I will describe the
conceptual design of MODHIS and how it enable transformative science in the era of the extremely
large telescopes.
qkonopacky@ucsd.edu

T40] Olivier Absil - Final design and expected performance of the METIS high-contrast
imaging modes
The Mid-infrared ELT Imager and Spectrograph (METIS) is one of the three first-generation science instruments for the ELT, funded for construction by ESO and a consortium of research institutes
across and beyond Europe. METIS is designed to cover the 3 to 13 m wavelength range, and is due
to pass its final design review (FDR) in autumn 2022. Here, we describe how high contrast imaging
modes have been added to METIS during its conceptual and detailed design phases. We discuss the
main top-level requirements in terms of coronagraphic performance, and how they have been translated into design choices through various trade-offs. We then detail the implementation of the two
main coronagraphic solutions selected for METIS, namely the vortex coronagraph and the apodizing
phase plate, including their combination with the high-resolution integral field spectrograph of METIS.
Using end-to-end simulations, we predict the performance that will be reached on sky by the METIS
high contrast imaging modes in presence of residual aberrations from adaptive optics correction, and
of various other instrumental errors such as non-common path aberrations, pointing jitter, ELT-M1
cophasing errors, or residual atmospheric dispersion. We also give a detailed description of how water vapor turbulence will affect the METIS high contrast imaging performance, using water vapor
measurements from the Very Large Telescope Interferometer, and describe how focal-plane wavefront
sensing can mitigate this effect. We finally illustrate with mock observations and data processing that
METIS should be capable of directly imaging temperate rocky planets around the nearest stars.
olivier.absil@uliege.be

T41] Elisabeth Matthews - Dynamical Masses and Spectroscopic Analysis of Brown
Dwarfs: long-period companions with RVs and high contrast imaging.
Relatively little is known about brown dwarf formation mechanisms and evolution, and only a small
number of brown dwarfs have dynamical mass measurements. This means that evolutionary tracks
are largely uncalibrated. We use long-baseline (>20yr) radial velocity observations collected with the
CORALIE spectrograph to identify radial velocity trends that correspond to wide separation, directly
detectable low-mass companions. Together, long baseline CORALIE observations and high-contrast
imaging with VLT/SPHERE allow us to detect brown dwarf companions, and to measure precise dynamical masses by combining radial velocities with relative and absolute astrometric measurements thereby resolving the m*sin(i) degeneracy typically present in RV studies. Further, SPHERE spectroscopy allows us to determine the temperature, surface gravity, and atmospheric makeup of the
companion. I will present our ongoing work to image stars with long-term trends using SPHERE to
detect and characterize low-mass companions that are vital to understanding the brown dwarf population. I will particularly focus on HD4113C, a fascinating brown dwarf that shows a clear discrepancy
between the dynamically- and isochronally- determined masses. I will present an updated dynamical
mass and isochronal mass for the system, and demonstrate that even with an updated analysis of
the system this discrepancy persists. I will also discuss our attempts to understand and resolve this
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discrepancy. For a select few targets, such as Eps Indi Ab, it will soon be possible to extend this work
into the planetary mass regime with JWST high contrast imaging.
elisabeth.matthews@unige.ch

T42] Kyle Franson - Searching for Planets and Brown Dwarfs around Young Accelerating
Stars
Directly imaged planets and brown dwarfs are critical tools for studying the formation, evolution,
and atmospheric physics of wide-separation substellar objects. However, imaging campaigns have
been limited by the low occurrence rate of long-period planets and brown dwarfs. As a result, only
about a dozen exoplanets with separations between 10 and 100 AU have been imaged. Our goal is
to overcome these low occurrence rates by targeting stars exhibiting small proper motion differences
between Hipparcos and Gaia EDR3 that confer the presence of unseen substellar companions. Over
the past two years, we have launched a multi-facility, systematic high-contrast imaging survey of the
accelerating stars most likely to harbor long-period giant planets and brown dwarfs. In this talk, I will
present an overview of our program, our novel approach to efficient target selection, and early results
including the first discovery from this survey.
kfranson@utexas.edu

T43] Rachel Bowens-Rubin - The tale of the Wolf 359b campaign: combining highcontrast imaging and RV data to study a cold Neptunian exoplanet
Wolf 359b is an ice giant exoplanet discovered using HIRES and HARPS radial velocity measurements, orbiting a young (100-350 Myrs) M-dwarf located just 2.39 pc from the Sun. The Wolf 359
systems youth and proximity presents a unique opportunity to directly image an ice giant exoplanet
with our current technology. In this talk, I will describe our progress in observing the Wolf 359 system with the W.M. Keck Observatory NIRC2 imager and our collaboration with the radial velocity
community. Our multi-technique observing campaign allows us to place the tightest constraints on
the mass, orbital position, and thermal energy signature of Wolf 359b to date and delivers insights to
the barriers when performing background-limited ground-based imaging observations to detect cold
exoplanets at Keck. I will conclude by discussing our future prospects for imaging Wolf 359b at Keck
and with JWST.
rbowru@ucsc.edu

T44] Emily Rickman - Precise Dynamical Masses of New Directly Imaged Companions
from Combining Relative Astrometry, Radial Velocities and High Contrast Imaging
Very little is known about giant planets and brown dwarfs at an orbital separation great than 5
AU. And yet, these are important puzzle pieces needed for constraining the uncertainties that exist
in giant planet formation and evolutionary models that are plagued by a lack of observational constraints. In order to observationally probe this mass-separation parameter space, direct imaging is
necessary but faces the difficulty of low detection efficiency. To utilize the power of direct imaging,
pre-selecting companion candidates with long-period radial velocities, coupled with proper anomalies
from Hipparcos and Gaia, provide a powerful tool to hunt for the most promising candidates. Not
only does this increase the detection efficiency, but this wealth of information removes the degeneracy
of unknown orbital parameters, leading to derived dynamical masses which can serve as benchmark
objects. With upcoming missions like JWST and Roman, as well as ground-based facilities like the
ELT, observing time is valuable and the strategy of direct imaging needs to be re-defined to pre-select
targets. Looking further ahead, perfecting these strategies will be necessary as we look towards a
large IR/O/UV mission, as recommended by the Astro 2020 decadal survey report, to pinpoint the
location of terrestrial planets amenable to direct imaging. I present the detection of new directly imaged companions from VLT/SPHERE with derived precise dynamical masses from combining relative
astrometry, radial velocities, and astrometry from Hippacros-Gaia eDR3 accelerations, giving precisely
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characterized benchmark objects that can be used to test evolutionary models.
erickman@stsci.edu

T45] Kevin Wagner - Imaging Habitable-Zone Exoplanets with Mid-Infrared Coronagraphy
Mid-infrared coronagraphic imaging is close to enabling the direct detection of nearby habitable-zone
exoplanets. The ESO/Breakthrough-sponsored New Earths in the Alpha Centauri Region (NEAR)
program on the VLT recently completed the first ultra-deep ( 100 hr) mid-IR exoplanet imaging campaign and demonstrated the first sensitivity to habitable-zone sub-Neptune-sized planets, leaving just
a factor of four in sensitivity to be overcome in order to image potentially rocky planets. This talk
will describe our ongoing efforts to upgrade the mid-IR capabilities of the LBT based on the lessons
from NEAR, including the design of a new high-performance mid-IR coronagraph, which will enable
partially bridging this sensitivity gap. Next, we will discuss the prospects for coordinated deep explorations for low-mass habitable-zone planets around targets visible from both the Northern and Southern
hemispheres (e.g., Sirius, Epslion Eridani, etc.). Finally, we will conclude with an introduction of our
key observational program, LESSONS: The LBT Exploratory Survey for Super-Earths/Sub-Neptunes
Orbiting Nearby Stars, and a roadmap toward imaging habitable-zone Earth-sized planets with the
ELTs.
kevinwagner@email.arizona.edu

T46] Jared Males - The potential, and limits, of high contrast imaging with the ELTs
The 25-39 m ELTs will present us with the chance to image and spectroscopically characterize temperate exoplanets in large numbers. Current 6.5-10 m telescopes may be able to do so for a small
number of nearby targets, including Proxima b. Achieving this goal will require extreme adaptive
optics (ExAO) coronagraphs performing near the fundamental limits imposed by atmospheric turbulence, dynamic instrumental aberrations, and photon noise. If this performance level can be reached,
our detailed modeling of the known nearby planets shows that hundreds of exoplanets will be characterized in reflected starlight from telescopes in both hemispheres. To begin testing these limits we have
undertaken an upgrade program for MagAO-X, which will include a full computing system upgrade,
new PIAA optics and complex coronagraph mask designs, and the addition of a 1000 actuator incoronagraph DM for high contrast dark hole control. To prepare for the ELT era, we have completed
the conceptual design of GMagAO-X, the follow-on instrument for the GMT. To support these efforts
we have developed a new end-to-end ExAO performance modeling framework which includes the effects
of post-processing. Here we will present an overview of the planned upgrades to MagAO-X; provide
highlights of the CoDR for GMagAO-X; describe the target samples for MagAO-X and GMagAO-X
as well as similar ELT and TMT instruments; and finally discuss the atmospheric characterization we
will perform on these targets.
jrmales@arizona.edu

T47] Nemanja Jovanovic - Phase II of the Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer: Systemlevel Laboratory Characterization and Preliminary On-Sky Commissioning
The Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC) is a series of upgrades for the Keck II Adaptive Optics system and the NIRSPEC spectrograph to enable diffraction-limited, high-resolution (R>30,000)
spectroscopy in the K and L bands. Phase I consisted of single-mode fiber injection/extraction units
(FIU/FEU) used in conjunction with a H-band pyramid wavefront sensor. The use of single-mode
fibers provides a substantial reduction in sky background as well as an extremely stable line-spread
function. Phase II added a 1000-actuator deformable mirror, beam-shaping optics for optimal injection,
a vortex coronagraph, provisions for operating at shorter wavebands (y-H), access to laser frequency
combs and other upgrades to the FIU/FEU. Phase II was deployed to, and integrated with the Keck
II telescope in February 2022. In this paper we present the results of extensive system-level laboratory
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testing and characterization showing the instruments Phase II throughput, stability, repeatability, and
other key performance metrics prior to delivery and during installation at Keck. We also demonstrate
the capabilities of the various observing modes enabled by the new system modules using internal test
light sources. Finally, we show preliminary results of on-sky tests performed in the first few months of
Phase II commissioning along with the next steps for the instrument. Once commissioning of Phase
II is complete, KPIC will continue to characterize exoplanets at an unprecedented spectral resolution,
thereby growing its already successful track record of 23 detected exoplanets and brown dwarfs from
Phase I.
nem@caltech.edu

T48] Raphael Galicher (Anthony Boccaletti) - Upgrading the high contrast imaging facility SPHERE: science drivers and instrument choices
SPHERE+ is a proposed upgrade of the SPHERE instrument at VLT, which will boost the current
performances of detection and characterization of exoplanets and disks, and will serve as a demonstrator for the future planet finder of the European ELT (PCS). The main science drivers for SPHERE+
are 1/ to access the bulk of the young giant planet population down to the snow line (3-10 au); 2/
to observe fainter and redder targets in the youngest (1 10 Myr) associations compared to those observed with SPHERE to directly study the formation of giant planets in their birth environment; 3/
to improve the level of characterization of exoplanetary atmospheres by increasing the spectral resolution. To achieve these objectives, we are considering to implement two new independent sub-systems.
SAXO+, the second stage AO system, is optimized in the infrared with a pyramid wavefront sensor
(0.95-1.2um/0.95-1.4um), a dedicated Real-Time Computer, and a High Order DM (24 to 32 linear
actuators). SAXO+ should provide a faster correction (from 1 to 3 kHz) and a higher sensitivity to
redder targets (+2-3 mag) as compared to SPHERE. MEDRES is a medium resolution integral field
spectrograph with a resolution of 1000 (goal 5000) in the J and H bands. MEDRES is based on a very
low-noise IR detector to enable very high contrasts. We will give an overview of the science drivers,
requirements and key instrumental tradeoff that were done for SPHERE+ to reach the baseline concept. We will also provide preliminary estimates of performances obtained by simulations.
anthony.boccaletti@obspm.fr

T49] Saavidra Perera - Upgrading the Gemini Planet Imager to GPI 2.0
The Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) is a high contrast imaging instrument designed to directly detect and
characterize young, Jupiter-mass exoplanets. After six years of operation at Gemini South in Chile,
the instrument is being upgraded and relocated to Gemini North in Hawaii as GPI 2.0. GPI helped
establish that Jovian-mass planets have a higher occurrence rate at smaller separations, motivating
several sub-system upgrades to obtain deeper contrasts (up to 20 times improvement to the current
limit), particularly at small inner working angles. Changes will be made to (i) the adaptive optics
system, by replacing the current Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor (WFS) with a pyramid WFS and
a custom EMCCD, (ii) the integral field spectrograph, by employing a new set of prisms to enable an
additional broadband (Y-K band) low spectral resolution mode, as well as replacing the pupil viewer
camera with a faster, lower noise C-RED2 camera (iii) the calibration interferometer, by upgrading
the low-order WFS used for internal alignment and on-sky target tracking with a C-RED2 camera
and replacing the calibration high-order WFS used for measuring and correcting non-common path
aberrations with a self coherent camera, (iv) the apodized-pupil Lyot coronagraph designs and (v)
the software, to enable high-efficiency queue operations at Gemini North. GPI 2.0 is expected to go
on-sky in late 2023 or early 2024. Here I will present the key upgrades as well as the latest timeline
for operations and current status.
sperera@ucsd.edu

T50] Michael Fitzgerald - The Planetary Systems Imager for TMT: Overview and Status
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We will provide a summary review of the scientific and technical capabilities and the overall project
status of the Planetary Systems Instrument (PSI), a second-generation instrumentation suite for the
TMT. The instrument seeks to determine the composition and energy balance of exoplanets through
the joint measurement of planet-reflected starlight and thermal emission, as well as constrain planet
formation and evolution scenarios through high-spectral-resolution characterization of exoplanet atmospheres. The PSI instrument concept operates from optical to thermal infrared wavelengths, combining
high-order AO correction with pupil- and focal-plane wavefront sensing, coronagraphs, imaging and
low-resolution integral-field spectroscopy, as well as fiber-coupled high-resolution spectrometers. The
modular design enables simultaneous characterization of exoplanets at multiple wavelengths, allows
for phased deployment and commissioning, and provides upgrade paths to accommodate potential
technological advances. We will provide an overview of the past two years of development, including
description of the key scientific and technical requirement development and flowdown, AO and science
output performance simulation and the development of the PSISIM simulation framework, optical
conceptual design of the front-end AO system, and the status of precursor instrumentation and techniques.
mpfitz@ucla.edu

T51] Dan Sirbu - Exoplanet Yield Sensitivity for the Hybrid Lyot Coronagraph from
end-to-end modeling for LUVOIR-A
NASA’s future direct imaging flagship mission will require telescope mirror segmentation to survey
a statistically significant population of nearby stellar systems by increasing aperture size beyond the
limits set by traditional monolithic apertures; however, segmentation also represents an additional
challenge due to the introduction of temporal pupil discontinuities in terms of both phase and amplitude. Modeling of the integrated performance of the coronagraph with the expected dynamical profile
of the telescope can provide realistic estimates of the mission’s science yields. We present results of a
study using the Hybrid Lyot coronagraph with the Large UV / Optical /Infrared (LUVOIR) mission’s
15-m on-axis, segmented optical telescope assembly (OTA). We have developed a high-fidelity, end-toend model as part of the Segmented Coronagraph Design and Analysis (SCDA) group that includes
diffractive optical propagations at the 1 × 10−1 0 contrast level across the optical train including the
OTA and intermediate re-imaging optics inside the coronagraph instrument. We perform a sensitivity
analysis to assess the contrast sensitivity to wavefront perturbations for a set of key telescope terms
including segment-level low-order and mid-spatial frequency aberrations and evaluate expected exoplanet yields obtained in the presence of these sets of aberrations. Industry-provided segment-level
wavefront aberration datasets are input to the end-to-end model: (1) thermal gradients and accelerations, and (2) telescope dynamics including line-of-sight and segment jitter. Dynamically averaged
PSFs in the presence of aberrations are fed into Altruistic Yield Optimization (AYO), a mission design
reference simulator, that then assesses the scientific yield sensitivities.
dan.sirbu@nasa.gov

T52] Garima Singh - End-to-end high-contrast imaging simulations with the LLOWFS
and FAST sensors for TMT.
Thirty-Meter Telescope (TMT) has the potential to revolutionize the field of direct imaging of exoplanets by enabling the imaging and low-resolution spectroscopy of Neptune or Super-Earth exoplanets
in the habitable zone of nearby stars. Imaging mature gas planets at small angles around nearby
stars require raw contrast limits of 10-7-10-9 in near-infrared. Such contrast goals are currently unachievable with state-of-the-art high contrast imaging (HCI) instruments, mainly because the region
of high-contrast at small angles is still dominated by the speckle noise. To address this issue on the
NEW-EARTH testbed, we have been working on implementing the Lyot-stop low-order wavefront
sensor (LLOWFS) to freeze the speckles and the Fast Atmospheric Self-Coherent Camera Technique
(FAST) to suppress the quasi-static speckles close to the inner working angle of a coronagraph. This
fusion of LLOWFS and FAST is being developed for the upcoming CAL2.0 unit of Gemini Planet
Imager (GPI) and SPIDERS prototype for Subaru Telescope. Based on the encouraging results ob-
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tained in the laboratory thus far (1sigma raw contrast level of 10-7 in the region 5-12 lambda/D), we
started developing an end-to-end simulation of an HCI instrument employing both the LLOWFS and
the FAST for TMT. Our simulation feeds on the post-NFIRAOS residual phase maps of the adaptive
optics system of TMT and makes use of the TMT-pupil optimized apodizer, FAST optimized focal
plane mask, LLOWFS and FAST sensors. In this presentation, we will present the preliminary contrast
results under the realistic static and quasi-static GPI-residuals.
garima.singh@nrc-cnrc.gc.ca

T53] Jean-Baptiste Ruffio - High resolution spectroscopy of directly imaged exoplanets
with KPIC
The Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC) has recently demonstrated the first detections
of several high-contrast planets and sub-stellar companions at high spectral resolution (R 35,000).
KPIC consists of a series of upgrades to the Keck II adaptive optics (AO) system, the NIRC2 imager,
and the NIRSPEC spectrograph. By resolving molecular lines, high resolution spectroscopy provides a
more detailed look into planetary atmospheres by allowing measurements such as their radial velocity,
spin, atmospheric composition, or even doppler imaging. On behalf of the KPIC team, I will highlight
some of the early KPIC science results which for example include the first spin measurement of the
HR 8799 planets, and atmospheric composition of several benchmark brown-dwarf companions validating atmospheric retrievals at high spectral resolution. With over 20 detections and counting, we
are carrying a survey of exoplanets and brown-dwarf companions with the goal of identifying trends in
exoplanet composition and spin that will inform different planet formation pathways. The instrument
will undergo several upgrades in the future, which will result in improved sensitivity and extended
wavelength coverage.
jruffio@caltech.edu

T54] Evert Nasedkin - Four of a Kind: A Systematic Characterization of the HR8799
planets.
High contrast imaging (HCI) provides a novel window into the atmospheres of young exoplanets,
though the robust interpretation of results comes with many challenges. In this talk I will explore the
systematic characterization of the HR8799 system using new VLTI/GRAVITY data combined with
new and archival data from SPHERE, GPI, CHARIS, ALES and OSIRIS in order to provide the best
picture of the planetary atmospheres across a broad wavelength range. Much of the existing data
was reprocessed, and we compare the impact of data processing choices on the extracted planetary
properties through injection testing into SPHERE and GPI HCI datasets. Using petitRADTRANS
in a Bayesian retrieval framework, we compare a suite of state-of-the-art models applied to each of
the targets in order to measure atmospheric properties. We present the first C/O ratios of each of
these planets as derived through disequilibrium and free chemistry retrievals, and discuss potential
formation mechanisms that could have led to the current planetary configuration.
nasedkin@mpia.de

T55] Simon Petrus - X-SHYNE: a new sample of young, cold, low-mass planetary analogs
The X-SHYNE project aims at characterizing a sample of 40 young (8-150 Myr), free-floating exoplanetary (10-25 MJup) analogs, covering spectral types between L and mid-T, using the VLT/XShooter
instrument (from 0.6 to 2.5 microns) at medium spectral resolution (R 8000) . The prime objective is
to explore the physical mechanisms occurring in the atmospheres of young giant planets, and to search
for formation tracers through the estimation of fundamental parameters (temperature, surface gravity,
metallicity, C/O, etc.). ForMoSA is a Bayesian tool (based on the nested sampling algorithm) that can
be used to estimate these parameters by comparing the X-Shooter high signal-to-noise spectra with the
predictions of atmospheric models (BT-SETTL, Exo-REM, ATMO). In this talk, I will (i) introduce
the spectral diversity offered by the X-SHYNE spectra, (ii) show the preliminary atmospheric charac-
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terization of the sample performed with ForMoSA, (iii) illustrate their relevance for the interpretation
of todays imaged exoplanets, (iv) finally present the potential of the forward modeling approach with
the current generation of atmospheric models for future applications with JWST.
spetrus@npf.cl

T56] Beth Biller - Variability of Young, Giant Exoplanets : Opportunity or Obstacle?
Free-floating young planetary mass objects are among the most variable substellar objects known
to date, with variability amplitudes of >20% in some cases (Bowler et al. 2020). This variability
is likely due to asymmetric top-of-the-atmosphere structure, potentially driven by patchy thin and
thick clouds (Apai et al. 2013, 2017). Understanding this structure provides critical constraints for
atmospheric models of brown dwarfs and giant exoplanets. However, high-amplitude variability may
prove an observational challenge for accurate spectroscopy of young, late-L exoplanet companions such
as the HR 8799 planets, which are likely comparably variable to their free-floating counterparts. Here,
I will discuss results and lessons learned from a VLT-SPHERE search for variability in the HR 8799
planets (Biller et al. 2021) as well as a large-scale, coordinated ongoing variability monitoring campaign for the young, late-L companion VHS 1256b, a target for JWST Early Release Science program
1386 (PI Hinkley). At some epochs, VHS 1256b varies by >20% over 8 hours in the near IR (Bowler
et al. 2020, Zhou et al. 2020, 2022) and may be up to 10% variable during the 4-hour long JWST
ERS observations. Constraining its variability ahead of these observations is critical for maximizing
the science return of the JWST observations.
bb@roe.ac.uk
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Posters
P001] Jea Adams - Introducing pyKLIP-PE: A Flexible, Data-Driven Optimization Tool
For High Contrast Imaging
The characteristics of a PSF-subtracted image – including the fidelity of apparent planet signals –
are greatly dependent on tunable input parameters to PSF-modeling algorithms. The python package
pyKLIP .uses a form of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) called Karhounen-Loeve Image Processing (KLIP) to achieve robust starlight subtraction. The computational intensity of pyKLIP, as well
as the lack of a standardized, data-driven procedure for optimizing the more than two dozen KLIP
input parameters, has led to an ad hoc by-eye optimization approach for many direct imaging results.
This approach has proven especially problematic in protoplanetary systems due to their morphological
complexity and has led to controversy over the fidelity of multiple protoplanet detections. I will discuss
our progress in developing a systematic approach for fine-tuning pyKLIP parameters to enable robust
detections of directly imaged exoplanets. We use data collected with the Magellan Telescopes Adaptive
Optics (MagAO) system as part of the Giant Accreting Protoplanet Survey (GAPlanetS) to explore
four influential pyKLIP parameters (annuli, movement, KLIP modes, and highpass filter size) with a
grid search technique. We consider multiple metrics for post-processed image quality, such as peak and
average planetary SNR, companion/star contrast, and false-positive pixel fraction to optimize reductions of false planets injected into continuum images. We then apply these optimizations to H-alpha
direct imagery of five MagAO GAPlanetS datasets containing the directly-imaged stellar companion
HD142527 B. Our grid search + multi-metric optimization technique led to companion detections that
were, on average, 3 sigma higher than using generic reduction parameters. This simple parameter grid
search can help shape how we systematically identify planet candidates in future uninformed planet
searches.
jea.adams@cfa.harvard.edu

P002] Ramya Anche - Simulations of polarimetric observations of debris disk EpsilonEridani through Roman Coronagraph Instrument
The Roman coronagraph instrument will demonstrate high-contrast imaging technology, enabling
imaging of faint debris disks, the discovery of inner dust belts, and the imaging of planets orbiting around these disks. Polarization studies of debris disks provide additional information on the size,
distribution, and shape of the dust grains. Roman coronagraph uses two polarization modules comprising of Wollaston prism assembly to produce four orthogonally polarized images (I0, I90, I45, and
I135), each measuring 3.2 arcsecs in diameter and separated by 7.5 arcsecs in the sky. The expected
RMS error in the linear polarization fraction measurement is 1.66
P003] Jaren Ashcraft - Integrated Modeling of Observatories with Astronomical Coronagraphs using Hybrid Propagation Physics
High-contrast imaging systems require an accurate physical optics model to properly evaluate instrument performance. Commercial optical design packages and existing open-source physical optics tools
achieve this by the propagation of a scalar optical field through the system via diffraction integrals.
The scalar diffraction assumption obfuscates misalignment and polarization induced aberrations from
the observatory, which have been shown to limit the sensitivity of coronagraphs to earth-like exoplanets. To compensate, the state of the art relies on separate models for the ray trace, polarization, and
diffraction calculations. This approach complicates and decentralizes the design process, which can
slow the development of astronomical coronagraphs. We propose to update POPPY (Physical Optics
Propagation in PYthon) with Gaussian Beamlet Decomposition (GBD) to encapsulate the ray-based
and wave-based behavior of an observatory equipped with a coronagraph simultaneously. GBD is a
technique where the field at the entrance pupil is spatially decomposed into gaussian beams, which
can be propagated along ray paths for diffraction calculations without fourier transformations. This
approach unifies ray-based analyses with wave-based analyses, which can be a powerful design tool for
astronomical observatories. We report on the development of an open-source GBD module tailored to
the design of astronomical coronagraphs. The results are compared to traditional Fresnel diffraction
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models of a coronagraph, and opportunities for accelerated computing are explored.
jashcraft@email.arizona.edu

P004] Aneesh Baburaj - Determining C/O ratios for Directly Imaged Planet Host Stars
Direct imaging surveys over the past decade have led to the discovery of a number of Jupiter-like
planets orbiting their host stars in wide orbits. The standard theories of planet formation - core
accretion and gravitational instability, cannot easily explain the formation of these planets. A possible resolution to this paradox involves the comparison of elemental abundances (such as C/O ratios)
for these giants with their host stars, with predictions of current theoretical models implying different planet-to-host star abundance ratios depending on the formation mechanism. However, many of
the hosts of directly imaged planets have poorly constrained abundances. Optical spectra of directly
imaged planet host stars can be used to estimate elemental abundance ratios. To this end, we are
undertaking a comprehensive survey of directly imaged planet host stars to better constrain their
abundances, especially carbon and oxygen. We present the first results from this survey, in which
we have obtained high resolution (R 100,000) Automated Planet Finder (APF) broadband spectra
of 5 F/G host stars with well-studied companions. We use carbon and oxygen lines to estimate the
C/O ratio for the stars using equivalent width analyses and spectral synthesis analysis. This enables
comparison of our results with carbon, oxygen abundances of the directly imaged planets obtained
using direct imaging spectroscopy allowing us to constrain their formation scenarios.
ababuraj@ucsd.edu

P005] William Balmer - Characterization of the L-type Brown Dwarf Companion to the
Nearby Solar-type Star HD 72946 with VLTI/GRAVITY, VLT/SPHERE
The next 10 years of direct exoplanet astronomy will not be defined by a single instrument, but
by a careful combination of observations from a variety of fantastic observatories. Here we present
the combination of high contrast interferometry from VLTI/GRAVITY with RVs, direct imaging, and
absolute astrometry, in order to exquisitely characterize the nearby Brown Dwarf (BD) companion
HD72946B. The dual-field mode of VLTI/GRAVITY provides unprecedented astrometric precision
when observing directly detectable exoplanets and BDs. Combined with RV and direct imaging, this
produces a dynamical mass constraint near 1-3% precision. We show the power of GRAVITY K-band
observations when attempting to constrain the cloudy atmospheres of L-type substellar objects, and
we retrieve atmospheric abundances with both ATMO and petitRADTRANS that are bound by the
dynamical mass constraint. We discuss the implications that combining GRAVITY observations with
JWST and other ground based instruments will have on future studies of benchmark BDs and exoplanets.
wbalmer1@jhu.edu

P006] Saugata Barat - Constraining planet formation with atmospheric observations from
the V1298 Tau planet system.
Theories of planet formation like core accretion mechanism have been successful over the years in
explaining the formation gas giant planets and even Neptune sized planets. However, there are several
open questions in the field of planet formation like the entropy of formation and its subsequent impact
on the accretion process. Young planetary atmospheres that are freshly baked products of planet
formation provide opportunities to test and constrain planet formation theories. Several such young
planets like HR 8799 planets have been observed using direct imaging techniques. This presentation
focuses on the V1298 Tau system, which host multiple transiting planets and is estimated to be 23
Myr old, thus comparable to the HR 8799 planets. In this work we present transit observations of this
system, including with HST/WFC3, and the interpretation of transmission spectra obtained for these
planets using various atmospheric models. Using these measurements, we explore different formation
pathways for this planet system and present our findings in the context of mature planets as well as
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young directly imaged planets which have similar age but may have experience different formation and
evolution pathways
s.barat@uva.nl

P007] Pierre Baudoz - Study, development and laboratory performance of a Hybrid Lyotlike coronagraph on the THD2 bench
Only a few young giant planets have been observed directly so far with actual ground-based instruments (SPHERE, GPI, SCExAO). New observations are expected with the next generation of
instruments on 8m telescopes (SPHERE+, GPI 2.0), on 30m telescopes, or aboard JWST. While
these instruments should allow studying older giant planets and lower mass planets (Neptune-like,
marginally Super Earths), the spectroscopic survey of mature giant planets and low mass planets
(Earths) orbiting between 0.5 Astronomical Unit (AU) and 10 AU will require dedicated projects on
a large space telescope. To prepare this project, one crucial step to take is the technological demonstration of key components of high contrast instrument including coronagraph allowing complex pupil
shape, Deformable Mirror (DM), correction control based on the science image, etc. In this context,
we present the study, development and tests on the THD2 testbed at Observatoire de Paris of active
corrections to create symmetrical dark holes with complex apertures (i.e. including central obscurations and spider), including the Roman Space Telescope pupil. With this aperture, we show that we
can theoretically reach high contrasts with a simplified version of the Hybrid Lyot Coronagraph (HLC)
foreseen for Roman and with less actuator across the pupil (26x26 instead of 48x48), corresponding to
our laboratory setup. Then, we describe the development of this HLC prototype and its performance
on the THD2 testbed. Finally, we show first laboratory results of a new type of Vortex coronagraph
for broadband imaging.
pierre.baudoz@obspm.fr

P008] Eduardo Bendek - Implementation of high-contrast imaging of binary stars with
the Roman Space Telescope Coronagraph Instrument
A large fraction of Sun-like stars are contained in binary systems. Within 10pc, there are 70 FGK stars,
out of which 43 belong to a multi-star system. In 28 cases, the scattered light from one of the stars
appear at greater 1 × 10−9 contrast at the position of the other, assuming typical Hubble-quality space
optics. Currently, those binary stars are not included in the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope (Roman, formerly WFIRST) Coronagraph target list, but they could be observed if high-contrast imaging
around binary star systems was enabled. The Multi-Star Wavefront Control (MSWC) algorithm could
be used to suppress the companion star leakage. If the targets have angular separations larger than
the Nyquist controllable region of the deformable mirror, MSWC must operate in Super-Nyquist (SN)
mode. This mode requires a faint replica of the companion star near to the desired dark region to
provide the ability to null speckles at SN angular separations from the companion star. For the case
of the Roman Coronagraph Instrument, more than half of the targets that could be observed using
MSWC, including Alpha Centauri, have angular separations larger than the Nyquist controllable region of the CGI 48x48 actuator deformable mirror. In this paper, we propose a plan to implement
MSWC on the Coronagraph instrument from a system engineering point of view. We covered various
topics including instrument compatibility, performance simulations, observatory pointing constraints,
and potential science return, among others.
eduardo.bendek@jpl.nasa.gov

P009] Arielle Bertrou-Cantou - On going developments on the High Contrast Spectroscopy Testbed (HCST)
To measure and investigate atmospheres of Earth-like exoplanets orbiting main sequence stars, direct
imaging requires high contrast at small angular separation and over large spectral band. The High
Contrast Spectroscopy Testbed (HCST) in the Exoplanet Technology Laboratory (ET Lab) at Caltech
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is designed to develop the key technologies for this purpose, namely coronagraphy, spectroscopy and
wavefront sensing and control. HCST has already demonstrated promising results reaching levels of
1 × 10−8 raw contrast in 20% bandwidth light using electric field conjugation with a single mode fiber.
We present the current progress towards our next milestone: reaching 1 × 10−8 raw contrast in 30%
light.
abertrou@caltech.edu

P010] Alexis Bidot - High-Contrast Imaging with ELT-HARMONI: contrast limitation
with molecular mapping
Medium to high resolution spectro-imaging brings new exoplanets detection and characterization possibilities. Whereas the traditional ASDI processes are quickly limited by the speckles at low angular
separation, the molecular mapping efficiently suppresses speckles and has other noise limitations. End
to end simulations only allow the study of performances of molecular mapping and instruments with
few astronomical specific cases and are computationally expensive. We suggest a semi analytical approach to address this problem and understand the different noise limitations in regards to a variety
of inputs such as the star magnitude, the high contrast PSF shape and the companion spectrum. We
present an application of this method on ELT/HARMONI high contrast mode to characterize each observation mode detection performance and understand limitations. We found that we obtain a better
contrast at low separation compared with ADI. We also discuss trade-offs in bandwidth and resolution
that are to be made for instruments to boost detections. This approach is flexible and can be used by
other IFU. The method has been compared to end-to-end simulations and give reliable results.
alexis.bidot@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

P011] Jayne Birkby - Challenges in the hunt for biosignatures with high resolution spectrographs
High resolution spectroscopy, and its combination with high contrast imaging, has proven a powerful
tool in the characterization of exoplanet atmospheres. With the upcoming Extremely Large Telescopes
(ELTs), it offers the potential to uncover habitable worlds by revealing the spectroscopic fingerprints
of biosignature gases such as oxygen, water, methane, and carbon dioxide. However, for rocky worlds
the technique is still in its infancy and awaits demonstration. Here, we explore two challenges to the
detection of such biosignature gases with high resolution spectroscopy. The first focuses on reflected
light, where the optical regime hosts oxygen spectral features but where the reflection of the stellar
spectrum can inhibit detection due to profusion of lines and broadening due to the difference between
the star’s rotation and the planet’s orbital velocity. The second focuses on the 4-5 micron region
covered by e.g. METIS/ELT, where nearby temperate planets are accessible in thermal emission, but
where the background thermal noise begins to increase beyond what has currently been proven to work
with existing high resolution spectroscopic observations.
jayne.birkby@physics.ox.ac.uk

P012] Dori Blakely - Two Rings and a Marginally Resolved, 5 au Disk Around LkCa 15
Identified Via Near Infrared Sparse Aperture Masking Interferometry
Sparse aperture masking interferometry (SAM) is a high resolution observing technique that allows for
imaging at and beyond a telescope’s diffraction limit. The technique is ideal for searching for stellar
companions at small separations from their host star; however, previous analysis of SAM observations
of young stars surrounded by dusty disks have had difficulties disentangling planet and extended disk
emission. In this talk, I will discuss new analysis of VLT/SPHERE-IRDIS SAM observations of the
transition disk LkCa 15, where we model the extended disk emission, probe for planets at small separations, and improve contrast limits for planets. We fit geometrical models directly to the interferometric
observables and recover previously observed extended disk emission, as well as, for the first time with
imaging, a 5 au elliptical Gaussian inner disk, previously inferred via SED fitting. We compare our
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extended disk emission models against point source models to robustly conclude that the system is
dominated by extended emission within 50 au and place a lower limit on the near- infrared companion
contrast of at least 1000. In this talk, I will review the challenge of separating high contrast pointlike emission from extended emission, outline the methodology we use to approach this problem, and
present our results. I will conclude with a brief discussion on how this work will be used to search
for and characterize young planets in transition disk systems with James Webb Space Telescope SAM
observations.
blakelyd@uvic.ca

P013] Nicolas Blind - RISTRETTO: high-contrast, high resolution spectroscopy at 2
lambda/D on the VLT
RISTRETTO is a visible high-contrast, high-resolution visible spectrograph to be proposed as a visitor
instrument on ESO VLT. The science goal of RISTRETTO is the detection and atmospheric characterisation of exoplanets in reflected light, at a distance of 30-40 mas from their host star, in particular
the temperate rocky planet Proxima b. RISTRETTO will be able to measure albedos and detect
atmospheric features in a number of exoplanets orbiting nearby stars for the first time. It will also
study accreting protoplanets such as PDS70b/c or Solar System icy moons. It will do so by combining
high-contrast XAO and coronagraphic systems to a high-resolution spectrograph. The latter is connected to a 7-spaxel integral-field unit (IFU), feeding a 7 single-mode fiber bundle. The project is in
an advanced design phase for the spectrograph and IFU/fiber-link sub-systems, and in a preliminary
design phase for the XAO and coronagraph. Construction of the spectrograph and IFU/fiber-link will
start in 2022. In the first half, we will present the current status, design and expected performance of
the instrument. The 2nd part will focus on the coronagraph, a Phase Induced Amplitude Apodized
Nuller. It provides nulls <1E-5 for the 6 fibers of the 2 lambda/D ring around the star, over a bandpath
of 30%. The PIAAN boosts planet coupling into single-mode fibers above 70%, making it the highest
throughput device to our knowledge, and providing a clear advantage to other solutions regarding the
extremely tight tolerance of the system.
nicolas.blind@unige.ch

P014] Mark Booth - ALMA’s View of epsilon Eridani’s Resonant Clumps
Epsilon Eridani is the closest star to our Sun known to host a debris disc. Prior observations in
the (sub-)millimetre regime have potentially detected clumpy structure in the disc and attributed this
to interactions with an, as yet, undetected planet. However, the prior observations were unable to
completely distinguish between structure in the disc and background confusion. Here we present the
first ALMA image of the entire disc, which has a resolution of 1.6x1.2””. We clearly detect the star,
the main ring and two point sources. The resolution and sensitivity of this data allow us to clearly
distinguish background galaxies (that show up as point sources) from the resolved, clumpy emission in
the disc. We perform n-body simulations to demonstrate that a migrating planet can form structures
similar to those observed by trapping planetesimals in resonance. In particular we find that material
trapped in the 3:2, 2:1 and higher-order intermediate resonances with a planet at 48au correlates well
with the detected features, however the mass of the planet is degenerate with the migration rate and so
a direct detection of this planet is needed to break this degeneracy. We also detect tentative evidence
for a clump of emission closer to the star than the main belt, which may be caught in resonance with
another planet in the system.
mark.booth@uni-jena.de

P015] Brendan Bowler - Dynamical Beacons: Discovering and Characterizing Longperiod Giant Planets and Brown Dwarfs with Astrometric Accelerations
The masses and orbits of directly imaged giant planets and brown dwarfs offer valuable tests of
substellar evolutionary models and formation channels. The astrometric reflex motion induced by
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a companion on its host star can act as a novel approach to both find and characterize low-mass companions. We are carrying out a high-contrast imaging survey of stars showing both radial accelerations
(from long-baseline RV programs) and astrometric accelerations (from Hipparcos and Gaia astrometry). Together these provide a 3D acceleration vector, enabling robust predictions of the mass and
separation of the companion causing the acceleration. We will present initial results from this program
including early discoveries, dynamical masses, and precise orbit constraints. Together these systems
are providing rare tests of low-temperature evolutionary models across a broad range of masses, ages,
and luminosities. Looking forward, this survey and search strategy will yield some of the best-suited
targets for future deep observations with JWST and the ground-based ELTs.
bpbowler@astro.as.utexas.edu

P016] Per Calissendorff - Mid-Infrared AO-Assisted Imaging with MIRAC-5/Geosnap:
Exploring Planetary System Architectures
Advances in adaptive optics (AO) systems and mid-infrared detectors are enabling ground-based midinfrared systems to complement space-based missions in the contrast limit. We present the MIRAC-5
instrument which will use a new Geosnap mid-infrared detector as part of the Mid-InfraRed Adaptiveoptics-assisted Instrument Development (MIRAID) Project. MIRAC-5 will be complementary to the
James Webb Space Telescope as one of the only 3-13 microns cameras employed in conjunction with
AO, and will be capable of: 1) characterizing warm gas giant planets discovered through direct imaging
surveys with AO at shorter wavelengths; 2) imaging forming protoplanets (and characterizing their
circumplanetary disks); and 3) directly detecting cold mature planets discovered through radial velocity surveys. MIRAC-5 will be commissioned on the MMT utilizing the new MAPS AO system in
2022 with plans to move to Magellan with the MagAO system in 2023. We will review the design and
expected capabilities of MIRAC-5, as well as describe a planned upgrade that would utilize an annular
grove phase-mask coronagraph.
percal@umich.edu

P017] Faustine Cantalloube - Exoplanet Imaging Data Challenge
Advanced high-contrast image processing techniques are an essential ingredient making it possible
to unveil signals that are one to two order of magnitude fainter than the raw contrast usually limited
by the speckle floor (below 10-4 using the state-of-the-art instruments). The Exoplanet Imaging Data
Challenge, launched in 2019, is a community-wide effort to offer a platform to compare the latest
algorithms developed during the past 15 years. After a first phase focused on the detection of point
sources such as exoplanets, an on-going second phase is focusing on the characterization capabilities of
the algorithms, as in estimating accurately the astrometry and spectrophotometry of planets. In this
second phase, we therefore provide to the community with high-contrast images from three different
ground-based high-contrast integral field spectrographs (SCExAO-CHARIS, SPHERE-IFS and GPI),
in which we injected a few synthetic planets with specific spectra. The poster will review the first and
second phase of the Exoplanet Imaging Data Challenge.
faustine.cantalloube@cnrs.fr

P018] Gael Chauvin - Dissecting the young, Solar System-analog HD 95086
HD 95086 is a young ( 13 Myr), nearby Solar-System analog hosting a 45 MJup, directly-imaged
exoplanet: HD 95086 b. The planet orbits at 57 au from the star between an inner and an outer
debris belt located at 710 au and 106320 au, respectively. Previous studies have suggested that the
size of the broad cavity between the two belts requires the presence of one or more additional planets at a closer separation (<30 au). In this poster, we present the results of a long-term, in-depth
follow-up monitoring of the HD 95086 planetary system through two independent studies : (1) using
direct imaging observations from VLT/SPHERE combined with archival data from VLT/NACO and
Gemini/GPI, and (2) K-band interferometric observations from VLTI/GRAVITY. Both studies aim
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to explore the orbital and atmospheric properties of HD 95086 b. In direct imaging, we extract for
the first time the JH low-resolution spectrum of HD 95086 b, and confirm its very red spectral energy
distribution. Our analysis indicates that it could be explained by the presence of a circumplanetary
debris disk around the planet b or a super-solar metallicity atmosphere. The combination of direction
imaging and interferometry enables to accurately determine the orbital properties of HD95086 b, and
to confirm a low-eccentric, coplanar orbit within the outer belt leaving room for additional closer-in
planets. We do not find any robust candidate for the planet c between 10 and 30au, but we give
updated constraints on its potential mass and location.
gael.chauvin@oca.eu

P019] Jeffrey Chilcote - GPI 2.0: Upgrades to the Gemini Planet Imager Integral Field
Spectrograph
The Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) is a facility class instrument for the Gemini Observatory with the
primary goal of directly detecting and characterizing young Jovian planets. The GPI Integral Field
Spectrograph is a cryogenic 1 to 2.4 micron lenset based specgrograph utilizing a prism to produce over
36,000 low resolution spectra. After several years of successful operations on sky at Gemini South, GPI
is undergoing an upgrade and is being moved to Gemini North. We present the currently undertaken
upgrade designs to the GPI IFS prisms, filters, pupil viewing camera, as well as changes to the GPI
CAL low order wavefront sensor. The IFS prism upgrades will provide a selection of a higher and lower
resolution. We present the improved high-resolution prism which will provide more evenly dispersed
spectra across Y, J, H and K-bands and the design and implementation of a new low-resolution mode
and prism which allow for imaging of all four bands (Y, J, H and K-bands) simultaneously at R10.
Finally, we discuss additional design improvement and modifications to the IFS and LOWFS.
jchilcote@nd.edu

P020] Elodie Choquet - JWST ERS HCI Program: MIRI observations of the HD 141569
debris disk system
With direct imaging and spectroscopic capabilities in its entire instrument suite, JWST is expected to
bring major advances in the field of exoplanetary systems detection and characterization. To diagnose
its scientific performance as early as possible, an Early Release Science program dedicated to exoplanetary systems direct imaging, gathering a large representation of the community, has been approved by
STScI director. This program will test the direct imaging modes of all four instruments with observations of a young giant exoplanet (HIP 65426 b), a brown dwarf companion (VHS 1256 B), and a young
debris disk system (HD 141569). Here, we present the MIRI observations of the HD 141569 system
of the ERS program. We describe the recent work to generate the corresponding synthetic MIRI data
sets, and to develop and test tools to process and analyze MIRI observations of circumstellar disks.
The MIRI program will provide first images of this complex multi-belt system at 10.65m, 11.40m, and
15.00m. Covering the spectral transition between the scattering and thermal regimes of the dust, these
images will allow us to disentangle how the mid-IR flux of the system is spatially distributed between
the three outer dust belts and thus to better constrain its thermal profile. The MIRI images will in
addition probe the 11m silicate features and further constrain the composition of the dust. Finally,
together with the joint NIRCam ERS observations of the disk, this program will place unprecedented
exoplanet detection limits on this archetypal transition system.
elodie.choquet@lam.fr

P021] Valentin Christiaens - What is causing the spiral arms of MWC 758? A re-analysis
of archival data.
With its large sub-mm continuum cavity, asymmetric clumps and spiral arms, the disc of MWC
758 is an ideal test laboratory to search for embedded planets at an early stage of formation and study
their dynamical interplay with the disc. We improved two state-of-the-art post-processing algorithms
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relying on iterative and inverse problem approaches, respectively, and used them to re-analyse IR
high-contrast imaging datasets of this system. We obtained consistent images with the two algorithms
and compared them to predictions from hydro-dynamical simulations testing the hypotheses of a single
eccentric companion, and two giant planets on circular orbits, respectively. Although both scenarios
could qualitatively reproduce the observed spiral pattern in the disc of MWC 758, we will present
additional tests based on i) the expected vs. observed spiral motion and ii) color differences at the
potential locations of the protoplanet(s), in order to further disentangle the two scenarios.
valentin.christiaens@uliege.be

P022] Valentin Christiaens - VIP and SPECIAL - two open-source toolkits for the detection and spectral characterization of companions in high-contrast imaging data
In this poster, I will present VIP and SPECIAL, two open-source packages that I maintain and develop,
which aim to provide the tools for the detection and spectral characterization (respectively) of low-mass
companions in high-contrast imaging data. In the case of VIP (Vortex Image Processing package), I
will summarize the new architecture and additions to the package since the first publication of this
toolkit in Gomez Gonzalez et al. (2017), such as algorithms based on an inverse problem approach
(ANDROMEDA, PACO, KLIP-FMMF and LOCI-FMMF), the module to create scattered-light disk
models useful for forward modelling, new metrics (STIM maps, completeness-based contrast curves
and maps), new bad pixel correction algorithms, and SDI-compatible PSF modelling and subtraction
algorithms (median-SDI, LOCI and PCA). SPECIAL, for SPEctral Characterization of directly ImAged Low-mass companions, is a toolkit which allows for (i) calculation of the spectral correlation
between channels of an integral field spectrograph datacube; (ii) calculation of empirical spectral indices for MLT-dwarfs enabling their classification; (iii) fitting of input spectra to (user-provided) grids
of models, with the possibility to include additional parameters such as extra blackbody component(s)
and extinction; (iv) estimating most likely model parameters in a Bayesian framework, using either
MCMC (through emcee) or nested (through nestle and ultranest) samplers to infer their posterior
distributions; (v) and searching for the best-fit spectrum within a template library. Both packages
include tutorials and full documentation, and have been submitted for publication to the Journal of
Open Source Software.
valentin.christiaens@uliege.be

P023] Jean Costes - A new light on Beta Pictoris b using CRIRES+
Giant exoplanets directly imaged at separations of dozens of astronomical units present important
challenges to planet formation theories. While direct imaging surveys have placed constraints on the
giant exoplanets population as a whole, the next step in this field is to be able to pinpoint the formation channel of individual objects. In recent years, progress has been made in that direction based on
medium and high-resolution direct spectroscopy on a small number of these companions. This is the
case for Beta Pictoris b, a famous young giant exoplanet that is orbiting a A6V star at a separation
of approximately 10au, and with an estimated mass of 12MJup. I will present the first high-spectral
resolution observations of the young planet Beta Pictoris b in the K bands with CRIRES+, the fully
refurbished and enhanced CRIRES spectrograph operating at R=100000. With these new data it is
possible to, first, properly master the use of this new instrument for the characterization of directly
imaged exoplanets and, second, better determine the rotational and radial velocities of the planet,
helping us to refine its orbital parameters. With our observations focused on the K bands, we also
expect to place better constraints on the atmospheric characterization of Beta Pictoris b.
jean.costes@lam.fr

P024] Nick Cvetojevic - First experimental demonstration of a Kernel-nulling photonic
interferometer
The use of interferometric nulling for the direct detection and characterization of extrasolar planets is
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an exciting prospect, but one that faces many practical challenges when deployed on telescopes. The
largest limitation is the extreme sensitivity of nulling interferometers to any residual optical path differences between the incoming telescope beams even after adaptive optics or fringe-tracker correction.
The recently proposed kernel-nulling architecture attempts to alleviate this by producing the destructive interference required for nulling, in a scheme whereby self-calibrated observables can be created
efficiently. In effect, these new observables cancel out the residual atmospheric piston terms, similar in
nature to the more well-known closure-phase observable. Here we experimentally demonstrate for the
first time a successful creation of self-calibrated kernel-null observables for nulling interferometry in
the laboratory. We achieved this through the use of a purpose-built photonic integrated device, containing multimode interference couplers that produce nulled outputs in a way that, by the subtraction
of the measured output flux, creates self-calibrated kernel-nulls. We experimentally demonstrate the
extraction of kernel-nulls for up to 200 nm RMS induced piston error using a laboratory test-bench at
a wavelength of 1.55 um. Further, we empirically demonstrate the kernel-null behavior when injected
with a binary companion analogue, equivalent to a 2.32 mas separation (0.3 AU at 140 pc) with a
contrast of 102 , under 100 nm RMS upstream piston residuals. Lastly, we present the low-loss active
control of both phase and amplitude of the light inside the photonics using thermo-optic actuators.
nick.cvetojevic@oca.eu

P025] Hazan Daglayan Sevim - Matrix Completion for Direct Imaging of Exoplanets
Exoplanet detection by direct imaging is a difficult process because the planet is faint in the light
of the star. The presence of quasi-static speckles in the images, which obscure the astrophysical signatures, also makes detecting the planet difficult. Angular Differential Imaging, which takes advantage
of the earth’s rotation to take several images in a night to differentiate between rotating planets and
quasi-static speckles, is one of the most commonly recommended methods for removing these speckles.
A low-rank matrix approximation of the images can capture the speckle noise while ignoring moving
planets. As a result, the difference between the original image and the low-rank matrix approximation
can help to detect the planets. But in this method, the signal of the planet can also be absorbed into
the model. We aim to propose a new technique that uses matrix completion. We start by assuming
the presence of a planet at a specific location and calculating its path through the data cube. Then we
take this path out of the cube and use matrix completion to fill in the blanks and obtain a low-rank
approximation. We also propose a maximum-likelihood estimator to compute the intensity of the
planet while comparing the model to the original data along the path.
hazan.daglayan@uclouvain.be

P026] Felix Aron Dannert - The Large Interferometer For Exoplanets: Simulations Towards the Direct Detection of Dozens of Terrestrial Exoplanets
With the advent of future high-contrast imaging observatories like the JWST, the ELTs and LUVOIR/HabEx, the focus of exoplanet science will continue to shift from detection to characterization
and from young giant to temperate terrestrial planets. Established in this context, the Large Interferometer For Exoplanets (LIFE) initiative is performing a re-evaluation of mid-infrared space-based
nulling interferometry. This approach offers unprecedented angular resolution and star-light suppression sufficient for characterizing the thermal emission of terrestrial exoplanets. In a baseline concept,
LIFE is predicted to detect around 550 terrestrial to Neptune-sized planets which will contribute to a
broader understanding of planet habitability, diversity and formation. In a second mission phase, LIFE
will be able to routinely infer atmospheric properties such as constituents and pressure-temperature
profiles. With these predictions indicating LIFE’s potential to revolutionize our understanding of terrestrial exoplanets, it is vital to openly communicate the adopted methods and assumptions. This
contribution introduces the publicly available mission simulation tool LIFEsim. We present the assumed geometry of the interferometric array, the properties of the beam combination and the simulation
of astrophysical noise sources. As interferometers are known to be particularly sensitive to instrument
instabilities, a first estimation of instrumental noise sources and their implications for stability requirements are discussed. We show how the instrument simulation is combined with synthetic planet
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populations based on statistics from the Kepler mission to produce exoplanet yield predictions. Concluding, we suggest required future work in data processing, studies of array geometries and significant
advances in optics and detector technology.
fdannert@phys.ethz.ch

P027] Niyati Desai - Scalar Vortex Coronagraph Progress Toward Achromatic Performance
The detection and characterization of Earth-like exoplanets around Sun-like stars to be carried out
by future flagship missions such as HabEx and LUVOIR, depends on the ability of coronagraphs to
achieve contrasts on the order of 10−10 at close angular separations and over large bandwidths ( 20%).
Vector Vortex Coronagraphs (VVCs) have recently demonstrated 2 × 10−9 raw contrast in broadband
light (see Ruane et al., this conference) but have several limitations due to their polarization properties.
We present our progress thus far on exploring the potential for scalar vortex coronagraphs (SVCs) in
direct exoplanet imaging through both modeling and experimental testing. SVCs imprint the same
phase ramp as VVCs on the incoming light and do not require polarization splitting but are inherently
limited by their chromatic behavior. Several SVC designs have been proposed in recent years to solve
this issue by modulating or wrapping the azimuthal phase function according to specific patterns.
We explored the chromatic behavior of a new proposed wrapped phase mask design which minimizes
starlight leakage over a large bandwidth. We achieved a 2.7 × 10−1 0 raw contrast in 20% bandwidth
in simulation, noting a factor of 100 improvement over a classically wrapped vortex. Furthermore, we
used a coronagraph optimization tool to create new mask designs which are paving the way towards
better broadband performance to meet the mission requirements of a future space telescope mission.
ndesai2@caltech.edu

P028] Célia Desgrange - Testing formation scenarios of super-Earth planetary systems:
what hides in the outer regions?
The discovery of close-in super-Earths in many exoplanetary systems, completely different from the
Solar System, revolutionized our theories of planetary formation. The fundamental question is whether
these super-Earths could have formed in-situ at typically less than 1au, or whether they formed further out in the planet-forming disk and migrated inwards. Exploring the occurrence of systems hosting
super-Earths with the presence of giant planets in the same system should enable us to address their
origin. In case of a formation beyond the snowline, followed by inward migration, the occurrence of
close-in super-Earths could be correlated or anti-correlated with the presence of an outer giant planet
supporting or halting the migration process. Formation in-situ very close to the star remains very
challenging given the core accretion paradigm. In this context, we have carried out a direct imaging
survey with the instrument VLT/SPHERE to look for outer giant planets in 27 systems hosting closein super-Earths discovered by radial velocity. Our sample was selected considering nearby systems (<
20pc) to explore the smallest possible orbits. The sample consists of G-, K- and M-type stellar hosts.
Typical sensitivities range from 0.5 to 50 MJup beyond 5au from their star. Combining direct imaging,
radial velocity and astrometric detection limits, we are able to explore the giant planet demographics
around these super-Earths hosts to test their connection and the predictions of the planet population
synthesis models of planetary formation and dynamical evolution.
celia.desgrange@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

P029] Clarissa Do O - An Analysis of the orbital eccentricities of directly imaged extrasolar planets using observable-bas
Directly imaged extrasolar planets present a variety of eccentricities in their orbital fits. The standard
method for the orbit fitting of these companions is the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) combined
with priors based on possible values for the orbital parameters, which has been shown to have biases,
including a tendency towards artificially high eccentricities. Observable-based priors, a different ap-
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proach to orbit fitting, have the advantage of improving this bias for orbits where the current data
has a phase coverage of less than 40%, which is the case for the majority of directly imaged planets.
Here we use the observable-based prior method with nested sampling to fit the orbits of 20 extrasolar
planets and brown dwarfs in an effort to obtain the eccentricity distributions without this bias. We
present the individual posteriors for the objects compared to their previously derived distributions,
showing in many cases a significant move toward lower eccentricities. We also determine via simulation the minimal orbit coverage needed to give potentially meaningful posteriors. Using hierarchical
Bayesian modeling for those sources with sufficient phase coverage, we also analyze the eccentricity
distribution at a population level for these objects. We present the overall eccentricity distribution as
well as the distributions for two subgroups: giant planets and brown dwarfs. We then compare the
obtained distributions to the ones obtained with the MCMC/parameter based priors method.
cdoo@ucsd.edu

P030] David Doelman - First laboratory tests of a triple-grating vector vortex coronagraph
The future space-based mission that is proposed by Astro 2020 aims to characterize the atmospheres
of rocky exoplanets around solar-type stars. To reach the required contrast of 10−10 with a monolithic,
off-axis telescope, a vector vortex coronagraph (VVC) is an ideal choice. However, the VVC requires
polarization filtering and every observing band requires a different VVC. The triple-grating vector
vortex coronagraph (TGVVC) aims to mitigate these limitations by combining multiple gratings that
minimize the polarization leakage over a large spectral bandwidth. In this paper, we present the first
laboratory results of a TGVVC prototype using the High Contrast Imaging Testbed facility at NASAs
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. First, we describe the design and manufacturing of the TGVVC prototype.
Using monochromatic light, we then investigate the diffraction efficiencies of the multiple gratings. We
confirm that the triple-grating removes the leakage term by orders of magnitude compared to a standard vector-vortex coronagraph. Moreover, we study the coronagraphic performance and impact of
polarization filtering on the dark zone contrast. We investigate the appearance and impact of halforders, where light is scattered at half the diffraction angle of the lowest grating frequency. Lastly, we
present an outlook and impact on instrument design.
doelman@strw.leidenuniv.nl

P031] Olivier Flasseur - New post-processing algorithms for exoplanet detection and circumstellar disk reconstruction by direct imaging
Studying the circumstellar environmment by direct imaging is an active research topic in astronomy. The very high contrast between the host star and the objects of interest (exoplanets and disk)
makes the task particularly challenging thus requiring sophisticated post-processing algorithms. We
will present the key concepts of two new algorithms dedicated on (i) exoplanet detection, and (ii)
cirumstellar disk reconstruction. Regarding exoplanet detection, we propose to combine the statisticsbased model of the PACO algorithm (Flasseur et al., 2018, A&A, A138) with a deep-based model in
a three steps algorithm. We apply our method on more than ten datasets from the VLT/SPHEREIRDIS instrument and compare it with PACO and other baseline methods. Our results show that the
proposed method outperforms the comparative algorithms, with a typical improvement up to half a
magnitude with respect to PACO. Regarding circumstellar disk reconstruction, we recently proposed
the REXPACO (Flasseur et al., 2021, A&A A62) algorithm. Our method amounts to jointly estimating the object of interest and the statistics of the nuisance component using the PACO framework.
We show how the original algorithm can be modified to deal with Angular and Spectral Differential
Imaging (ASDI) data and restore deblurred multispectral images of the circumstellar environment.
olivier.flasseur@inria.fr

P032] Kevin Fogarty - The PIAA-Vortex Coronagraph: A New Coronagraph Technology
to Maximize Exo-Earth Yields in the Astro2
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Detecting and characterizing the atmospheres of terrestrial exoplanets is a main goal of the IR/O/UV
flagship mission recommended by the Astro2020 Report. Achieving this goal depends critically on
developing coronagraph technology that maximizes the potential number of terrestrial exoplanets we
predict we can characterize, i.e. the exoEarth yield. Stringent constraints on low-order aberration
sensitivity, inner working angle, and throughput as a function of telescope pupil complexity have been
one of the main limiting factors affecting the yield of coronagraphs, and is a driving factor for telescope design considerations such as whether to use an off-axis or on-axis architecture. We present a
hybrid PIAA-Vortex coronagraph concept that relaxes many of these constraints, and makes on-axis
telescopes with centrally obstructed pupils a viable region of the design trade-space for the IR/O/UV
flagship. Using the LUVOIR-A pupil as a baseline to design around, we present a coronagraph architecture with a small, 2.5 lambda/D working angle that is insensitive to tip/tilt aberrations and stellar
angular diameters on the order of 0.1 lambda/D. Pupil-plane apodization is achieved with PIAA-style
mirror apodizations we obtain using a formalism we have developed to simultaneously optimize the
contrast and low-order aberration sensitivity of coronagraphs designed for arbitrary telescope pupils
and dark-hole geometries. By using PIAA to apodize in the pupil plane, the PIAA-Vortex coronagraph mitigates the trade-off between planet throughput, IWA, and aberration sensitivity, resulting in
significantly higher yields for coronagraphs on obstructed pupils and new opportunities to maximize
our ability to detect biomarkers in the Astro2020 era.
kevin.w.fogarty@nasa.gov

P033] Clemence Fontanive - The COPAINS Pilot Survey: new brown dwarfs and a high
companion detection rate
The last decade of direct imaging searches for sub-stellar companions has highlighted the intrinsically
low occurrence rate of wide companions, especially at the lower end of the mass distribution. These
results clearly proved that blind surveys are not an efficient way to increase the sample of directlyimaged systems, crucial to constrain the underlying planet and sub-stellar companion population. It
is therefore increasingly clear that efficient target selection methods are essential to ensure a larger
number of detections. We present the results of the COPAINS Survey conducted with SPHERE/VLT,
searching for sub-stellar companions to stars showing significant proper motion differences between
different astrometric catalogues. We observed twenty-five stars and detected ten companions, including some new brown dwarfs. Our results clearly demonstrates how astrometric signatures, in the past
giving access to stellar companions only, can now thanks to Gaia reveal companions in the sub-stellar
regime as well, and confirms that using informed target selection techniques like the COPAINS tool
(Fontanive et al. 2019b) can lead to a significant increase in the number of benchmarks for brown
dwarf and planet formation and evolution theories.
clemence.fontanive@unibe.ch

P034] Jules Fowler - Clear Skies with a Chance of Wind-Driven Halo: Data and ModelDriven Predictive Wavefront
Ground-based exoplanet imaging requires state-of-the-art adaptive optics, using real time corrections
to optics within the telescope system to combat turbulence imparted by earth-atmosphere, to detect
extremely faint planets next to extremely bright host stars. However, an adaptive optics (AO) system
can take 1-4 milliseconds to calculate and correct for atmospheric turbulence. In this time, the atmosphere (particularly driven by wind) changes, increasing the bandwidth error (an error term driven by
how control speed compares to wind velocities) into the system. Predictive control offers a solution,
wherein a correction is estimated for the state of the atmosphere in one system-lags time, either with a
purely data driven approach, using empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) to solve for a linear trends in
the data, or with a model driven approach, wherein a physical model of the wind in the system predicts
how layers of wind in the system move. While data and model-driven approaches to predictive control
have been explored for the past 5-10 years, the performance and robustness of these methods have
not previously been compared side-by-side. We directly compare the efficacy and stability of these
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methods in simulation, including testing them under different wind speeds, atmospheric profiles, and
time-varying conditions. We also discuss future plans for testing both algorithms on the Santa Cruz
Extreme-AO Laboratory (SEAL) testbed. For extremely large telescopes like the European Extremely
Large Telescope and the Thirty Meter Telescope, predictive control is included as a key element to
reach the contrast needed to image a rocky earth-like planet.
jumfowle@ucsc.edu

P035] Raphaël Galicher - On-sky Dark Hole in SPHERE/VLT Coronagraphic Images
Using Pair-Wise Probing and Electric Field Conjugation
Classical adaptive optics systems are very efficient at minimizing phase aberrations using wavefront
sensor (WFS) in a specific optical channel. However, they are not optimized for high contrast imaging
because aberrations remain in the science channel inducing stellar speckles brighter than exoplanet
images in the coronagraphic image. The objective is therefore the minimization of the starlight in the
science image. Differential imaging techniques have been used on current instrument for a posteriori
calibration. In the meantime, focal plane WFS (FPWFS) were developed and attenuate the starlight
by a factor of 1×109 to 1×101 0 in space conditions in laboratory. Our team demonstrated in laboratory
that FPWFS can be used to remove speckles in ground-based conditions. The final image contains the
atmosphere residual halo that is smooth enough so that exoplanet images can be detected. In 2019,
our team integrated Pair-Wise Probing and Electric Field Conjugation on SPHERE/VLT. We controlled the SPHERE deformable mirror to create a dark hole in the image removing all stellar speckles
whatever their origin (phase or amplitude aberrations or pupil scattering). We reached 4 × 10−7 1
sigma raw contrast using the internal source. In 2022, we closed the loop on-sky. In less than five
minutes, we removed all stellar speckles inside the controlled area in the science image leaving the
smooth residual halo. The 1 sigma raw contrast in the 32s snapshot images was 3 × 10−6 at 300 mas
from the star. The results open new possibilities: searching for fainter exoplanets and circumstellar
disks close to the star.
raphael.galicher@obspm.fr

P036] Emily Garvin - Machine learning applied to molecular mapping: a novel approach
to improve detection of exoplanets
In the context of exoplanet hunting, this work pushes the limits of detection capabilities by introducing a novel approach to analyze spectroscopic data in high-contrast imaging. We aim to investigate
and rigorously quantify the advantages of using machine learning in combination with cross-correlation
spectroscopy and molecular mapping in order to improve the contrast and increase the detection of
individual molecules in directly observed exoplanet atmospheres. The methods are applied on archival
medium resolution data from the VLT/SINFONI integral field spectrograph, in which we inject artificial planetary signals. We use Neural networks on spectra which are cross-correlated with individual
molecular templates over a range of radial velocities. In this regard, we evaluate the performance of
the algorithms against more conventional detection metrics such as the signal-to-noise ratio on crosscorrelation peaks. As a result, we show that the use of Convolutional neural networks significantly
improves the detection rates of molecules without increasing the false discovery rate. Furthermore, the
strength of these results lies in the ability of the detection algorithms to exploit meaningful patterns
within the whole radial velocity span even in the absence of a clear cross-correlation peak. To sum up,
this allows us to detect much fainter signals and find a significantly larger amount of planets compared
to more conventional methods. Overall, this work sheds light on new discovery opportunities offered
by alternative detection methods in high contrast imaging regarding the expected data inflow from
new instruments such as VLT/ERIS and ELT/HARMONI.
emily.omaya.garvin@gmail.com

P037] Benjamin Gerard - Towards On-Sky Focal Plane Wavefront Control of Residual
Atmospheric Speckles
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Ground-based exoplanet imaging is currently at a crossroads: imaging surveys have shown that wideorbit gas giants are rare, while radial velocity surveys have shown that closer-in, lower-mass, and older
systems (whose detection is just out of reach by imaging) are common. Furthermore, imaging could
enable near-infrared characterization of habitable exoplanets around low-mass stars with future 30mclass giant segmented mirror telescopes (GSMTs), but with current technology is 100x less sensitive
than needed to enable this. High-speed focal plane wavefront control of both residual atmospheric and
quasi-static speckles is one such new technology that can help bridge these gaps. The Fast Atmospheric
Self-coherent camera (SCC) Technique (FAST) is designed to do this, enabling a single millisecondexposure coronagraphic science image to jointly function as an adaptive optics (AO) wavefront sensor
(WFS). The GPI/CAL2.0 project will implement FAST on-sky in late 2024. Here we present CAL2.0
simulations and FAST laboratory results using the Santa Cruz Extreme AO Laboratory (SEAL) as
a testbed for CAL2.0. On SEAL we use a high-speed Shack Hartmann WFS and FAST to control
a woofer and tweeter DM, correcting for simulated full-scale atmospheric turbulence by operating at
up to 400 Hz with millisecond latency and also implementing predictive control. We demonstrate
up to 10x raw contrast gains in individual frames, with gains increasing further by co-adding over
time. These results illustrate the potential of FAST to boost sensitivity for new instruments, such as
GPI/CAL2.0, paving the way for future GSMT habitable exoplanet imaging.
blgerard@ucsc.edu

P038] Christian Ginski - SPHERE-DESTINYS: Imaging the cradles of planet formation
In the past decades several thousand extrasolar planets have been discovered around stars in the
Galaxy. These planets span a diverse range of masses and orbital periods. Strikingly they are all
different from the planets in our own solar system. To understand the different formation pathways we
have to go back to the beginning and study the initial conditions of planet formation. I will discuss the
DESTINYS (Disk Evolution Study Through Imaging of Nearby Young Stars) survey, undertaken with
the SPHERE extreme adaptive optics imager at the ESO VLT. Within DESTINYS we systematically
observe the circumstellar environment of members of nearby young star forming regions in polarized
scattered light on resolved scales of 10 au. In this way we can trace the disk evolution as well as
sub-structures, thought to be introduced by planet-disk interaction, within the first 10 Myr, i.e. the
key formation phase of planets. I will present recent observational results of this ongoing survey program and in particular discuss how they complement observations by other facilities and at different
wavelengths.
ginski@strw.leidenuniv.nl

P039] Julien Girard - Tracking planets in reflected light with the Roman Coronagraph
We ran a community data challenge to engage young scientists from different backgrounds and get
them acquainted with the new kind of science that will be enabled by the coronagraph instrument onboard the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope. This is the next NASA astrophysics flagship mission
following Webb, to be launched around 2027. The challenge focused mainly on astrometry, orbital
fitting and mass determination. We show that with the few imaging epochs and combining precursor
radial velocity information, we can accurately characterize the dynamics of giant exoplanets in reflected
visible light.
jgirard@stsci.edu

P040] Camille Graf - Calibration and performances of a self-referenced Mach-Zehnder
wavefront sensor for extreme adaptive optics
We describe new results obtained with the integrated Mach-Zehnder wavefront sensor based on Fourier
filtering of one interferometric arm. This kind of sensor meets extreme adaptive optics requirements,
high speed (1 kHz) and high accuracy (<10 nm at 5-10 cm spatial scale), as well as the reconstruction
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of phasing errors on segmented telescopes. In this paper we present the calibration method we have developed and validated experimentally to extract the phase from the Mach-Zehnder signal, using several
phase patterns introduced by a deformable mirror. We present the phase modulation method and the
unwrapping algorithm developed to increase the dynamical range of the sensor up to several microns,
limited at lambda/4 without these new strategies. Numerical simulations of the Mach-Zehnder performances for various turbulence phase and segmentation conditions will be presented to address the
sensor accuracy in different conditions. We will also report on our latest laboratory closed-loop phase
correction in two stages, using both a deformable mirror and a spatial light modulator (for smaller
spatial scale correction).
camille.graf@univ-lyon1.fr

P041] Tyler Groff - Prism and Polarizer Flight Unit Performance for RST CGI
As part of its technology demonstration, the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope Coronagraph Instrument (CGI) will demonstrate point source spectroscopy and polarization measurements of disks.
The spectroscopy mode is a zero-deviation Amici prism and slit which is deployed to the planet position
after an imaging detection. The Wollaston prism polarization optics allow for imaging two orthogonal
polarization states simultaneously. The CGI spectral characterization modes, designed and built at
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), have a spectral resolution of R50 in two 15% bandpass centered
at 660nm and 730nm. There are duplicate Wollaston prism channels, clocked 45 degrees with respect
to one another to completely characterize the instrument polarization effects and recover the Stokes
parameters of the targeted disk. The Wollaston design and optical elements are a contribution by the
Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency, with final alignment and testing being done at GSFC. The
spectroscopy mode is optimized to target Methane absorption features around 730nm, keeping the
spectral resolution as low as possible to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and hence reduce detection
time. We highlight the requirements for these modes, the ground-to-orbit calibration process, and the
operations required to use a deployable slit on a CGI point source in the presence of pointing error.
We also provide further detail on the testing results from the final as-built flight units, verification
process, and performance of the as-built flight assemblies with both coronagraph and non-coronagraph
pupils. We also describe the calibration and data extraction process from operational setup to final
spectral extraction.
tyler.d.groff@nasa.gov

P042] Kielan Hoch - Moderate Resolution Spectroscopy of Directly Imaged Exoplanets
Direct imaging of exoplanets has revealed a population of Jupiter-like objects that orbit at large
separations ( 10-100 AU) from their host stars. These planets, with masses of 2-14 MJup and temperatures of 500-2000 K, remain a problem for the two main planet formation modelscore accretion
and gravitational instability. Observations that probe the elemental abundances in the atmospheres of
these young gas giants can potentially shed light on their formation pathways. Here, we present results
from our survey of directly imaged planets with moderate (R 4000) spectral resolution. We are making
use of OSIRIS on the W.M. Keck I 10 meter telescope, which offers some of the best spectra to-date
for directly imaged substellar companions. Thus far, we have observed nine companions in the K band
( 2.2 um), including the super-Jupiter Kappa Andromeda b (Kappa And b) and VHS 1256 b. Our
spectra reveal resolved molecular lines from water and CO, allowing for the derivation of atmospheric
properties such as temperature, surface gravity, metallicity, and C/O ratio. Preliminary results show
that the C/O ratio might not be a reliable formation tracer for massive directly imaged planets. To
expand upon this survey, we have a JWST Cycle 1 Program to directly image the multiplanet system TYC 8998-760-1 (YSES-1) using NIRSpec and MIRI. Pushing to longer wavelengths to better
constrain C/O, non-equilibrium chemistry, and cloud composition will increase our understanding of
substellar atmospheres and formation.
kwilcomb@ucsd.edu
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P043] Katelyn Horstman - Exomoon Sensitivity of the Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC)
The Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC) combines high contrast imaging with high resolution spectroscopy (R 35,000 in K band) to study directly imaged exoplanets in unprecedented
detail. Our group is pioneering the development of this new kind of instrumentation, including the
direct measurement of planetary radial velocities. Measuring planetary radial velocities is a promising
technique to search for binary planet systems or even smaller objects, such as moons, orbiting extrasolar planets. Using observations of the brown dwarf companion HR 7672B targeted over a full night,
we find that KPIC is sensitive to exomoons with a mass ratio of 1% at separations similar to Io around
Jupiter. KPIC is currently receiving upgrades, including a laser frequency comb, which should provide
substantial gains in RV precision. We will discuss the prospects for future exomoon searches using the
next generation of high-resolution spectrographs for directly imaged exoplanets, such as Keck/HISPEC
and TMT/MODHIS.
khorstma@astro.caltech.edu

P044] Rebecca Houghton - FOBOS: The Few Observation Binary Orbit Solver
We have developed a new, fast method to constrain the orbital parameters of directly imaged exoplanets, brown dwarfs, and stars using as few as two epochs of relative astrometry. FOBOS (Few
Observation Binary Solver) uses a brute force Monte Carlo technique to generate probability density
functions for the planets orbital properties in (typically) a few CPU minutes. FOBOS has had success
in determining orbital parameters for large samples of simulated binary and triple stellar systems, as
well as replicating other well-established fits of brown dwarfs. Being able to estimate the orbital parameters of a system from only 2-4 epochs of astrometry means that the observations required are both
time and cost efficient, as well as allowing FOBOS to generate results rapidly after the first detection
in some cases. FOBOS has been extensively tested and is now ready for use – and we would be keen
to talk to anybody who has astrometric data that this could be used on.
rhoughton1@sheffield.ac.uk

P045] Adrien Hours - HARMONI at ELT: A Zernike wavefront sensor for the highcontrast module - Testbed results
HARMONI is the first light visible and near-IR integral field spectrograph for the ELT. It covers
a large spectral range from 450nm to 2450nm with resolving powers from 3500 to 18000 and spatial
sampling from 60mas to 4mas. It can operate in two Adaptive Optics modes - SCAO (including
a High Contrast capability) and LTAO - or with NOAO. The project is preparing for Final Design
Reviews. The High Contrast Module (HCM) will allow HARMONI to perform direct imaging and
spectral analysis of exoplanets up to 10 times fainter than their host star. Quasi-static aberrations
are a limiting factor and must be calibrated as close as possible to the focal plane masks to reach the
specified contrast. A Zernike sensor for Extremely Low-level Differential Aberrations (ZELDA) will
be used in real-time and closed-loop operation at 0.1Hz frequency for this purpose. Unlike a ShackHartmann, the ZELDA wavefront sensor is sensitive to Island and low-wind effects. The ZELDA
sensor has already been tested on SPHERE and will be used in other instruments. Our objective is to
adapt this sensor to the specific case of HARMONI. A ZELDA prototype is being both simulated and
experimentally tested at IPAG. Its nanometric precision has first been checked during 2020 in the case
of slowly evolving, small wavefront errors, and without dispersion nor turbulence residuals. On this
experimental basis, we address the performance of the sensor under realistic operational conditions
including residuals, mis-centring, dispersion, sensitivity, etc. Atmospheric refraction residuals were
introduced by the use of an Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector, and turbulence was introduced by a
Spatial Light Modulator which is also used to minimise wavefront residuals in a closed loop in the
observing conditions expected with HARMONI.
adrien.hours@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
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P046] Renyu Hu - A Starshade Vision of the Imaging Search of Habitable Exoplanets
The search and characterization of potentially habitable planets will drive the exoplanet science, technology, and mission development in the coming decade. Starshade is one of the two technologies that
would enable direct detection and spectroscopy of temperate Earth-sized planets orbiting Sun-like
stars. NASAs starshade technology to TRL5 (S5) activity has substantially matured key aspects of
starshade technology through laboratory demonstrations. We will present highlights including, broadband starlight suppression at the 10-10 level, optical designs that limit the scattered sunlight to levels
suitable for exo-Earth imaging, position sensing and control methods for formation flying, and critical
mechanical features (such as deployment accuracy and on-orbit stability) with large margins. Using
a starshade for the flagship 6-m-class space telescope recommended by the Astro2020 decadal survey
will enable science investigations critical to obtaining a substantial sample of characterized, potentially
habitable planets. Specifically, we will discuss how a broad wavelength coverage from the ultraviolet to
the infrared will be necessary to determine the environments on temperate Earth-sized planets beyond
reasonable degenerate scenarios. Other starshade benefits include high observation efficiency thanks
to the high throughput and broadband spectroscopy that it enables, as well as the ability to constrain
planetary system architecture thanks to its large outer working angle. We will present a few starshade
design options that would couple with the 6-m telescope and suggest that a 50-m-class starshade would
deliver the science performance benefits aforementioned.
renyu.hu@jpl.nasa.gov

P047] Elsa Huby - MICADO Coronagraph: performance simulations and operation
The ELT/MICADO instrument will be equipped with a high contrast imaging mode dedicated to
the observation and characterization of exoplanetary systems. The increase in sensitivity and angular
resolution compared with the current instruments like SPHERE or GPI will allow a quantitative and
qualitative jump for the study of these planetary systems. To this end, MICADO will be equipped
with a set of three classical Lyot coronagraphs with three different sizes of focal plane occulting spots
for optimized observations in the J, H and K spectral bands, as well as one phase-apodized pupil coronagraph and two sparse aperture masks. In this presentation we will report on the simulations carried
out to make the final trade-offs and technical choices, including a dedicated star tracking algorithm to
ensure the centering of the star image onto the Lyot coronagraph, as well as the expected performance
derived from the latests performance simulations carried out with our MISTHIC pipeline.
elsa.huby@obspm.fr

P048] Rebecca Jensen-Clem - An Updated Preliminary Optical Design and Performance
analysis of the Planetary Systems Imager
The Planetary Systems Imager (PSI), a proposed instrument suite for the Thirty Meter Telescope
(TMT), enables a broad range of extreme-AO, high-contrast observations. PSI is specifically optimized for high contrast exoplanet science from 0.5 to 13 m, and to that end includes a core near-IR
AO system that feeds multiple AO+science instrument subsystems. In this paper, we present a preliminary optical design for the full PSI-AO system, feeding the PSI-Red (25 m), PSI-Blue (0.51.8 m),
and PSI-10 (813 m) subsystems. We discuss an initial concept of testing and operations for the system
that feeds into the conceptual design. We build on our preliminary end-to-end PSI-Red AO simulation
to demonstrate the planet-to-star contrast ratios achievable for all three PSI subsystems.
rjensenc@ucsc.edu

P049] Adam Johnson - Blinking the fringes, initial development and results of the UltraLow Speed Optical Chopper
Optical chopping is a necessary step in acquiring calibrated images for our SPIDERS high-contrast
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imaging Subaru pathfinder, and other future projects such as the CAL2 Gemini Planet Imager 2
upgrade. To achieve fringe modulation for dimmer stars, a unique design with slow, smooth, and continuous operation is required that can operate below the 4Hz lower limit that most packaged systems
today can achieve. The basic requirements of the ULSOC (Ultra-Low Speed Optical Chopper) include
stopping in the on or off position, operating between 0.05Hz and 100Hz with noise-free operation,
and synchronizing with an external trigger. Careful design considerations for noise-dampening are
implemented to ensure vibration does not propagate out of the device into other components in the
system. Self-calibrating every power-up, any chopping wheel can be installed and used without the
need to reconfigure the software or system. The ULSOC can be communicated to serially to change
speeds, phase adjust, or stop as needed to synchronize with the many sensors and cameras throughout
any instrument. Closed-loop servo control and optical feedback will ensure a guaranteed accurate velocity and position throughout long operational periods and over a lifetime of at least 10 years. Initial
prototypes show that the desired speed ranges for smoother and noise-free operation of the motor are
possible. Further development this year will lead to a fully functioning device that can be tested on-sky
with our pathfinder instrument.
adambjohnson@uvic.ca

P050] Sandrine Juillard - A Spiral arm in the outer disc of PDS-70 ?
Observing dynamical interactions between planets and disks is key to understand their formation.
Two protoplanets have recently been observed within PDS 70’s transition disk, along with an extended signal towards the north-west of the star. Our aim was to assess whether this extended signal
could trace a spiral arm caused by the dynamical interaction between the planet PDS 70 c and the
disk. We analyzed PDI and ADI data taken with SPHERE-IRDIS spanning 6 years of observations.
PDI datasets were reduced using the IRDAP polarimetric data reduction pipeline and ADI datasets
were reduced using a novel algorithm based on an inverse problem approach, which aims to image both
extended signals and point sources. We inferred the trace of the potential spiral by identifying local
radial maxima in azimuthal slices of the disc in each dataset. According to the hypothesis that the
spiral would follow the motion of PDS 70 c ( 11.28[+2.20, -0.86]of rotation in 6years), we computed
a theoretical shift of a few pixels on average over the whole trace. However, we do not measure any
significant shift. Instead the measured traces seem to perfectly align in all datasets. If the extended
feature is a spiral arm, the observed lack of rotation would suggest that the assumption of rigid-body
rotation may be inappropriate for spirals induced by planets. Otherwise, if the spiral-like feature traces
instead a ring, it could, along with the edge of the cavity, be the NIR counterpart of a double-peak
sub-mm continuum ring potentially detected with ALMA.
sjuillard@uliege.be

P051] Paul Kalas - Mapping the extended morphologies of young debris disks with
HST/STIS
Surveys with GPI and SPHERE have resolved dust-scattered light from many 1020 Myr old debris
disks, revealing their planetary system architectures within roughly 150 au radius. Here we present
HST/STIS follow-up observations of 10 targets in the optical to map disk structures on wider scales.
We show the detections of disks around seven stars: GSC 07396-00759, HD 114082, HD 115600, HD
117214, HD 129590, HD 145560, and HD 146897. We measured the midplane surface brightness profiles for five near edge-on cases, plus archival data for HD 106906. In many cases the disks are radially
symmetric. However, HD 114082 has an offset bar morphology that may arise from perturbations
by an eccentric interior planet. For GSC 07396-00759, the only M star in the sample, we confirm
the midplane warp detected from the ground northwest of the star. With multi-wavelength data now
available from the optical and NIR, and in some cases with ALMA in the (sub)-mm, future work can
comprehensively assess disk dynamics and grain properties across spectral types.
kalas@berkeley.edu
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P052] Jens Kammerer - Combining GRAVITY and JWST to characterize exoplanets at
high angular resolution
Large direct imaging surveys have revealed that giant planets are rare on large orbits, and there
is now a growing interest in pushing high-contrast imaging towards ever smaller angular separations.
In the past 2 years, the GRAVITY interferometer has directly detected additional planets in the beta
Pic and the HD 206893 systems demonstrating its ability to image planets predicted to exist from
radial velocity and Gaia observations. Together with GRAVITYs unprecedented astrometric precision of at least 100 as, this resulted in precise dynamical mass constraints for both beta Pic and HD
206893 companions. Comparisons with evolutionary models of planet formation do now shed light on
the formation history of these companions. The picture is further complemented by C/O abundance
ratios obtained from the combination of the GRAVITY K-band spectra with data at shorter wavelengths and giving clues about the formation mechanism and location within the protoplanetary disk.
Using the aperture masking interferometry (AMI) mode of JWST, we aim to obtain precise L- and
M-band photometry of the beta Pic (GO 2297) and HD 206893 (GO 1843) companions to improve
their metallicity and C/O abundance ratio measurements. By complementing the GRAVITY spectra
with JWST photometry, our observations will be sensitive to CO, CH4, and H2O and will be able to
detect non-equilibrium chemistry in the planets atmospheres. Furthermore, we will be able to probe
the properties of the dust in the planets clouds and provide a benchmark case for atmospheric models
of companions at the L-T transition. Combining GRAVITY and JWST AMI will enable a comprehensive characterization of high-contrast companions (up to 10 mag) at small angular separations (down
to 70 mas).
jkammerer@stsci.edu

P053] Matthew Kenworthy - The Young Suns Exoplanet Survey: Lonely planets far from
home
We present the current status of the Young Suns Exoplanet Survey (YSES), a survey of 72 solar-mass
members of the approximately 16 Myr-old Lower Centaurus-Crux subgroup of Scorpius-Centaurus
(Sco-Cen). Each target star has been observed for five minutes in two filters. We construct a reference library of Point Spread Functions (PSFs) from all the observed target stars and apply Principal
Component Analysis to remove the effects of the stellar halo. We have discovered three planetary
mass companions at large projected separations from their stars: YSES 1b and c at 320 and 162 au
respectively, the first directly imaged multiple system around a solar mass star, and YSES 2b, a 6
Jupiter mass companion at 115 au. The presence of these companions within the first third of the
YSES sample suggest a relatively high detection rate above 10% for distant companions (>100au) of
solar mass stars, and suggest that gravitational scattering of gas giant exoplanets from their birthplaces
closer to their stars, or possibly in situ gravitational instability, may be more common than previously
thought. These exoplanets are also prime targets for characterisation and variability studies for both
ground based observatories and the James Webb Space Telescope.
kenworthy@strw.leidenuniv.nl

P054] Lorenzo König - Optimal Design of Annular Groove Phase Mask Center
One key of studying exoplanets is direct imaging with a coronagraph. A vector vortex coronagraph
can provide the necessary contrast requirements across a broad wavelength range. For this purpose,
the Annular Groove Phase Mask (AGPM) was developed, using the artificial birefringence of a circular
subwavelength grating etched onto a diamond substrate. This design provides a helical phase ramp
with a singularity at its center diffracting the light of an on-axis source outside the pupil, while transmitting the light of an off-axis companion nearly unaffected. Several AGPMs have been successfully
manufactured providing excellent results on major telescopes around the world. So far, the design of
an AGPM was optimized using a rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) code, which is a valid tool
to simulate periodic straight gratings. However, we now have reached a performance level where the
curvature of the grating lines at the center becomes a limiting factor for the performance of an AGPM.
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To correctly describe the performance of the AGPM center, we use the Finite-Difference Time-Domain
(FDTD) method, which enables the simulation of finite, curved gratings. We confirm the validity
of this simulation framework by comparing its predictions to experimental results obtained on our
coronagraphic test bench. We then show that RCWA fails at describing correctly the curved grating
lines near the center, confirming the need for a full 3d simulation tool such as FDTD. Finally, we use
FDTD to optimize the grating parameters at the AGPM center and conclude with an optimal design
for it.
lorenzo.konig@uliege.be

P055] Tomoyuki Kudo - Fast NIR Polarimetric Differential Imaging modes on Subaru/SCExAO
Polarimetric Differential Imaging (PDI) is one of the most powerful technique for detecting circumstellar dust in scatted light. The Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics (SCExAO) instrument
is equipped with a visible PDI module VAMPIRES and an infrared spectro PDI mode with CHARIS. In
addition, we recently commissioned new NIR fast-PDI modules. A C-RED ONE camera with low-noise
(< 1e-) high frame rate (> 3.5kHz) and a Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal (FLC) polarization modulator were installed. A synchronization with both devices worked well. In combination with existing
half-waveplate and wollaston prism, we will perform triple-layer differential polarization corrections,
which will aim to obtain accurate polarization data in high speed with effectively frozen atmospheric
speckles. In this poster, we present the current status of new NIR fast-PDI capabilities.
kudotm@naoj.org

P056] Jonas Kuhn - The Programmable Liquid-crystal Active Coronagraphic Imager for
the DAG telescope (PLACID) instrument: Overview ahead of
The Programmable Liquid-crystal Active Coronagraphic Imager for the DAG telescope (PLACID)
instrument is a novel high-contrast direct imaging facility that will come online on the Turkish 4-m
DAG telescope later this year. In a nutshell, PLACID will consist in a fore-optics coronagraphic intermediate stage platform, located downstream the TROIA XAO system and upstream of the DIRAC
HAWAII-2RG focal-plane array. The PLACID project, led by a consortium of Swiss Universities contracted by the Atatrk University Astrophysics Research and Application Center (ATASAM), has just
passed the Final Design Review (FDR) milestone in December 2021, with commissioning and first light
scheduled for the end of 2022. In practice, PLACID will be the worlds first ever active coronagraph
facility, fielding a customized spatial light modulator (SLM) acting as a dynamically programmable
focal-plane phase mask (FPM) coronagraph from H- to Ks-band. This will provide a wealth of novel
options to the observers, among which software-only abilities to change or re-align the FPM pattern in
function of conditions or science requirements, free of any actuator motion. Future capabilities include
non-common path aberrations (NCPA) self-calibration, optimized coronagrphy for binaries or multiple
stars, as well as coherent differential imaging (CDI). As such, the PLACID facility will be a platform
of choice for international collaborations and prototyping of new concepts, placing the nascent Turkish
astronomy community on an ideal learning curve trajectory. We hereby present the FDR base design
of PLACID, its expected science capabilities, and future developments prospects, notably towards
time-domain CDI of exoplanets in the micro-seconds regime.
jonas.kuehn@unibe.ch

P057] Taylor Kutra - A Model of Self-Consistent Heating for a Protoplanetary Disk
For most a protoplanetary disks, stellar illumination is the dominant heat source that provides pressure
support. Pressure shapes the disk’s vertical structure, which in turn determines the amount of heating
the disk receives. However, most disk models do not treat this process self-consistently. Recent works
have attempted to bridge this gap using simplified models. These suggest that temperature fluctuations in the disk may grow into order-unity thermal waves that significantly impact its evolution.
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Here, for the first time, we use a modified version of Athena++ to capture, simultaneously, the stellar
illumination and the disk’s hydrodynamical responses. In this talk, I will describe our implementation
and share a number of surprising behaviors from our early results.
kutra@astro.utoronto.ca

P058] Iva Laginja - Contrast-based WFE tolerance analyses for coronagraphy with segmented telescopes
Large, space-based telescopes that integrate a coronagraph and an active wavefront sensing and control
strategy will be the observatories of choice for the goal to image an Earth-like exoplanet. The starlight
rejection required for such observations is 1 × 10−1 0 at small angular separations around 0.1 arcsec.
The performance of such a high-contrast instrument will be limited by the residual aberrations in
the optical train, a large contribution of which will stem from co-phasing errors between the primary
mirror segments. To enable the scientific objective of detecting and characterizing faint companions,
these deformations need to be controlled to nanometer levels or below. PASTIS (Pair-based Analytical
model for Segmented Telescope Imaging from Space) provides a statistical framework to quantify the
influence of aberrations on the dark-hole intensity and its stability. It provides a way to derive the
time-averaged mean of the dark hole contrast as well as its variance. The model combines a matrix representing the optical system, obtained with an end-to-end simulator, and a covariance matrix
describing the thermo-mechanical properties of the telescope, to derive statistical wavefront error tolerances for a given basis of aberration modes. Experiments on the HiCAT testbed have validated this
tolerancing model for segment-level piston modes, for which it provided an error budget as a function
of coronagraphic target contrast. In this study, we perform an analysis of the testbed by applying a
multi-mode tolerancing approach with PASTIS. In this case, the tolerancing limits of the testbed are
jointly probed and tested for combinations of local piston, tip and tilt modes, in a contrast regime of
better than 1 × 10−7 .
iva.laginja@obspm.fr

P059] Anne-Marie Lagrange - Robust random forests for the fast inversion of exoplanet
spectra
Direct imaging, interferometry, and transit spectroscopy can provide high-quality spectra of exoplanets
made of hundreds to thousands of data-points. Random forest (RF) approaches can compare efficiently
the data to forward models, infer constraints on key atmospheric parameters (Teff, log g, abundances,
structure, etc) and inform on how the individual data points connect to each of these parameters. We
present a novel RF framework to invert the spectroscopic data of exoplanets. Traditional RF tools
tested for the spectral inversion perform a classification to derive pseudo-posterior distributions on
the free parameters of the models. In the present approach, we build a model providing continuous
posteriors through a robust regression of the data. It is shown to provide higher ranking scores with
respect to reference studies using the RF to invert exoplanet spectra. We will show applications on
mock datasets and medium-resolution VLT/SINFONI observations of the YSES 1b exoplanet. We will
discuss the pros and cons of the method and its potential for the analysis of medium- to high-resolution
spectra.
anne-marie.lagrange@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

P060] Manon Lallement - Instrumental developments for protoplanet detection with the
visible interferometer FIRST at the Subaru telescope
The Fiber Imager foR a Single Telescope (FIRST) is a 600 to 900nm spectro-interferometer developed
by the Paris Observatory and installed on the Subaru telescopes extreme adaptive optics platform
SCExAO. FIRST samples the telescope pupil and performs the interferometric recombination of the
sub-apertures after spatial filtering and remapping using single-mode fibers. This setup interest lies
in the spectral information and the exquisite angular resolution available. Inner working angles are
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lowered down to 0.5/B, with B the longest baseline. Thanks to closure phase measurements, FIRST
already demonstrated its high angular resolution capability by resolving tight binary systems below
the diffraction limit of the telescope, and showed a magnitude limit of 6 in the R-band. Our goal is
to push FIRST detection capability towards young exoplanets around nearby stars. Indeed, at their
earliest stages of formation, exoplanets are accreting matter, a phenomenon inducing a bright emission
in the Halpha line (656.3nm). Therefore, to detect these exoplanets signature by differential phase
measurements, the ongoing instrumental developments consist in enhancing the instrument spectral
resolution, sensitivity and dynamic, following three main paths: (i) optimizing and printing microlenses
directly onto the fiber inputs, to increase the coupling efficiency into the single-mode fibers (a work in
collaboration with R. J. Harris at MPIA and KIT) (ii) designing and manufacturing a high-throughput
visible photonic chip for a new beam recombination scheme (a work in collaboration with IPAG and
Teems Photonics), see K. Barjots presentation (iii) designing and installing a new R2000 spectrograph
using a VPH grating at the Subaru telescope
manon.lallement@obspm.fr

P061] Maud Langlois - Applying new data analysis methods to SPHERE data to recover
circumstellar disks intensity and polarimetry
We will present the results of new SPHERE data processing using methods dedicated to the reconstruction of the circumstellar environments. For total intensity we use the REXPACO algorithm,
Flasseur+2021 to recover their morphology. The method formalize the challenging imaging tasks
within an inverse problem framework embedding a statistics-based model of the stellar leakages combined with a physics-based forward model of the instrumental effects. Beyond the significant gain
in sensitivity, a major feature of the unsupervised REXPACO algorithm is its ability to reconstruct
faithful images of the circumstellar environment, and to provide reliable astro-photometric estimates.
Because the combination of intensity and polarimetry is critial to acess the physics of the dust composing the circumstellar disks, we will also present new SPHERE polarimetric data processing using
RHAPSODIE algorithm, Denneulin+2020. This unsupervised method, also based on an inverse problems framework, demonstrates significantly better sensitivity, and gives access to an unprecedented
resolution thanks to its forward modeling of the instrumental effects (including deconvolution). These
two different processing methods constitute state-of-the-art capabilities in the field, and we will discussed their efficiency using a large sample of observational and synthetic data
maud.langlois@univ-lyon1.fr

P062] Romain Laugier - The expected performance of nulling at the VLTI down to 5 mas
The prospect of high-contrast detection capability at smaller angular separations is appealing on
two fronts: (i) access to the snow line, where the bulk of the giant exoplanet formation is expected,
and (ii) access to a parameter space shared with indirect detection methods, like radial velocimetry.
Long-baseline interferometry will be key to explore this parameter space and SCIFY is an ERC-funded
project to leverage the VLTI infrastructure for high-contrast detection and spectroscopy of exoplanets
up to R=2000 in the L’ band. The Hi-5-VIKiNG module of the ASGARD instrument will use photonic
chips to implement state-of-the-art beam combination schemes of four telescopes, producing differential nulls with self-calibration properties. In this wavelength band, instrumental noise and background
noises are both significant contributors to the overall performance, with different types of effects on
the measurement. To support the development of the instrument and predict its performance, we have
developed SCIFYsim. SCIFYsim is an end-to-end simulator aimed for the single-mode interferometric beam combiners. It includes a number of instrumental error sources, like optical path difference
residuals from fringe tracking, wavefront error at the injection, longitudinal dispersion, chromaticity
of the combiner chip, and more. To evaluate the performance of observations in the combined spectral
channels, we use statistical hypothesis tests based on likelihood ratios, and account for the covariance
in the data. Here, we present the anticipated performance of ASGARD/Hi-5 obtained with this approach, and how they are affected by the observation parameters.
romain.laugier@kuleuven.be
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P063] Jensen Lawrence - A Robust Bayesian Framework for Combining Imaging, Astrometry, and Radial Velocity
The prevalence of exoplanetary astronomy has exploded in the past three decades, with over 5,000
exoplanets having been confirmed by numerous detection methods. These methods have historically
probed disjoint regions of the exoplanet parameter space, but overlaps between methods are emerging
thanks to technological advancements. We present JEDI (Julia Exoplanet Detection from Imaging,
radial velocity, and proper motion), an efficient and flexible Bayesian framework for combining direct
imaging, absolute astrometry, and radial velocity data. We demonstrate this technique on several
simulated and real datasets, showing how we can detect planets hidden to any individual observing
method and how diverse information can further constrain orbital and physical characteristics. We
verify the robustness of our approach using simulation-based calibration. Future surveys searching for
individual high values targets, like Centauri or Eridani, could benefit from this combined approach.

P064] Lucie Leboulleux - Design of coronagraphs robust to segmentation-due errors and
island effects
Coronagraphic instruments are highly sensitive to aberrations, in particular for the imaging of young
Jupiters and Earth-like planets. Among others, two types of aberrations should be limited: 1) primary
mirror segmentation-due aberrations, such as phasing errors and missing segments, and 2) island effects, including low-wind effect due to thermal gradients along large spiders and post-adaptive optics
system petaling due to discontinuities in wavefront reconstruction if large spiders are present. We
propose an innovative methodology to optimize the coronagraph robustness during the apodizer design process. This methodology relies on the apodization of the segment instead of the whole pupil:
phase and/or amplitude redundant apodizers that mimic the pupil segmentation provide coronagraphs
robust to segment phasing errors and missing segments and mitigate the impact of segment-level aberrations on dark zones beyond the segment diffraction limit. This concept is best suitable to low-count
mirrors and its application to the Giant Magellan Telescope pupil (7 segments) shows a release of the
phasing constraints by a factor of 5 to 20 compared to classical designs for apodized pupil Lyot coronagraphs and almost fully for apodizing phase plate coronagraphs. The same approach is applied to the
Extremely Large Telescope pupil for island effect errors, and we obtain redundant apodizers with performance almost equivalent to the HARMONI high-contrast module (8-40 lambda/D, 10-6 contrast)
despite differential pistons, tips, and tilts between petals up to 2 rad RMS. In the early future, other
applications to design redundant apodizers generating dark zones compatible with monomode fibers
are planned.
lucie.leboulleux@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

P065] Briley Lewis - Speckle Space-Time Covariance in High-Contrast Imaging
We introduce a new framework for point-spread function (PSF) subtraction based on the spatiotemporal variation of speckle noise in high contrast imaging data where the sampling timescale is
faster than the speckle evolution timescale. Space-time covariance arises in the pupil as atmospheric
layers translate across the telescope aperture and create small, time-varying perturbations in the phase
of the incoming wavefront. The propagation of this field to the focal plane preserves some of that spacetime covariance. To utilize this covariance, our new approach uses a Karhunen-Loeve transform on a
set of image sequences, as opposed to a set of single reference images as in previous implementations
of Karhunen-Loeve Image Processing (KLIP) for high-contrast imaging. With the recent development
of photon counting detectors, such as microwave kinetic inductance detectors (MKIDs), this technique
now has the potential to improve contrast when used as a post-processing step. Preliminary testing on
simulated data shows this technique improves contrast, but further gains may be realized with further
improvements to the technique.
brileylewis@g.ucla.edu
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P066] Pengyu Liu - Post-processing algorithms for vAPP coronagraphic data
With the on-going development and installation of vector Apodizing Phase Plate coronagraphs (vAPP),
more and more scientific data will be observed with vAPPs. The characteristic point spread function
(PSF) of the vAPP requires unconventional treatment in the data reduction process. Until now, only
a few post-processing algorithms have been tested on vAPP coronagraphic data. It is necessary to
explore more advanced algorithms and find out which algorithm works best for the vAPP coronagraphic data. Temporal reference analysis of planets (TRAP) is a recently proposed post-processing
algorithm for high-contrast imaging data, which works in the temporal domain. We present the first
implementation of TRAP on vAPP coronagraphic data. We explore how to choose reference pixels for
different types of vAPP coronagraphic PSFs and compare the performance of TRAP on the photometric measurement of known companions with previously implemented speckle subtraction algorithms.
We find that TRAP can better reconstruct the systematic noise from different sources and achieve a
higher signal-to-noise ratio of the companion contrast.
pengyu.liu@ed.ac.uk

P067] Joseph Long - Searching for irradiated planets at small separations with vectorapodizing phase plate coronagraphy in the thermal infr
Giant planets on short orbits are not found in our solar system, but are frequently indirectly detected around other stars. The vector-apodizing phase plate (vAPP) designed for MagAO+Clio nulls
the first diffraction ring of a pair of coronagraphic PSFs, allowing us to probe separations as small as
0.75 AU for nearby targets. Giant planets glowing with the heat of their formation will be unable to
cool past the equilibrium temperature set only by their albedo and the host star’s properties, meaning
our sensitivity at small separations reaches much lower masses than a model planet cooling in isolation
would predict. We present observations of Sirius and other nearby targets with MagAO+Clio, analyzed
with an algorithm developed for MagAO-X that we call Karhunen-Love Image Projections Transposed
with Forward Modeling or KLIPT -FM. By implementing this algorithm atop a cluster-scale parallel
framework, we are able to retain every frame recorded without binning or downsampling, achieving
superior contrast limits in injection-recovery tests by capturing the behavior of speckle noise on short
time scales. The contrast limits we derive from injection-recovery tests reach 9x10−6 to 6x10−5 at 2.3
lambda/D, with variation due to the asymmetric vAPP PSF leading to a contrast floor that varies with
position angle at small separations. These limits are interpreted with the Sonora Bobcat models of
Marley et al and a correction for irradiation at small separations to yield final contrast limits excluding
companions in the single-digit Jupiter mass regime at 0.75 AU.
josephlong@email.arizona.edu

P068] Ronald Lopez - The Peculiar Warp of HD 110058s Debris Disk
We present scattered-light images in the near infrared of the spatially resolved debris disk around
HD 110058 in polarized and total intensity using observations from Gemini Planet Imager (GPI).
Modern advancements in instrumentation and direct imaging techniques, such as coronagraphy and
polarimetry have proven to be valuable tools in studying the structure and composition of debris disks.
With near-infrared scattered-light imaging, we can examine the population of some of the smallest dust
grains that populate a debris disk, and attempt to probe part of the dynamical history of the planetary
system by examining its disk structure. To date, several debris disks have been observed to contain
asymmetries and warps. Dynamical interactions between planetesimals, dust, radiation, and possibly
planets work in tandem to shape dust into unique morphologies. For HD 110058, we discuss the morphological characteristics of its edge-on debris disk and the methods that will be used to study the
disks dynamical history. The presence of an asymmetric warp in the disk at a radius of 0.35 arcseconds
( 38 AU) is revealed in PSF subtracted total intensity images, sharing some characteristics with the
disk around ? Pictoris. The warp suggests the existence of large-scale dynamical perturbations due to
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a possible unseen planet or other dynamical processes such as stellar flybys. We discuss the results of
scattered-light modeling intended to constrain the 3-dimensional morphology of the warp, including
semi-major axis and degree of warping to help distinguish between these scenarios.
rlopez@astro.ucla.edu

P069] Julien Lozi - AO3000 at Subaru: Combining for the first time a NIR WFS using
First Lights C-RED ONE and ALPAOs 64x64 DM
After 16 years of on-sky operation, Subaru Telescopes facility adaptive optics AO188 is getting several major upgrades to become the extreme-AO AO3000 (3000 actuators in the pupil compared to
188 previously). AO3000 will provide high-Strehl images for several instruments from visible to midinfrared, notably the Infrared Camera and Spectrograph (IRCS), and the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics (SCExAO). For this upgrade, the original 188-element deformable mirror (DM)
will be replaced with ALPAOs 64x64 DM. The visible wavefront sensor will also be upgraded at a later
date, but in the meantime we are adding a near-infrared Wavefront Sensor (NIR WFS), using either a
double roof prism pyramid mode or a focal plane WFS mode. This new wavefront sensor will use for
the first time First Lights C-RED ONE camera, allowing for a full control of the 64x64 DM at up to
1.6 kHz. One of the challenges is the use of non-destructive reads and a rolling shutter with the modulated pyramid. This upgrade will be particularly exciting for SCExAO, since the extreme-AO loop
will focus more on creating high-contrast dark zones instead of correcting large atmospheric residuals.
It will be the first time two extreme-AO loops will be combined on the same telescope. Finally, the
setup AO3000+SCExAO+IRCS will serve as a perfect demonstrator for the Thirty Meter Telescopes
Planetary Systems Imager (TMT-PSI). We will present here the design, integration and testing of
AO3000, and show the first on-sky results.
lozi@naoj.org

P070] Jie Ma - Quantitative disk polarimetry of RX J1604.3-213010
Protoplanetary disks made of gas and dust around young stars are the places where the planetary
systems are born. Accurate photo-polarimetric measurements of scattered light from the disks provides us information about dust properties and evolution. We analyse the existing high-contrast
polarimetric differential imaging observations of the transitional disk of RX J1604.3213010 with the
SPHERE/ZIMPOL and IRDIS sub-instruments. We measure the integrated intensity and polarized
intensity and investigate the dust scattering properties in the outer disk for visual and near-IR wavelengths. We corrected the PSF smearing effect and deduce the intrinsic disk averaged fractional
polarization of 1.020.04% at R’-band and 1.510.11% at J-band, showing a red color as also seen in
several other disks, e.g. HD142527, HD169142.
jma@phys.ethz.ch

P071] Alexander Madurowicz - Integral Field Spectroscopy with the Solar Gravitational
Lens
The prospect of combining integral field spectroscopy with the solar gravitational lens (SGL) to spectrally and spatially resolve the surfaces and atmospheres of extrasolar planets is investigated. The
properties of hyperbolic orbits visiting the focal region of the SGL are calculated analytically, demonstrating trade offs between departure velocity and time of arrival, as well as gravity assist maneuvers
and heliocentric angular velocity. Numerical integration of the solar barycentric motion demonstrates
that navigational acceleration of dv = 80 m/s + 6.7 m/s * t/year is needed to obtain and maintain
alignment. Obtaining target ephemerides of sufficient precision is an open problem. The optical properties of an oblate gravitational lens are reviewed, including calculations of the magnification and the
point-spread function that forms inside a telescope. Image formation for extended, incoherent sources
is discussed when the projected image is smaller than, approximately equal to, and larger than the
critical caustic. Sources of contamination which limit observational SNR are considered in detail, in-
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cluding the sun, the solar corona, the host star, and potential background objects. A noise mitigation
strategy of spectrally- and spatially- separating the light using integral field spectroscopy is emphasized. A pseudoinverse-based image reconstruction scheme demonstrates that direct reconstruction
of an Earth-like source from single measurements of the Einstein ring is possible when the critical
caustic is sufficiently large. In this arrangement, a mission would not require multiple telescopes or
navigational symmetry breaking, enabling continuous monitoring of the atmospheric composition and
dynamics on other planets.
amaduro@stanford.edu

P072] Frantz Martinache - Multiplexed kernel-nulling interferometry for robust and efficient high-contrast imaging at the focus of a single apertu
Kernel-nulling is a high-contrast imaging solution that brings together the photon noise attenuation function expected of a nuller with the self-calibrating properties of observables like the closurequantities regularly used in the context of interferometry. The technique, now validated by laboratory
demonstrations (see Cvetojevic, this conference), shows great promise as an alternative solution to coronagraphy at the focus of a single telescope, with a high contrast performance that is a less sensitive
function of upstream residual aberrations. Yet despite its robustness advantage, it suffers from the poor
throughput shortcoming of sparse aperture masking inspired techniques, which this work attempts to
address. The very compact, highly replicable photonic implementation of the kernel-nullers our group
is testing and characterizing makes it possible to envision running multiple kernel-nullers operating in
parallel: each device can use a different set of sub-apertures so that as a whole, the observation benefits
from the full collecting power of the telescope. The outputs of the different kernel-nullers can all be
fed to a single high-resolution slit spectrograph, leading to a very efficient and compact high-contrast
spectrograph. This paper will present several multiplexing schemes and compare their impact on the
several key properties: the overall throughput, the sensitivity to the presence of companions and the
ability to reconstruct a hyperspectral high-contrast image from the interferometric measurements.
frantz.martinache@oca.eu

P073] Marc-Antoine Martinod - Towards broadband nulling and fringe tracking with 3Dphotonic tricouplers on GLINT
Nulling interferometry is one of the most promising techniques for imaging exoplanets at solar system
scales as it simultaneously delivers the stringent requirements for contrast and angular resolution. The
Guided-Light Interferometric Nulling Technology (GLINT) instrument, now commissioned at Subaru
telescope behind the SCExAO extreme adaptive optics system, has delivered significant advances in
performance, paving the way for a science-ready instrument. Results from previous commissioning
runs have confirmed that integrated optics and self-calibration methods yield a robust pathway to
detecting exoplanets below the diffraction limit of the telescope. Furthermore, limitations to current
performance have been identified. The most critical are the compensation of remaining phase fluctuations and providing achromatic null depth. Specifically, one technology that offers enormous promise
to resolve these issues is the use of tricouplers to perform simultaneous nulling and fringe tracking
or wavefront characterization and correction without non-common path aberrations. Furthermore,
adding a broadband phase-shifter of pi radians allows fringe tracking around the white-light fringe,
making an instrument for broadband nulling and phase compensation. Based on the previous commissioning, we present the ongoing developments for a science-ready nuller and its expected performance,
centered on the use of the photonic tricoupler.
mam.astro01@gmail.com

P074] David Marx - Results from the Laboratory Demonstration of a PIAACMC Coronagraph with a Segmented Aperture
The phase-induced amplitude apodization (PIAA) family of coronagraphs provides high throughput
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and small inner working angle. In addition, the PIAACMC (PIAA complex-valued mask coronagraph)
is compatible with arbitrary aperture shapes. Compatibility with segmented apertures is essential for
the success of future large space telescopes, such as the flagship recommended by the Astro2020 decadal
survey. Further, a PIAACMC design would allow a lower cost on-axis obstructed aperture for future
missions, including the Astro2020 flagship. The latest designs of PIAACMC also feature improved robustness to tip/tilt jitter and stellar angular size, leading to high expected yield on exoplanet missions.
We report on vacuum laboratory demonstrations of PIAACMC designed for a LUVOIR-A aperture.
In particular, we describe the contrast and other performance results of a PIAACMC coronagraph
with a LUVOIR-like pupil mask assembled and tested in a vacuum chamber at the JPL high contrast
imaging testbed (HCIT). Results include contrast of 1.9 × 10−8 over a 10% bandwidth, and measured
tip-tilt sensitivity (2nd order) that contributes 4.5 × 10−1 0 incoherent contrast for 0.01 l/D rms per
axis tip-tilt jitter.
david.s.marx@jpl.nasa.gov

P075] Johan Mazoyer - DiskFM, A Forward Modeling Tool for Disk Analysis with Coronagraphic Instruments
Because of strong star light speckles in the coronagraphic raw images, faint astrophysical objects
can only be detected using powerful PSF subtraction algorithms. However, these algorithms have
strong effects on the faint objects themselves, which are impacting their physical parameters. Forward
modeling techniques have been developed for point source objects (Pueyo 2016). However, forward
Modeling with disks is complicated by the fact that the cannot be simplified using a simple point
source convolved by the PSF as the astrophysical model: every hypothetical disk morphology must
be explored to understand the subtle effect of the PSF subtraction algorithm on the shape and local geometry of these objects. Because of their complex geometries, the forward-modelling have to
be repeated tens or hundred of thousands of times on disks with slightly different parameters. All
these geometries are then compared to the PSF-subtracted image of the data, within an MCMC or a
Chi-square wrapper. We present here DiskFM, a new open-source algorithm included in the PSF subtraction algorithm library pyKLIP. This code allows to produce fast forward-modelling for a variety of
observation strategies (ADI, SDI, ADI+SDI, RDI). Finally, because it is included within the pyKLIP
interface, this algorithm can be used quickly on all the instrument supported (GPI, SPHERE, P1640,
LBTI) and can be quickly adapted for any other coronagraphic instruments. This code was already
used for disk publications with SPHERE, GPI and LBT.
johan.mazoyer@obspm.fr

P076] Camilo Mejia Prada - Deformable Mirror Driver ASIC Environmental Testing for
Space-Based Applications
Deformable mirrors (DMs) are at the heart of any adaptive optics system. On ground-based systems,
DMs are used to correct for turbulence in the Earths atmosphere in addition to static aberrations in
the optics. For space-based observations, DMs are used to correct for static and quasi- static aberrations in the optical train. State-of-the-art, high-actuator count DMs suffer from external heavy and
bulky electronics in which electrical connections are made through thousands of wires. We are instead
developing an Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) capable of direct integration with the
DM in a single small package. This integrated ASIC-DM is ideal for space missions, where it offers
significant reduction in mass, power and complexity while maintaining performance compatible with
high-contrast imaging of exoplanets. The ASIC DM driver made by Microscale Inc. is a switch fabric
that connects sixteen external high-voltage amplifiers (HVAs) to a 32x32 array of actuators, such that
each HVA drives an 8x8 square of actuators. Using 16 HVAs relaxes the actuator leakage current
requirement and increases attainable frame rate by 16x. In past efforts, we successfully prototyped
and tested a 32x32 format Switch-Mode ASIC (SM-ASIC) array, the main goal of the present effort
was to test the driver ASIC systems in a space-like relevant environment by radiation hardening the
electronics and performing a relevant thermal test.
camilo.mejia.prada@jpl.nasa.gov
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P077] Kian Milani - Parallelized GPU Physical Optics Simulations for the Roman Coronagraph
Physical optics models are integral tools for analyzing and predicting the performance of telescopes
and their respective instruments. The Roman Coronagraph is one such instrument that will demonstrate key technologies and strategies for imaging and characterizing exoplanets. Current simulations
of the Corongraph demonstrate the instrument will surpass its contrast requirements and obtain 1E-8
contrast without post-processing. Physical Optics Propagation in PYthon (POPPY) is an open-source
package for performing both Fraunhofer and Fresnel propagation, a requirement for accurate coronagraph simulation. The CuPy package has recently been implemented into POPPY to allow for all
propagation and optical element calculations to be performed natively on a GPU. The Coronagraph
models were translated from PROPER to POPPY to perform comparisons of the computation speed
for PSF and dark hole simulations. Results are demonstrated for serial and parallelized PSF simulations in both libraries, where PROPER utilizes Multiprocessing while the POPPY models use Ray
for parallelization. The end-to-end models of the HLC and SPC-Wide modes of the Coronagraph are
tested with results indicating 25X faster simulations with GPU calculations. Additional results for
higher pixel count arrays are also demonstrated for arbitrary Fraunhofer and Fresnel systems.
kianmilani@email.arizona.edu

P078] Julien Milli - The polarimetric properties of the HD181327 debris disc: analogy to
solar system comets
Debris discs are analogues to our solar system Kuiper belt and represent a common outcome of stellar evolution. About 50 discs have been directly imaged in scattered light thanks to high-contrast
instruments. These observations are sensitive to the micron-sized dust produced by collisions between
planetesimals in those belts. For a fraction of them with favourable brightness and inclination, the
scattering properties of the dust particles can be extracted from the observations, yielding the phase
function and the degree of linear polarisation. These observables are powerful diagnostic tools to understand the physical properties of the dust population : the size distribution, shape and composition
of the dust particles. We focus here on the ring detected around HD181327 to illustrate the analogy
with cometary dust. With the VLT/SPHERE high-contrast imager, we detect the near-infrared scattered light emission of the dust in total intensity and polarisation and extract the scattering properties.
We show that the polarisation is comparable to that of the class of high-polarisation comets. Simple modelling assuming spherical particles is not compatible with both the intensity and polarisation
properties. Comparison to laboratory measurements and to a numerical model of agglomerated debris
confirm that the particles are likely irregular. We compare the phase function between the optical and
the near-infrared and interpret the differences in terms of dust size. We conclude by highlighting the
value of an interdisciplinary approach comparing laboratory measurements, numerical simulations and
cometary dust observations to interpret the debris disc scattered light observations.
julien.milli@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

P079] Paul Mollière - Retrieving the atmospheric properties of cloudy directly imaged
planets
Future direct imaging observations will start probing the actual peak of the giant planet occurrence
rate at 3 au. This will enable the study of the most common giant planet type, instead of making
do with hot Jupiters, or todays population of directly imaged companions, found at separations > 10
au. The atmospheric composition of gas giant planets can be extracted from their emission spectra,
and is widely regarded as the key for placing constraints on their formation. Because gas giant planets
dynamically dominate the process of planet formation in the systems they reside in, understanding
their formation is crucial to inform planet formation in general. In my talk I will discuss our work that
strives to derive the atmospheric composition of directly imaged planets using so-called free retrievals.
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Compared to previous analysis methods, the strength of retrievals is their model flexibility, allowing to
let the observational data constrain uncertain physical processes, most importantly the formation of
atmospheric clouds. I will show how current observations of cloudy planets often lead to degenerate or
biased solutions when inferring atmospheric properties, and will highlight how observations of the justlaunched James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will break such degeneracies, and enable training our
methods for situations where JWST data is not available. In doing so, the atmospheric composition of
cloudy directly imaged planets may finally be decipherable, breaking ground for relating atmospheric
composition to planet formation in earnest.
molliere@mpia.de

P080] Jayke Nguyen - Improved M-Band Imaging of the HR 8799 System
Direct imaging in exoplanetary astronomy proves to be one of the best methods for definitively characterizing exoplanet properties and chemistry. The HR 8799 system is one of the best known testbeds for
studying through direct imaging techniques, with four exoplanets seen with greater than 5-sigma detection in J- through L-band. However, in previous studies, longer wavelength M-band observations have
not resulted in conclusive detection of the innermost planet, HR 8799e. Exploring longer wavelengths
is crucial to probe the abundances and chemistry of exoplanet atmospheres. More specifically, M-band
observations access the strongly-absorbing and well-understood CO ro-vibronic mode at 4.6 microns.
From CO absorption characteristics in the HR 8799 system we may explore atmospheric properties
investigating non-equilibrium chemistry, the C/O ratio, cloud properties, and metallicity. We present
high-contrast NIRC2 Keck data processed with an advanced background removal technique based on
the framework of LOCI. Additionally, to undistort the images we utilize a new photometry-preserving
algorithm called RAIN, based on the original DRIZZLE image processing method developed by the
Space Telescope Science Institute. These measurements serve as a precursor to planned observations
of the HR 8799 system with the James Webb Space Telescope.
jsn001@ucsd.edu

P081] Eric Nielsen - The Gemini Planet Imager Exoplanet Survey: Giant Planet and
Brown Dwarf Demographics from 10-100 AU
The Gemini Planet Imager Exoplanet Survey (GPIES) has observed 521 young, nearby stars, making
it one of the largest, deepest direct imaging surveys for giant planets ever conducted. With detections
of six planets and four brown dwarfs, including the new discoveries of 51 Eridani b and HR 2562 B,
GPIES also has a significantly higher planet detection rate than any published imaging survey. Our
analysis of the uniform sample of the first 300 stars reveals new properties of giant planets (>2 MJup)
from 3-100 AU. We find at >3 sigma confidence that these planets are more common around high-mass
stars (>1.5 solar masses) than lower-mass stars. We also present evidence that giant planets and brown
dwarfs obey different mass functions and semi-major axis distributions. Our direct imaging data imply
that the giant planet occurrence rate declines with semi-major axis beyond 10 AU, a trend opposite
to that found by radial velocity surveys inside of 10 AU; taken together, the giant planet occurrence
rate appears to peak at 3-10 AU. All of these trends point to wide-separation giant planets forming
by core/pebble accretion, and brown dwarfs forming by gravitational instability.
nielsen@nmsu.edu

P082] Matthew Noyes - JPLs Astrometry Testbed and its Status
Accurate measurement of exoplanetary masses is an important capability to address key aspects
of NASAs science vision, such as assessing exoplanet habitability. However, measuring the masses
of Earth-analogs around FGK stars within 10 pc requires sub-microarcsecond astrometric accuracy,
which current instrumentation is not capable of. Optical distortions caused by motions in optical elements are the primary cause of these current limitations. If high-precision astrometric measurements
of exoplanets can be obtained in addition to their direct images, future flagship coronagraphic exo-
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planet missions will have greatly augmented scientific yield. To advance astrometric instrumentation
to achieve this capability, a testbed was built at JPL that is capable of both simulating and measuring
an Earth-like exoplanet astrometric signal while calibrating out limiting distortions with the use of
a diffractive pupil. The unique capability of this testbed its sub-uas astrometric signal generating
lightsource. This signal is achieved by illuminating an array of pinholes lithographically printed onto a
glass substrate and translating, with a resolution of 50 pm, a target-star pinhole located on a centrally
cut flexure feature. To image and detect the motion in this artificial star scene, a diffractive pupil
mirror generates optical fiducials in the focal plane that are used to map and remove limiting optical
distortions. In this paper, an overview of the testbed and the characterization of the lightsource are
presented.
matthew.r.noyes@jpl.nasa.gov

P083] Paulina Palma-Bifani - Unveiling the origins of AB Pic b through its orbit and
atmosphere
How do we discriminate an exoplanet from a brown dwarf? This question has been fiercely debated
considering definitions based on either their physical properties (like the mass or the ability to fuse
deuterium) or their formation. Brown dwarfs usually are considered as failed stars but, if formed in
binary systems, they overlap in separation and mass with the population of giant planets formed in
protoplanetary disks. Both populations have, however, a potentially different chemical composition.
Therefore, exploring the origin and nature of companions can be approached by peering into their atmospheres. We analyze raw medium-resolution (R 4000) SINFONI data in the K-band (1.96 2.45 m)
from AB Pic b together with literature data on visible wavelengths, J-, H-, and L-bands. We modeled
the spectra of this intriguing companion with ForMoSA using different atmospheric grids to comprehend better its formation history. From the results, we derived the values of physical parameters as
the spectral type, effective temperature, surface gravity, metallicity, and the C/O ratio. Based on the
outcomes, we investigate the formation history of AB Pic b. Currently, our results favor a formation
through gravitational instabilities.
paulina.palma-bifani@oca.eu

P084] Jyotirmay Paul - Lab demonstration of deep learning methods for focal-plane wavefront sensing
Non-common path aberrations between the wavefront sensor of the adaptive optics system and the
science camera impose a serious limitation in the efficiency of high contrast imaging system. We
aim here to demonstrate deep learning-based WFS algorithms on the Vortex Optical Demonstrator
for Coronagraphic Application (VODCA) test bench in the near - to mid-infrared regime. For this
focal plane wavefront sensing experiment, we lift the sign ambiguity by splitting the two circular polarization states downstream of the vector vortex coronagraph. The main scientific goals are (i) the
implementation of a near-infrared WFS, representative of an AO system in the non-common path of
our bench, (ii) the simultaneous measurements of both circularly polarized focal plane images, (iii) the
introduction of a combination of representative NCPA and post-AO atmospheric turbulence residuals
with a deformable mirror, (iv) the generation of large learning data sets, where focal-plane images and
AO-WFS measurements are associated with labels (or not for unsupervised learning), and finally (v)
the wavefront retrieval using our trained deep learning neural network models. Here we present the
status of our experiment and a summary of the latest improvements of the setup.
jpaul@uliege.be

P085] Logan Pearce - Companion Mass Limits of 17 Binary Star Systems from the Binary
Differential Imaging Survey
We present the first results of 17 binary star systems observed with the MagAO instrument on the
Magellan Clay Telescope and reduced using Binary Differential Imaging (BDI). BDI is an application
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of Reference Differential Imaging (RDI) and Angular Differential Imaging (ADI) applied to wide binary star systems (2”” < < 10””, within the isoplanatic patch in infrared) of approximately equal
magnitude such that each star serves as the point-spread-function reference for the other, and which
we reduce using Principal Component Analysis for starlight subtraction. BDI has been shown to outperform ADI in achieved contrast by 0.5 mag at close separations (Rodigas et al. 2015). We show the
contrast limits achieved using BDI with MagAO/Clio in L’ band and discuss our results in the context
of stellar and substellar companion occurrence in wide binary systems.
loganpearce1@email.arizona.edu

P086] Anne Peck - Spectral follow-up of astrometrically selected planet host candidates
using Apache Point Observatory.
We use spectra taken with the echelle spectrograph, ARCES, at Apache Point Observatory (APO) to
vet candidate hosts of substellar companions, identified through astrometric accelerations. By combining Gaia and Hipparcos measurements, we have identified stars with accelerations consistent with
substellar companions at intermediate separations (5-20AU). We use the ARCES data to conduct radial velocity follow-up of the accelerating stars to screen for stellar binaries masquerading as stars with
substellar companions. We employ a new technique to measure radial velocities that uses telluric lines
for wavelength calibration, reaching relative radial velocity precision of 100 m/s. Additionally, we use
these spectra to extract ages from each star to identify the best targets for direct imaging follow-up.
Screening our sample for stellar binaries is a key step toward increasing the number of directly imaged
giant planets at intermediate separations
annepeck@nmsu.edu

P087] Dillon Peng - GPI 2.0: Performance of upgrades to the Gemini Planet Imager
CAL and IFS
The Gemini Planet Imager (GPI) is a facility class instrument for the Gemini Observatory with the
primary goal of directly detecting young Jovian planets. After several years of successful operations
on sky at Gemini South, GPI is undergoing an upgrade at the University of Notre Dame and is being
moved to Gemini North. We present the current performance results, from in-lab testing, for several
of the upgraded components to the Integral Field Spectrograph (IFS) and the Calibration Wavefront
Sensor (CAL) for GPI 2.0. These upgrades include changes to the IFS dispersion prisms, changes to
the pupil viewing cameras, and changes to the low order wavefront sensor. These improvements are
designed to improve the magnitude and contrast range of GPI. The IFS prism upgrades are expected
to provide more equal spectral lengths across the Y, J, H, and K bands, while the new pupil and CAL
cameras are expected to outperform their predecessors in several key metrics. We describe the alignment of several components, their noise characteristics, and their performance in the GPI environment.
dpeng@nd.edu

P088] Clément Perrot - First detection and characterization of a bright gaseous debris
disk in polarimetric scattered light with VLT/SPHERE
In the current paradigm on the evolution of circumstellar disks, the protoplanetary stage – where
giant planets and planetesimals belts are formed – is followed by a debris disk phase after a few Myr.
In the transition between these two stages, the disk is totally emptied of its primordial gas due to accretion onto the host star and planets, as well as photo-evaporation. However, we have now observed
> 20 debris disks containing a significant amount of gas, which raises questions about the origin of
this gas (primordial or secondary). HD 121617 is one of those gaseous debris disks. The star is a 16
Myr old A1V on the main sequence surrounded by a circumstellar dust disk together with a gas disk
detected in 2017. We present the first resolved observation of that debris disk with VLT/SPHERE, in
polarized near-infrared scattered light. We detect a very bright ring of dust, with a semi-major axis of
78 au, compatible with the location of the gas ring detected with ALMA. We find that the inner edge
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of the dust density distribution is very sharp, which could have been sculpted by an unseen companion,
or by gas dragging the dust grains. In this contribution we present the result of our analyses of the
morphological and dust properties with DDiT and MCFOST, respectively, as well as hydrodynamical
simulations performed with FARGO to understand the dynamical effect of gas on the dust to try to
explain the inner edge wall in the dust density distribution observed with SPHERE.
clement.perrot@obspm.fr

P089] Axel Potier - ExoEarth yield provided by an 8m off-axis segmented telescope
equipped with an adaptive optics system
The Astro2020 decadal survey recommended a 6m IR/O/UV telescope equipped with a coronagraph
instrument to directly image exoEarths in the habitable zone of their host star. A telescope of such
size may need to be segmented to be folded and then carried in current launch vehicles. However, a
segmented primary mirror introduces the potential for mid spatial frequency optical wavefront instabilities during the science operations that would degrade the coronagraph performance. A coronagraph
instrument with a wavefront sensing and control (WS&C) system can stabilize the wavefront with a
picometer precision at high temporal frequencies (>1Hz). In this work, we study a realistic set of
aberrations based on a finite element model of a slightly bigger (8m circumscribed, 6.7m inscribed diameter) segmented telescope with its payload. We model an adaptive optics (AO) system numerically
to compute the post-AO residuals. The residuals then feed an end-to-end model of a vector vortex
coronagraph instrument. The long exposure contrast thus obtained is finally used in an exoEarth yield
method calculation to understand the overall benefits of the adaptive optics system in the flagship
mission success.
axel.q.potier@jpl.nasa.gov

P090] Camilo Prada - Deformable Mirror Driver ASIC Environmental Testing for SpaceBased Applications
Deformable mirrors (DMs) are at the heart of any adaptive optics system. On ground-based systems,
DMs are used to correct for turbulence in the Earths atmosphere in addition to static aberrations in
the optics. For space-based observations, DMs are used to correct for static and quasi- static aberrations in the optical train. State-of-the-art, high-actuator count DMs suffer from external heavy and
bulky electronics in which electrical connections are made through thousands of wires. We are instead
developing an Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) capable of direct integration with the
DM in a single small package. This integrated ASIC-DM is ideal for space missions, where it offers
significant reduction in mass, power and complexity while maintaining performance compatible with
high-contrast imaging of exoplanets. The ASIC DM driver made by Microscale Inc. is a switch fabric
that connects sixteen external high-voltage amplifiers (HVAs) to a 32x32 array of actuators, such that
each HVA drives an 8x8 square of actuators. Using 16 HVAs relaxes the actuator leakage current
requirement and increases attainable frame rate by 16x. In past efforts, we successfully prototyped
and tested a 32x32 format Switch-Mode ASIC (SM-ASIC) array, the main goal of the present effort
is to test the driver ASIC systems in a space-like relevant environment by radiation hardening the
electronics and performing a relevant thermal test.
camilo.mejia.prada@jpl.nasa.gov

P091] Isabel Rebollido Vázquez - A revisit of Beta Pic’s disk: from HST to JWST
The Beta Pic system is one of the most studied objects in the field of debris discs. Due to its brightness
and close distance it is one of the best targets to study planetary system architecture. We know from
the literature this star is surrounded by a number of interesting components: dust, gas, planets(2)
and small bodies, including exocomets. Particularly, its dust component shows an inner tilted disk,
that could be related to the presence of the planet Beta Pic b, and even some asymmetries in the dust
distribution of the main disk. We present here a new study of archival coronography data from HST
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in visual wavelengths, including both new reductions and previously published from ACS, NICMOS,
STIS and WFC3. This will allow a new insight into the dust properties and distribution by measuring
the colors at different stellocentric distances, and serve as a benchmark for upcoming observations.
The James Webb Space Telescope will observe Beta Pic using the coronographic modes of both MIRI
and NIRCam, obtaining high quality near-IR imaging data, that will probe the scattered light from
small dust particles in the disk. While this data will most likely not be available until the end of 2022,
we include simulated predictions, based on disc models and ground based mid-IR data.
irebollido@stsci.edu

P092] A J Eldorado Riggs - Flight masks of the Roman Space Telescope Coronagraph
Instrument
The Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope (Roman), set to launch in the mid-2020s, will be the first
space-based observatory to demonstrate high-contrast imaging with active wavefront control using its
Coronagraph Instrument. The instruments main purpose is to mature the various technologies needed
for a future flagship mission to image and characterize Earth-like exoplanets. These technologies
include two high-actuator-count deformable mirrors, photon-counting detectors, two complementary
wavefront sensing and control loops, and two different coronagraph types (hybrid Lyot and shaped
pupil). In this poster, we show the complete set of fabricated flight masks and their intended combinations in the Roman Coronagraph Instrument. There are three types of mask configurations included:
a primary one designed to meet the instruments top-level requirement, three that are supported on
a best-effort basis, and several unsupported ones contributed by the NASA Exoplanet Exploration
Program. The unsupported mask configurations include eight more high-contrast mask configurations
to enable multi-star imaging and to complement the field-of-view and wavelength coverage of the supported mask configurations; several more occulters for low-contrast Lyot coronagraphy; and a Zernike
wavefront sensor for high-sensitivity, pupil-plane wavefront estimation. The unsupported mask configurations could be commissioned and used if the instrument is approved for operations after its initial
technology demonstration phase.
aj.riggs@jpl.nasa.gov

P093] Simon Ringqvist - Strong H-alpha emission and signs of accretion in a circumbinary planetary mass companion from MUSE
With the recent addition of the Narrow Field Mode (NFM), the Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer
(MUSE) integral-field spectrograph on VLT UT4 now offers an AO-corrected field of view of 7.5” x
7.5” with a mean resolution of 3000 at 480-930 nm. Using MUSE in NFM we have observed 2MASS
J01033563-5515561 (AB) b (Delorme 1 (AB) b), a 47 pc distant 12-14 MJup object orbiting a pair of
young M5 stars at 84 AU. Observations covered 2.5 hours and obtained a near-visual spectrum (47509350 ) of this hot, young planet/brown dwarf, in addition to resolving both components of the 0.25
binary (Fig. 1). Here we present some highlights from our analysis of Delorme 1 (AB) b in Eriksson
et al. (2020, A&A 638, L6 - NB. Ringqvist, n Eriksson). The most interesting one being very strong
H? emission, 17 times the local continuum with a mean equivalent width of -13813 , accompanied by
H-beta and weaker He I lines. Together, these lines provide a strong indication that Delorme 1 (AB)
b could be actively accreting, possibly putting it at tension with its estimated age of 30-45 Myr, or
hinting at the presence of an unusually old disk.
simon.c.ringqvist@gmail.com

P094] Garreth Ruane - Coronagraph Technology Development for Imaging Earth-like
Exoplanets with Future Space Telescopes at NASAs High Contras
The NASA Exoplanet Exploration Programs High Contrast Imaging Testbed (HCIT) facility at NASAs
Jet Propulsion Laboratory aims to demonstrate the coronagraph technologies required to directly image and characterize Earth-like exoplanets with future space telescopes. I will present the status and
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recent results of three of the HCIT testbeds: the twin Decadal Survey Testbeds (DST-1 and DST2) and the recently commissioned In-Air Coronagraph Testbed (IACT). The DST-1 demonstrated
the best performing Lyot coronagraph in the world, using two deformable mirrors, a Nickel-on-glass
occulting spot, and annular Lyot stop to provide a 360 dark hole between 3 to 9 /D at 550 nm. Commissioned in 2019, the DST has become NASAs best performing coronagraph testbed with a vacuum
environment, high thermal/vibrational stability, and wavefront control algorithms achieving repeatable
convergence below 4 × 10−1 0 mean contrast within a spectral bandwidth of /=0.1. To expedite the
coronagraph technology development process at high contrast (i.e. <1 × 10−9 ), we have built a second
vacuum testbed (DST-2) with similar design as DST-1, but expanded capability. The IACT serves as
a proving ground for coronagraph components at raw contrast levels of 1 × 10−8 , prior to testing on
the DSTs. The DSTs are now available to all principal investigators awarded openly-competed NASA
grants. In this talk, I will describe the testbed designs, raw contrast results in both monochromatic
and polychromatic light with Lyot and vortex coronagraphs, and discuss current limitations and plans
for future experiments.
garreth.ruane@jpl.nasa.gov

P095] Mariam Sabalbal - Exploring the impact of RSM parameters on the detection limits of SHINE data
The angular differential imaging observing strategy (ADI), one of the most crucial high-contrast imaging (HCI) techniques, reduces the quasi-static speckle noise by subtracting a reference point spread
function from the original set of frames. Several PSF subtraction techniques like LOCI, PCA, LLSG,
KLIP, NMF, have been proposed to push the detection limits. Each of these techniques is characterised
by its parameters, which strongly affect the quality of the reference PSF. Recently, the regime-switching
model (RSM), a new PSF-subtraction-based approach, has been developed to make the most of these
numerous PSF-subtraction techniques and create a single probability map. This approach relies on
several parameters like the crop size for the planetary model, the parametrization of the noise distribution, and the estimation of the planetary intensity. These parameters can be optimally selected
using the Auto-RSM algorithm, but this is time-consuming. In this poster, I will be presenting our
work on applying optimal and non-optimal sets of parameters of the image processing algorithms on
the SpHere INfrared survey for Exoplanets (SHINE) data. With this analysis, we aim to reduce the
computational load of the RSM method by not optimising every PSF-subtraction and RSM-specific
parameter on each individual data set, as already proposed through a clustering approach by Dahlqvist
et al. (in prep), while maintaining a high level of performance. The final goal of this project will be
to revisit large archival HCI surveys in an attempt to improve the detection limits and possibly reveal
yet undetected low-mass companions.
mariam.sabalbal@uliege.be

P096] Ben Sappey - High-Resolution Spectra of HD 206893 b with Keck Planet Imager
and Characterizer (KPIC)
The Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC) connects the Keck-II adaptive optics system and
the high-resolution spectrograph NIRSPEC through single-mode optical fiber to provide high-contrast,
high resolution (R ∼ 35000) spectra in the K-band of directly-imaged exoplanets. High-resolution
spectroscopic data provides information about the atmospheric composition (e.g., abundance of water, carbon monoxide, methane), planetary radial velocity measurements, and even Doppler imaging
of weather patterns. We present the first analysis of high-resolution spectra of HD 206893 b, an extremely red, dusty substellar object imaged with KPIC in September 2020. HD 206893 b is the reddest
known substellar object and presents a compelling challenge to properly model its atmosphere. We
performed a suite of spectroscopic analyses using joint forward modeling with both BT-Settl planetary
atmosphere models and a custom PHOENIX model grid to analyze the composition, radial velocity,
and rotational velocity of HD 206893 b. Our work highlights KPICs ability to measure critical physical
properties of directly imaged exoplanets.
bsappey@ucsd.edu
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P097] Aditya Sengupta - Laboratory Demonstrations of Optimal Identification and Control of Tip-Tilt Systems
We present the results of testing optimal linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control for tip and tilt
Zernike wavefront modes on the SEAL (Santa cruz Extreme AO Lab) testbed. The controller employs a physics model conditioned by the expected tip/tilt power spectrum and vibration peaks. The
model builds on similar implementations, such as that of the Gemini Planet Imager, by considering
the effects of loop delays and the response of the control hardware. Tests are being performed on
SEAL using the Fast Atmospheric Self-coherent camera Technique (FAST), and being executed using
a custom Python library to align optics, generate interaction matrices, and perform real-time control
by combining controllers with simulated disturbance signals to be corrected. We have carried out
open-loop data collection, characterizing the natural bench dynamics, and have shown a reduction in
RMS wavefront error due to both integrator control and LQG control. Work is ongoing to tune the
LQG controller by adjusting the physics model and the control weights, in order to show improvement
compared to integrator control.
aditya.sengupta@berkeley.edu

P098] Eckhart Spalding - GPI 2.0: Baseline testing of the Gemini Planet Imager Instrument
Over the past six years the Gemini Planet Imager instrument has carried out adaptive-optics fed
high-contrast imaging observations from the Gemini South telescope in Chile. GPI will now be upgraded for increased sensitivity and science capabilities as GPI 2.0, and will be moved to the Gemini
North telescope in Hawaii. Much of the upgrade work will take place at the University of Notre Dame.
Here we describe tests we conducted remotely of the GPI instrument before shipment from Chile, and
the status of in-person tests following its arrival at Notre Dame. These tests were originally designed to
accommodate science program requirements and to ensure compatibility with the host observatory. We
have now re-performed tests so as to assess the state of the instrument following six years of scientific
performance. We present the high-level results of this baselining process, describe their implications
and limitations, and compare them with results from tests performed when the original instrument
was shipped to Chile in 2013.
espaldin@nd.edu

P099] Sophia Stasevic - A deeper look into the morphology of the HD 110058 debris disk
using SPHERE multiband data
Debris disks are composed of small dust grains with short lifetimes, thought to be generated by the
continuous collisions of larger bodies, making them of great interest in furthering the understanding
of planetary systems. Analysis of debris disks imaged in scattered light can uncover disk structuressuch as gaps, warps, and asymmetries- that act as signposts for planetary companions that may be
yet undetected. We investigate the near edge-on debris disk of HD 110058, a 17 Myr A0V member
of the Scorpius-Centaurus association, first detected by Kasper et al. 2015. The target was observed
using VLT/SPHERE integral field and infrared dual-band imaging spectroscopy at two epochs in the
YJH and K, and YJ and H bands respectively. We focus on the morphological analysis of the disk,
utilising the multiple observations and star subtraction algorithms for producing higher contrast images. The reduced images show counter-clockwise warps of the outer part of the disk and an offset
between the NW and SE sides of the inner part. This is evocative of the features seen in the disk of
Beta Pictoris, which had been attributed to the presence of a massive body orbiting in the plane of an
inclined planetesimal belt, later identified as Beta Pictoris b. The similarities to the warp present in
the Beta Pictoris disk suggest that the features observed in HD 110058 are due to a misaligned inner
disk caused by the presence of an unseen planet on an inclined orbit.
sophia.stasevic@obspm.fr
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P100] Deno Stelter - Lifting the SCALES from our Eyes: Instrument Status and Update
The Santa Cruz Array of Lenslets for Exoplanet Spectroscopy (SCALES) passed its Preliminary Design Review in mid-November 2021. SCALES is a 2 - 5 micron coronagraphic high-contrast integral
field spectrograph that will be deployed behind the adaptive optics (AO) system of the 10-meter Keck
II telescope. It is designed to carry out detailed characterization of exoplanet atmospheres using both
low-resolution (R 10-300) and mid-resolution (R 3-7000) integral field spectroscopy over a field of view
of 2 x 2 arcseconds. The mid-resolution mode uses a novel image slicer to dissect and rearrange the
micro-pupils produced by a subset of the lenslet array and is a unique capability. Both modes use coronagraphic and apodizing masks to attain contrast ratios of 104−5 . SCALES will make ground-breaking
measurements of exoplanetary systems. The instrument has a complementary diffraction-limited imaging arm with a field of view of 12 x 12 arcseconds that operates from 1 - 5 microns. The performance
over the entire field of view is exquisite both in terms of wavefront error control and spot size, and the
design will continue to meet high performance goals after future upgrades to the AO system (which
may include an adaptive secondary mirror, a higher actuator count DM, and multi-conjugate wavefront
sensors). We give an overview of the work completed and design status.
deno@ucolick.org

P101] Tomas Stolker - The dusty environment of GQ Lupi B: a formation site of moons?
The accreting, substellar companion GQ Lupi B is in process of formation and appears to drive a
spiral arm in the circumstellar disk of its host star. We have studied the innermost environment of
the companion, as well as its atmosphere and orbit, using optical spectroscopy and thermal infrared
imaging. At 4-5 micrometer, we detect excess emission that we expect to come from a dusty disk,
which appears cool compared to the atmosphere of GQ Lup B. Speculatively, the inner regions of
this so-called protolunar disk may have been cleared by the formation of satellites. We also detect a
prominent H-alpha line and identified low-gravity features in the optical spectrum. Together with the
upper limit on H-beta, we placed constraints on the filling factor, which indicates a spherical instead
of magnetospheric accretion geometry. We suggest that material is channeled from the circumstellar
disk towards the companion, causing an accretion shock and replenishing its disk with building blocks
for a potential satellite system.
stolker@strw.leidenuniv.nl

P102] Ben Sutlieff - Mapping Exoplanet Atmospheres with Direct Ground-based Observations
Planetary rotation and atmospheric features, such as giant storms and hurricanes, give rise to variability in exoplanet atmospheres. By monitoring this variability, we can construct maps that detail their
physical appearance. Ground-based observatories have the resolution and photon collecting power to
reach the high contrasts and small inner working angles needed to monitor these faint companions
over their rotation timescales. But, bright host stars and a lack of reference stars accessible to the
typically narrow field of view ground-based coronagraphic imagers makes this difficult. Here, I present
a new approach with results from our differential spectrophotometric monitoring campaign of a young,
widely-separated substellar companion using NALES/LBT, an integral field spectrograph (R=40) in
combination with a vector Apodising Phase Plate (vAPP) coronagraph. Unlike focal-plane coronagraphs, the vAPP is insensitive to telescope vibrations, reaching deep speckle suppression and provides
an unsaturated PSF of the star as a reference to remove variations due to Earths atmosphere. By
adopting techniques traditionally used for exoplanet transmission spectroscopy, we create light curves
of the companion directly to search for inhomogeneities in its atmosphere and any occultation events
that may obscure the companion’s disk. I will show the 4-5% differential precision we already achieve
with just one night of monitoring and an analysis of the astrophysical features we find in the light
curve. Through this method, we can achieve high-precision differential spectrophotometry for directly
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imaged exoplanets inaccessible to space-based telescopes. This work is a path-finder for further studies
with VLT ERIS and exoplanet mapping with ELT/METIS.
b.j.sutlieff@uva.nl

P103] Samuel Thé - Long-slit spectroscopy characterization of substellar objects with the
EXOSPEC algorithm
To better understand the phenomena which take place during the formation and evolution of substellar objects, it is necessary to have access to their spectrum. In that purpose, the SPHERE-IRDIS
instrument long-slit spectroscopy mode, allied with extreme adaptive optics and coronography, has
been designed to spectrally characterize substellar objects in the near infrared (J, H and K bands).
Residual aberrations are however responsible for stellar leaks in the form of dispersed speckles that are
much brighter than the spectrum of the faint companion Post-processing methods are thus required
to extract the companion spectrum. Most proposed methods consist in first subtracting the stellar
contribution from the data and then measuring the companion spectrum in the residuals. We are
developing a novel approach, named EXOSPEC and based on the inverse problem framework, which
jointly estimates the two contributions, that of the star and that of the companion, exploiting the
differences of behavior of their spatio-spectral distributions in the data in order to disentangle them.
The parameters of the instrumental model, which is a critical part of the approach, are refined by
means of self-calibration directly from the science data. Other parameters of the problem are automatically tuned, leading to a fully unsupervised method. Compared to current methods, EXOSPEC is
able to extract companion spectra with less contamination by the stellar leaks and succeeds in harder
cases (e.g., closer to the mask). The benefits of our approach can be demonstrated on real data-sets,
including sequences.
samuel.the@univ-lyon1.fr

P104] William Thompson - Limits on additional planets in the HR8799 system: orbital
detection through 12 years of L-band imaging at Keck
The HR8799 multi planetary system has been studied extensively since its discovery in 2008. In
the years since, modelling of the planets orbits and the outer debris disk have raised the possibility
of additional planets both interior and exterior to planets b, c, d, and e. Yet it remains challenging
to find or rule out these proposed companions due their demanding contrasts. In this work, we combine a deep campaign of 14 quarter nights at Keck with archival data spaced over 12 years for the
deepest ever look at the system at 3.8 microns. We analyse this data using a Bayesian joint orbit
and planet detection model that allows us to search for planets across time despite orbital motion and
to find planets undetectable in a single epoch. We place limits on the mass of any additional outer
planets and analyse a tentative fifth candidate planet that warrants follow up with next generation
instruments. If confirmed, this planet would resolve a tension between cooling models and dynamical
mass measurements made using Gaia and Hipparcos. Finally, we show how this modelling technique
by itself, or combined with radial and astrometric velocity data can significantly improve our ability
to detect close in companions in a multitude of other directly imaged systems.
wthompson@uvic.ca

P105] Taylor Tobin - Status of the Automated Data Extraction, Processing, and Tracking
System (ADEPTS) for CHARIS/SCExAO
CHARIS is a near-infrared (JHK) coronagraphic integral field spectrograph (IFS) housed on the Subaru
Telescope. In conjunction with the extreme adaptive optics system, SCExAO, it provides high-contrast
spectral imaging of substellar companions and circumstellar disks. However, data extraction, calibration, and processing are time consuming processes with a steep learning curve, creating a bottleneck
and slowing the production of scientific results. The new Automated Data Extraction, Processing, and
Tracking System (ADEPTS) will automatically process all data taken by CHARIS, building calibra-
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tion files and extracting science-grade data cubes, as well as performing post-processing on the results
using a selection of default parameters. ADEPTS also serves as a backend for CHARIS in terms of
file organization, logging all raw files and products in a searchable SQLite database and providing a
mechanism for user flagging of bad files. By using automation to remove wait times and reducing
elapsed computation time via parallelization on its home 72-CPU processor, ADEPTS will be able
to produce science-grade data products within a day of observations. We present an update on the
current status of ADEPTS, as well as new features and design modifications.
ttobin2@nd.edu

P106] Christian Tschudi - Search for reflected light from Eps Eri b with SPHERE/ZIMPOL
The SPHERE instrument at the VLT can be used for the search of polarized light from extrasolar planets. We present preliminary results of 42 hours of direct imaging of the RV planet candidate
Epsilon Eridani b in polarized light as part of the guaranteed time observation (GTO) program of the
SPHERE consortium. The observations were taken in a broad band filter in the visual spectral range
(VBB: 590-880nm). By combining the polarimetric differential imaging (PDI) and angular differential
imaging (ADI) capabilities of SPHERE-ZIMPOL and post-processing we reach for an integration of 6
hours taken during one night a contrast of 19 mag (5 sigma) for a separation of 1. We expect, that
a contrast of more than 20 mag can be achieved using the K-stacker software, which combines the
data of the moving planet from different nights with a Keplerian orbit prediction. With this program,
we want to investigate the detection limits for the polarimetric search of planets. This is of interest
because polarimetry is a powerful differential technique and reflected light is the dominant emission
component in the visual to near-IR spectral region for all cold and potentially habitable planets.
chtschud@phys.ethz.ch

P107] Taichi Uyama - Current status of H high-contrast imaging with Subaru/SCExAO
Recently extreme adaptive optics (ExAO) techniques have made it possible to achieve high contrast at
optical wavelengths. Subaru/SCExAO+VAMPIRES is one of the ExAO instruments in the world and
it has a unique mode of H observations combined with ExAO corrections. We will present the current
status with up-to-date observational outcomes by showing individual detections and discuss prospects
of instrumental upgrades in the near future.
tuyama@ipac.caltech.edu

P108] Joost van den Born - Simulations of the speckle method as a performance verification and calibration technique for the MICADO Atmospheric Dispersion
Atmospheric dispersion, the wavelength dependent differential refraction of light passing through the
atmosphere, will cause severe degradation of image quality and contrast on the upcoming Extremely
Large Telescope (ELT). To counteract this adverse effect, MICADO will employ an Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector (ADC), located near the cold pupil of the instrument, which will reduce the dispersion
to below 2.5 milli arcseconds. In this presentation, we discuss a novel technique, which we call the
speckle method, to validate and calibrate the performance down to the required level. The technique
uses a diffraction mask to project broad band speckles around an observed star. We discuss the design of the diffraction mask and how the added speckles are used to characterise the elongation of
the PSF due to chromatic dispersion. We demonstrate this technique on artificial images, generated
using Fourier optics calculations and PSF reconstruction techniques, to evaluate the suitability of the
method for MICADO.
born@astro.rug.nl

P109] Maaike van Kooten - On-sky results of predictive control on Keck II
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Current ground-based high-contrast imaging (HCI) systems are limited by the achievable adaptive
optics (AO) correction. Work is needed to improve existing systems and harness the full resolution of
future extremely large telescopes that will enable direct imaging and characterization of earth-analogs.
In conditions specifically where the coherence time of the atmosphere is short compared to the speed
of the AO system, the servo-lag error can become the dominant error term of the AO system (often
the case for GPI and SPHERE). While the AO system measures the wavefront error and subsequently
applies a correction (typically taking a total of one or a few milliseconds), the atmospheric turbulence
above the telescope has changed, resulting in the servo-lag error. In addition to reducing the Strehl
ratio, the servo-lag error causes a build-up of speckles along the direction of the dominant wind vector in the coronagraphic image, severely limiting the contrast at small angular separations (i.e., the
wind-driven halo). One strategy to mitigate this problem is to predict the evolution of the turbulence
over the delay time. I will present on-sky results from predictive control implemented on W.M. Keck
Observatory. Using the L-band vortex coronagraph for Keck’s NIRC2 instrument, we find a contrast
gain of up to 2 at a separation of 3 /D and up to 3 for larger separations (3-7/D). These results show
the promise of predictive control, and I will also show plans to improve the method that will benefit
Keck and future HCI systems.
mvankoot@ucsc.edu

P110] Sophia Vaughan - Detecting Biosignatures of Nearby Rocky Exoplanets: Simulations of High Spectral Resolution Observations with the ELTs
The imminent arrival of the Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs) will finally deliver the observational
power capable of assessing the habitability of nearby rocky exoplanets. The ELT presents us with the
exciting opportunity of being able to spatially resolve the terrestrial exoplanet Proxima b, which lies
in the habitable zone of Proxima Centuri. This would allow molecule mapping, a technique that uses
the spatial separation plus cross correlation high resolution spectroscopy to disentangle the planet’s
spectrum from the host star and characterise its atmosphere. Here we present simulations in reflected
light for the High Contrast Adaptive Optics (HCAO) mode of HARMONI/ELT, using model planet
spectra from the Carl Sagan Institute designed specifically for Proxima b and its M-dwarf host star.
HARMONI’s resolution (R=17,385) is well suited to molecule mapping, with access to wavelengths
covering multiple biosignatures. Our simulator shows that this first light ELT instrument can characterise the atmosphere of Proxima b, within a very reasonable time frame, but requires intervention
on the focal plane masks in HARMONI’s current instrument design. If changed, HARMONI has the
potential to identify CO2, CH4, and H2O in Proxima b. Our simulator is highly versatile and we are
extending to other instruments for the ELTs, including METIS/ELT and GMagAO-X+IFS/GMT.
sophia.vaughan@physics.ox.ac.uk

P111] Kimberly Ward-Duong - Simulating MIRI Coronagraphy of Companions and Disks
using MIRISim
The Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) on JWST will provide a novel opportunity to conduct coronagraphic 10-23 m imaging from space. Simulations of realistic data products greatly support preparations for high-contrast JWST MIRI observations in advance of the first science deliveries, and facilitate development of more general end-to-end pipelines for reduction and analysis. We present new
modifications to the existing, publicly-available software package MIRISim that enable it to simulate
coronagraphic observations of companions and disks. These simulations produce JWST Science Calibration Pipeline-ready products, and we describe results from standard pipeline reductions as well as
various post-processing implementations. MIRISim Coronagraphy uses realistic, position-dependent
coronagraphic point spread functions (PSFs) generated using WebbPSF. This provides on-the-fly generation of spatially-dependent PSFs for stars and their companions using the 4-Quadrant Phase Mask
(4QPM) coronagraphs at 10.65, 11.40, and 15.50 m and the classical Lyot coronagraph at 23 m. We
also integrate the WebbPSF Extensions package to simulate extended sources such as debris disks, as
the complex 4QPM structure necessitates convolution of spatially-variant PSFs with source emission
from an input model. MIRISim Coronagraphy offers a valuable resource to the direct imaging com-
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munity for observation planning, comparative assessment between predicted and on-sky instrument
performance, and the ability to fully forward model MIRI images of exoplanets and disks.
kwardduong@smith.edu

P112] Kadin Worthen - Developing and testing PSF subtraction for the JWST MIRI MRS
The JWST Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) Medium Resolution Spectrograph (MRS) will provide
the first mid-infrared spectra of directly image exoplanets and revolutionize our understanding of giant exoplanet atmospheres. Only the MRS will be able to characterize the silicate cloud particles in
directly imaged planet atmospheres. The MRS was not designed with coronagraphic capabilities in
mind, so PSF subtraction is the only path to spatially resolved, high-contrast spectroscopy of giant
exoplanets. The publicly available MIRI simulation tool is known to have unrealistic PSFs, so we
generate our own simulated observations with realistic PSFs, detector effects, and pointing uncertainties. We develop a reference differential imaging (RDI) PSF subtraction technique to test contrast
performance and determine optimal observing strategies. We achieve a 1 contrast of approximately
1x10-4 at a separation of 1 arcsecond at 5 microns. We demonstrate that is method of RDI can recover a companion with a separation of 1.5 arcseconds and a contrast of 5x10-4 with a signal-to-noise
ratio of 10. We find that including target acquisition can improve contrast performance by up to a
factor of 3 at small angular separations. We are currently determining the best observing strategies
for high-contrast observations and investigating the contrast performance across all MRS wavelengths.
kworthe1@jhu.edu

P113] Chen Xie - Performance of reference-star differential imaging on SPHERE/IRDIS
As the primary technique in high contrast imaging, angular differential imaging (ADI) is limited
by the self-subtraction effect, which lowers its sensitivity to exoplanets at short angular separations
(e.g., <0.3) and prevents a good recovery of disk emission in total intensity. However, radial velocity
studies suggested a potential peak of giant planets population at around 3 au. Moreover, imaging
disks in total intensity provides indispensable information to reveal the dust composition of disks. To
avoid the self-subtraction effect, we can use reference-star differential imaging (RDI) as an alternative technique. Here we present the performance of RDI on SPHERE/IRDIS. We made use of all
the archival data obtained by SPHERE/IRDIS in the past 5 years to build the reference library. We
tested our RDI technique on selected 40 targets to obtain the average performances of RDI under
different observing conditions and compared the performances with that of ADI. In the point-source
detection, RDI can outperform ADI at small angular separations (<0.4””) with a peak gain of 0.85
mag over ADI at 0.15”” if the observing conditions are around median conditions of our reference
library. In disk imaging, RDI can reveal more disk features than ADI and provide a more robust
recovery of disk morphology. The reference library we built can be easily implemented into legacy or
future SPHERE surveys to perform RDI without additional observations of reference stars, achieving
better performance than that of ADI.
chen.xie@lam.fr

P114] Yinzi Xin - Enabling exoplanet characterization at the diffraction limit using a
Photonic Lantern Vortex Fiber Nuller
While conventional coronagraphs reduce the photon noise from the star, they are limited to angular separations greater than a few times the diffraction limit. The ability to access closer-in exoplanets
would greatly increase the expected yield of detectable planets, which scales approximately inversely
with the inner working angle. The Vortex Fiber Nuller (VFN) is an instrument concept developed
at Caltech straddling the space between coronagraphy and nulling interferometry. This technique is
capable of characterizing exoplanets within the diffraction limit, requires few optical elements, and is
compatible with many coronagraph designs as a complementary characterization tool. However, the
peak throughput of planet light is limited to about 20%, and the planet location is not constrained by
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the measurement. We propose to augment the original VFN design by replacing the single-mode fiber
with a six-port mode-selective photonic lantern, retaining the functionality of the VFN while providing
several other ports where starlight is also rejected. We present monochromatic simulations characterizing the response of the Photonic Lantern VFN (PL-VFN) to astrophysical signals and various forms
of wavefront error. We show that the combined flux from the nulled ports can result in nearly double
the exoplanet throughput compared to the SMF-VFN. Furthermore, since each port has a different
spatial coupling map, the location of the exoplanet can be partially constrained. The PL-VFN has
the potential to be a powerful tool to the coronagraphic instrument of the Large IR/O/UV Telescope
recommended by the 2020 Astrophysics Decadal Survey.
yxin@caltech.edu

P115] Jerry Xuan - A Clear View of a Cloudy Brown Dwarf Companion from HighResolution Spectroscopy
”Direct imaging surveys have used low-resolution spectroscopy (LRS; R 20-100) to study the atmospheres of giant exoplanets and brown dwarf companions, but encountered hurdles in measuring
reliable atmospheric abundances (e.g. C/O, metallicity). This precludes clear insights into their formation mechanisms. The Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC) uses single-mode fibers to
transport light into NIRSPEC (R 35,000 in K band), and aims to address these challenges with highresolution spectroscopy (HRS). Using an atmospheric free retrieval framework, we analyzed both KPIC
HRS and archival LRS (1-2.2 m) of the benchmark brown dwarf companion HD 4747 B (m 67 MJup,
a 10 au, Teff 1400 K). We find that the measured abundances from LRS can vary by 3 depending on
the cloud model, while the HRS is insensitive to clouds. We show this is because HRS is sensitive
to lower pressures where cloud opacity is minimal, while LRS probes higher pressures where clouds
condense. From the KPIC HRS, we also measure the C/O and metallicity of the brown dwarf to be
consistent with its host star to within 1-2, as expected for binary star-like formation. With more than
20 companions observed by KPIC so far, these results pave the way for a statistical study of giant
planet and brown dwarf atmospheres.”
jxuan@astro.caltech.edu

P116] Manxuan Zhang - Characterizing the Instrumental Polarization of SCExAO VAMPIRES
The Visible Aperture Masking Polarimetric Imager for Resolved Exoplanetary Structures (VAMPIRES) is a visible light instrument on the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics (SCExAO)
system. The components of the system including the telescope mirrors (in particular M3), half-wave
plate, image rotator, and liquid crystal modulator have unknown diattenuations and retardances. This
is a problem as it limits the accuracy and precision of polarimetric measurements. To characterize
the instrumental polarization of the system, a total of four unpolarized standards and two polarized
standards observed on two separate nights were used as on-sky calibration sources. For unpolarized
stars, images for multiple half-wave plate cycles at several wavelengths were taken as the standards
progressed through various altitudes. By measuring Q and U as a function of telescope altitude, we
estimate the diattenuation of M3 as a function of telescope altitude. By characterizing the variation
of Q and U for multiple half-wave plate cycles while observing polarized standards, we estimate the
half-wave plates retardance. Other internal calibration sources fill in information about the instrumental polarization of additional optical elements downstream of the telescope mirrors. From all these
calibration sources, we develop a detailed Mueller matrix model of the entire instrument. This model
will improve the accuracy of future measurements on VAMPIRES and provides a better understanding
of the largest sources of instrumental polarization.
manxuanzhang@ucsb.edu

P117] Iain Hammond - External or internal companion exciting the spiral arms in CQ
Tau?
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I will present five high-contrast imaging datasets of the young variable star CQ Tau obtained with
VLT/SPHERE and VLT/NACO, reduced with new data reduction pipelines. We detect extended
spiral structures in each dataset, alongside evidence of shadowing from a misaligned inner disc. We
compute mass sensitivity limits using the Vortex Imaging Processing package to rule out the presence
of a companion larger than 4Mjup exterior to the NIR spirals. Finally, we speculate on the mass and
orbit of a perturber by investigating the pitch angle of the spirals, the misalignment of the inner disc
and photometric variability. Our observations could be explained by an unseen close-in companion
on an inclined and eccentric orbit. Such a hypothesis would also account for the disc CO cavity and
highly disturbed kinematics.
Iain.Hammond@monash.edu

P118] Jonathan Lin - Theory and simulation of a photonic lantern focal-plane wave sensor
One of the major barriers in high-contrast imaging is the sensing and correction of non-commonpath aberrations (NCPAs): aberrations evolving on timescales of minutes to hours that occur due to
differences between the wavefront sensing arm and science arm of an adaptive optics (AO) system. As
a result, wavefront control must be improved before instruments can attain the necessary contrasts
and angular separations typical for systems similar to the Sun and Earth (∼10−10 and ∼100 mas, at
a distance of 10 pc, in visible light). The most direct way to eliminate NCPAs is to eliminate the noncommon path by moving the wavefront sensor to the science focal plane. In this work, we present first
steps in the mathematical analysis, numerical characterization, and optimization of a focal-plane wavefront sensor (FPWFS) based on the photonic lantern (PL): a tapered waveguide that can efficiently
couple light into multiple single-mode optical fibers, maintaining high throughput while providing a
stable coupling into diffraction-limited instruments. In the process, we provide initial investigation
into the interaction between PLs and optics such as beam-shaping (PIAA) lenses and vortex phase
mask coronagraphs, as well as techniques for increasing the sensing range of these devices.
jon880@astro.ucla.edu

P119] Ruslan Belikov - Overview of Multi-Star Wavefront Control: A method for Imaging Exoplanets and Disks in Multi-Star Systems.
We present an overview of Multi-Star Wavefront Control, a method for imaging exoplanets and disks
in multi-star systems. In particular, we describe the theory behind the method, science value, and
selected laboratory demonstrations. The ability to image planets and disks around multi-star systems
is important in part because about half of all sun-like stars belong to multi-star systems, and in part
because multi-star systems offer unique science. Many stars in such systems suffer greater than 1e10
contrast noise from their companions, necessitating adaptive suppression, especially on space missions.
This is true in particular of Alpha Centauri, which by many measures would be the best target for
direct imaging missions, if it was single. There are two key challenges with suppressing starlight in
multi-star systems: (1) stars are mutually incoherent; and (2) star separations are typically beyond the
spatial Nyquist limit of deformable mirrors (DMs). MSWC solves (1) by using “non-redundant” dark
zones, and (2) by leveraging high spatial frequency content in the system, which can be created by a
mild grating, DM quilting, pupil or DM segmentation, or sparse DMs. We also present an analysis of
expected science enabled by MSWC on Roman CGI and the Astro2020 flagship, and tie it to grating
requirements. Finally, we present the latest demonstrations with an internal source on the SCExAO
instrument, as well as demonstrations in vacuum on JPL’s Decadal Survey Testbed of Super-Nyquist
Wavefront Control (a key component of MSWC), to 2e-9 and 9e-9 contrasts in monochromatic and
10% broadband light, respectively.
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Coronagraph designs have been steadily improving over the past 2 decades. How much more improvement is possible before coronagraphs reach fundamental physics limits? Also, can coronagraphs
on obstructed apertures improve to the level of unobstructed ones, or do obstructions impose a fundamental performance limit?
We present a general theoretical framework for studying coronagraphs and use it to answer these
questions. We also identify possible technology paths that may reach physics limits, and assess the
impact on science yields for the Astro2020 flagship. Our work is based on the methods from Guyon
et al. 2006, but we generalize and expand these methods, and apply them to arbitrary apertures.
We derive the performance of theoretically optimal coronagraphs, and show that they depend only
weakly on aperture shape. We also show that it is impossible to perfectly suppress a star with a non-0
diameter, but arbitrarily good suppression can be achieved at the cost of inner working angle, and we
provide a fundamental relationship linking the two. We show that optimal coronagraphs improve the
expected science yield of the Astro2020 flagship by a factor of several, or enable substantial relaxations
of aperture requirements without impacting science yield. Although our analysis does not immediately
lead to practical designs, we identify a few possible paths, including traditional as well as photonic
technologies, and hope that the knowledge of theoretical limits, and the corresponding potential to
greatly improve science yield, would be useful as a target, guide, and inspiration for continued advances
in coronagraph engineering.
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